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"Anselmo," the old man said. "I am called Anselmo and I come 

from Barco deAvila. Let me help you with that pac£" 
The young man, who was tall and thin, with sun-streaked fair 

hair, and a wind- and sun-burned face, who wore the sun-faded 
Bannel shirt, a pair of peasant's trousers and rope-soled shoes, leaned 
over, put his arm through one of the leather pack straps and swung 
the heavy pack up onto his shoulders. H e worked his arm through 
the other strap and settled the weight of the pack against his back. 
His shirt was still wet from where the pack had rested. 

"I have it up now," he said. "H ow do we go?" 
"We climb," Anselmo said. 
Bending under the weight of the packs, sweating, they climbed 

steadily in the pine forest that covered the mountainside. There was 
no trail that the young man could see, but they were working up 
and around the face of the mountain and now they crossed a small 
stream and the old man went steadily on ahead up the edge of the 
rocky stream bed. The climbing now was steeper and more difficult, 
until finally the stream seemed to drop down over the edge of a 
smooth granite ledge that rose above them and the old man waited 
at the foot of the ledge for the young man to come up to him. 

"H ow are you making it?" 
"All right," the young mao said. He was sweating heavily and 

his thigh muscles were twitchy from the steepness of the climb. 
"Wait here now for me. I go ahead to warn them. You do not 

want to be shot at carrying that stuff." 
"Not even in a joke," the young man said. "Is it far?" 
"It is very close. H ow do they call thee?" 
" oberto,.il the young man answered. H e had slipped the pack off 

and lowered it gently down between two boulders by the stream 
bed. 

"Wait here, then, Roberto, and I will return for you." 
"Good," the young man said. "But do you plan to go down this 

way to the bridge?" 
"No. When we go to the bridge it will be by another way. Shorter 

and easier." 
"I do not want this material to be stored too far from the bridge." 
"You will see. If you are not satisfied, we will take another place." 
"We will see," the voun_g- man said. 
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H e sat by the packs and watched the old man climb the ledge. 
It was not hard to climb and from the way he fo.Jod hand-holds 
without searching for them the young man could see that he had 
climbed it many times before. Yet whoever was above had been 
very careful not to leave any trail. 

The young man, whose name wasWfbert Jordan, was extremely 
hungry and he was worried. He was o teo hungry but he was not 
usually worried because be did not give any importance to what 
happened to himself and he knew &om experience how simple it 
was to move behind the enemy lines in all this country. It was as 
simple to move behind them as it was to cross through them, if 
you had a good guide. It was only giving importance to what hap
pened to you if you were caught that made it difficult; that and 
deciding whom to trust. You had to trust the people you worked 
with completely or not at all, and you had to make decisions :!bout 
the trusting. H e was not worried about any of that. But there were 
other things. 

This Anselmo had been a good guide and he could travel won
derfully in the mountains. Robert Jordan could walk well enough 
himself and he knew from following him since before daylight that 
the old mao could walk him to death. Robert Jordan trusted the 
man, Anselmo, so far, in everything except judgment. He had not 
yet had an opportunity to test his judgment, and, anyway, the judg
ment was his own responsibility. No, he did not worry about An
selmo and the problem of the bridge was no more difficult than 
many other problems. H e knew how to blow any sort of bridge 
that you could name and he had blown them of all sizes and con
structions. There was enough explosive and all equipment in the 
two packs to blow this bridge properly even if it were twice as big 
as Anselmo reported it, as be remembered it when he had walked 
over it on his way to La Granja on a walking trip in 1933, and as 
Golz had read him the description of it night before last in that 
upstairs room in the house outside of the Escorial. 

"To blow the bridge is nothing,'~ had said, the lamplight 
on his scarred, shaved head, pointing with a pencil on the big map. 
"You understand?" 

"Yes, T understand." 
"Absolutely nothing. Merely to blow the bridge is a fai lure." 
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"I would rather not know," Robert Jordan said. 
"Good," said Golz. "It is less of baggage to carry with you on 

the other side, yes?" 
"I would always rather not know. Then, no matter what can 

happen, it was not me that talked." 
"It is better not to know," Golz stroked his forehead with the 

pencil. "Many times I wish I did not know myself. But you do 
know the one thing you must know about the bridge?'' 

"Yes. I know that." 
"I believe you do," Golz said. "I will not make you any little 

speech. Let us now have a drink. So much talking makes me very 
thirsty, Comrade H ordan. You have a funny name in Spanish, 
Comrade H ordown." 

"H ow do you say Golz in Spanish, Comrade General?" 
"H otze," said Golz grinning, making the sound deep in his 

throat as though hawking with a bad cold. "H otze," he croaked. 
"Comrade H eneral K.hotze. If I had known how they pronounced 
Golz in Spanish I would pick me out a better name before I come 
to war here. When I think I come to command a division and 
I can pick out any n ame I want and I pick out H otze. H eneral 
H otze. N ow it is too late to change. H ow do you like partizan 
work?" It was the Russian term for guerilla work behind the 
lines. 

"Very much," Robert Jordan said. He grinned. "I t is very healthy 
in the open air." 

"I like it very much when I was your age, too," Golz said. "They 
tell me you blow bridges very well. Very scientific. It is only bear
say. I have never seen you do anything myself. Maybe nothing 
ever happens really. You really blow them?" be was teasing now. 
"Drink this," he handed the glass of Spanish brandy to Robert Jor
dan. "You really blow them?" 

"Sometimes." 
"You better not have any sometimes on this bridge. No, let us 

not talk any more about this bridge. You understand enough now 
about that bridge. We are very serious so we can make very strong 
jokes. Look, do you have many &iris on the other side of the 
lines?" 

"No, there is no time for girls." 
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"I do not agree. The more irregular the service, the more irregu
lar the life. You have very irregular service. Also you need a hair
cut." 

"I have my hair cut as it needs it," Robert Jordan said. He would 
be damned if he would have his head shaved like Golz. "I have 
enough to think about without girls," he said sullenly. 

"What sort of uniform am I supposed to wear?" Robert Jordan 
asked. 

"None," Golz said. "Your haircut is all right. I tease you. You 
are very different from me," Golz had said and filled up the glasses 
again. 

"You never think about only girls. I never think at all. Why 
should I? I am General Sovi~tiqu~. I never think. DO not try to 

/ trap me into thinking." 
Some one on his staff, sitting on a chair working over a map on 

a drawing board, growled at him in the language Robert Jordan 
did not understand. 

"Shut up," Golz had said, in English. "I joke if I want. I am so 
serious is why I can joke. Now drink this and then go. You un
derstand, huh?" 

"Yes," Robert Jordan had said. "I understand." 
They had shaken hands and he bad s.Uuted and gone out to the 

staff car where the old man was waiting asleep and in that car they 
had ridden over the road past Guadarr~ma, the old man still asleep, 
and up the Navacerrada road to the Alpine Club but where he, 
Robert Jordan, slept for three hours before they started. 

That was the last he bad seen o~ Golz with his strange white 
face that never tanned, his hawk eyes, Lhe big nose and thin lips 
and the shaven head crossed with. wrinkles and with scars. Tomor
row night they would be outsicle the Escorial in the dark along the 
road; the long lines of trucks Joading the infantry in the darkness; 
the men, heavy loaded, climbi11g up into the trucks; the machine
gUn sections lifting their guns into the trucks; the tanks being rue 
up on the skids Qnto the long-bodied tank trucks; pulling the Di
vision out to move them in th~ night for the attack on the pass. He 
would not think about that. That was not his business. That was 
Golz's business. H e had only one thing to do and that was what 
he should think about and be must think it out dearly and take 
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Robert Jordan unpinned a safety pin that ran through his pocket 

flap and took a folded paper out of the left breast pocket of his 

flannel shut and handed it to the man, who opened it, looked at 

it doubtfully and turned it in his hands. 

So he cannot read, Robert Jordan noted. 

"Look at the seal," he said. 

The old man pointed to the seal and the man with the carbine 

studied it, turning it in his fingers. 
"What seal is that?" 
"Have you never seen it?" 
"No." 
"There are two," said Robert Jordan. "One isS. I. M., the service 

of the military intelligence. The other is the General StalT." 

"Yes, I have seen that seal before. But here no one commands but 

me," the other said sullenly. "What have you in the packs?" 

"D ynamite," the old man said proudly. "Last night we crossed 

the lines in the dark and all day we have carried this dynamite over 

the mountain." 
"I can use dynamite," said the man with the carbine. H e handed 

back the paper to Robert Jordan and looked hi;n over. "Yes. I have 

use for dynamite. H ow much have you brought me?" 

"I have brought you no dynamite," Robert Jordan said to him 

evenly. "The dynamite is for another purpose. What is your 

name?" 
"What is that to you?" 
"H e is Pablo..;.'1said the old man. The man with the carbine looked 

at them _.both sullenly. 
"Good. I have heard much good of you," said Robert Jordan. 

"What have you heard of me?" asked Pablo. 

"T have heard that you are an excellent guerilla leader, that you 

are loyal to the republic and prove your loyalty through your acts, 

and that you are a man both serious and valiant. I bring you greet

inj:ts from the General Staff." 
"Where did you hear all this?" asked Pablo. Robert Jordan regis

tered that he was not taking :my of the flattery. 

"I heard it from Buitrago to the Escorial," be said, naming all 

the stretch of country on the other side of the lines. 

"I know no one in Buitrago nor in Escorial," Pablo told him. 
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"Sixty-eight in the month of July." 
"If we should ever see that month," said Pablo. "Let me hdp 

you with the pack." he said to Robert Jordan. "Leave the other to 
the old man." He spoke, not sullenly, but almost sadly now. "H e 
is an old man of great strength." 

"I will carry the pack," Robert Jordan said. 
"Nay," said the old man. "Leave it to this other strong man." 
"I will take it," Pablo told him, and in his sullenness there was a 

sadness that was disturbing to Robert Jordan. He knew that sad
ness and to see it here worried him. 

"Give me the carbine, then," he said and when Pablo handed it 
to him, he slung it over his back and, with the two men climbing 
ahead of him, they went heavily, pulling and climbing up the 
granite shelf and over its upper edge to where there was J green 
clearing in the forest. 

They skirted the edge of the little meadow and Robert Jordan, 
striding easily now without the pack, the carbine pleasantly rigid 
over his shoulder after the heavy, sweating pack weight, noticed 
tlut the grass was cropped down in several places and signs that 
picket pins had been driven into the earth. H e could see a trail 
through the grass where horses had been led to the stream :.o drink 
and there was the fresh manure of several horses. They picket them 
here to feed at night and keep them out of sight in the timber in 
the daytime, he thought. I wonder how many horses this Pablo has? 

H e remembered now noticing, without realizing it, that Pablo's 
trousers were worn soapy shiny in the knees and thighs. I wooder 
if he has a pair of boots or if he rides in those alpargatas, he thought. 
H e must have quite an outfit. But I don't like that sadness, he 
thought. That sadness is bad. That's the sadness they get before 
they quit or before they betray. T hat is the sadness that comes be
fore the sello{)ut. 
- Ab.ead of them a horse whinnied in the timber and then, through 
the brown trunks of the pine trees, only a little sunljght coming 
down through their thick, almost-touching tops, he saw the corral 
made by roping around the tree trunks. The horses had their heads 
pointed toward the men as they approached, and at the foot of a 
tree, outside the corral, the saddles were piled together and covered 
with a tarpaulin. 
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like these. And what can I look forward to ? To be hunted and to 

die. Nothing more." 
"You bunt as much as you are bunted," Anselmo said. 
"No," said Pablo. "Not any more. And if we leave these moun

tains now, where can we go? Answer me that? Where now?" 
"In Spain there are many mountains. There are the Sierra de 

Gredos if one leaves here." 
"Not for me," Pablo said. "I am Lired of being hunted. H ere we 

are aU right. Now if you blow a bridge here, we will be hunted. If 
they know we are here and bunt for us with planes, they will find 
us. If they send Moors to hunt us out, they will find us and we 
must go. I am tired of all this. You hear?" H e turned to Robert 
Jordan. "What right have you, a foreigner, to come to me and tell 

me what I must do?" 
"I have not told you anything you must do," Robert Jordan said 

to him. 
"You will though," Pablo said. "There. There is the badness." 
H e pointed at the two heavy packs that they bad lowered to the 

ground while they haC. watched the horses. Seeing the horses had 
seemed to bring this all to a head in him and seeing that Robert 
Jordan knew horses had seemed to loosen his tongue. The three 
of them stood now by the rope corral and the patchy sunlight 
shone on the coat of the bay stallion. Pablo looked at him and then 
pushed with h is foot against the heavy pack. "There is the badness." 

"I come onJy for my duty," Robert Jordan told him. "I come un
der orders from those who are conducting the war. If I ask you to 
help me, you can refuse and I will find others who will help me. 
I have not even asked you for help yet. I have to do what I am 
ordered to do and I can promise you of its importance. That 1 am 
a foreigner is not my fault. I would rather have been born here." 

"To me, now, the most important is that we be not disturbed 
here," Pablo said. "To me, now, my duty is to those who are with 
me and to myself." 

"Thyself. Yes," Anselmo said. "Thyself now since a long time. 
Thyself and thy horses. Until thou hadst horses thou wert with us. 
Now thou art another capitalist more." 

"That is unjust," said Pablo. "I expose the horses all the time 
for the cause." 
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That idea made htm feel better. He grinned, looking at the two 

bent backs and the big packs ahead of him moving through the 

trees. H e had not made any jokes with himself all day and now 

that he had made one he felt much better. You're getting to be as 

all the rest of them, he told himself. You're getting gloomy, too. 

H e'd certainly been solemn and gloomy with Golz. T he job had 

overwhelmed him a little. Slightly overwhelmed, he thought. Plenty 

overwhelmed. Golz was gay and he had wanted him to be gay 

too before he left, but be hadn't been. 

All the best ones, when you thought it over, were gay. It was 

much better to be gay and it was a sign of something too. It was 

like having immortality while you were still alive. That was a com

plicated one. There were not many of them left though. No, there 

were not many of the gay ones left. There were very damned few 

of them left. And if you keep on thinking like that, my boy, you 

won't be left either. Turn off the thinking now, old timer, old com

rade. You're a bridge-blower now. Not a thinker. Man, I'm hungry, 

he thought. I hope Pablo eats well. 
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"H e catches rabbits," Anselmo said. "He is a gypsy. So if he 

catches rabbits he says it is foxes. I£ he catches a £ox be would say 

it was an elephant" 
"And if I catch an elephant?" the gypsy aske<l and showed his 

white teeth again and winked at Robert Jordan. 
"You'd say it was a tank," Anselmo told him. 
"I'll get a tank," the gypsy told b.im. "I will get a tank. And you 

can say it is what you please." 
"Gypsies talk much and kill little,'' Anselmo told him. 
The gypsy winked at Robert Jordan and wem on whinliog. 

Pablo had gone in out of sight in the cave. Robert Jordan hoped 

he bad gone for food. He sat on the ground by the gypsy and the 

afternoon sunlight came down through the tree tops and was warm 

on his outstretched legs. H e could smell food now in the cave, the 
smell of oil and of onions and of meat frying and his stomach 

moved with hunger inside of him. 
"We can get a tank," be said to the gypsy. "It is not too diffi· 

cult." 
"With this?" the gypsy pointed toward the two sacks. 
"Yes," Robert Jordan told him. "I will teach you. You make a 

trap. It is not too difficult." 
"You and m e?" 
"Sure," said Robert Jordan. "Why not?" 
"Hey;• the gypsy said to Anselmo. "Move those two sacks to 

where they will be safe, will you? They're valuable." 
Anselmo grunted. "I am going (or wine," he told Robert Jordan. 

Robert Jordan got up and lifted the sacks away from the cave eo· 
trance and leaned them, one on each side of a tree trunk. He knew 
what was in them and he never liked to see them close together. 

"Bring a cup for me," the gypsy told him. 
"Is there wine ?" Robert Jordan asked, sitting down again by the 

gypsy. 
"Wine? Why not? A whole skinful. Half a skinful, anyway," 
"And what to eat?" 
"Everything, man," the gypsy said. "We eat like generals." 
"And what do gypsies do in the war ?" Robert Jordan asked him. 
"They keep on being gypsies." 
"That's a good job." 
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"The best," the gypsy said. "H ow do they call thee?" 
"Roberto. And thee?" 
"Rafael. And this of the tank is serious?" 
" urely. Why not?" 
Anselmo came out of the mouth of the cave with a deep stone 

basin full of red wine and wilh his fingers lhrough the handles of 
three cups. "Look," he said. "They have cups and all." Pablo came 
out behind them. 

"There is food soon," he said. "Do you have tobacco?" 
Robert Jordan went over to the packs and opening one, felt inside 

an inner pocket and brought out one of the Oat boxes of Russian 
cigarettes he bad gotten at Golz's headquarters. H e ran his thumb
nail around the edge of the box and, opening the lid, handed Lhem 
to Pablo who rook half a dozen. Pablo, holding them io one of his 
huge hands, picked one up and looked at it against the light. They 
were long narrow cigarettes with pasteboard cylinders for mouth
pieces. 

"Much air and litde tobacco," he said. "I know these. The other 
with the rare name had them." 

"Kasbkin," Robert Jordan said and offered the cigarettes to the 
gypsy and Anselmo, who each took one. 

"Take more," be said and they each took another. H e gave them 
each four more, they making a double nod with the hand holding 
the cigarettes so that the cigarette di pped its end as a man salutes 
with a sword, to thank him. 

"Yes," Pablo said. "I t was a rare name." 
"H ere is the wine." Anselmo dipped a cup out of the bowl and 

handed it to Robert Jordan, then dipped for himself and the gypsy. 
"Is there no wine for me?" Pablo asked. They were all sitting 

together by the cave entrance. 
Anselmo handed him his cup and went into the cave for another. 

Coming out he leaned over the bowl and dipped the cup full and 
they all touched cup edges. 

T he wine was good, tasting faintly resinous from the wineskin, 
but excellent, light and clean on his tongue. Robert Jordan drank it 
slowly, feeling it spread warmly through his tiredness. 

"The food comes shortly," Pablo said. "And this foreigner with 
the rare name, bow did be die?" 
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well cooked, the rabb1t meat flaked off the bones, and the sauce 
was delicious. Robert Jordan drank another cup of wine wlule 
be ate. The girl watched him aU through the meal. Every ont: 
else was watching his food and eating. Robert Jordan wiped up 
the last of the sauce in front of him with a piece of bread, piled 
the rabbit bones to one side, wiped the spot where they had been 
for sauce, then wiped his fork clean with the bread, wiped his 
kn.ife and put it away and ate the bread. H e leaned over and 
dipped his cup full of wine and the girl still watched him. 

Robert Jordan drank hal£ the cup of wine but the thickness still 
came in his throat when he spoke to the girl. 

"How art thou called?" he asked. Pablo looked at h im quickly 
when he heard the tone of his voice. Then he got up and walked 

away. 
\'Maria. And thee?" 
"Roberto. Have you been long in the mountains?" 
"Three months." 
"Three months?" he looked at her hair, that was as thick and 

short and rippling when she passed her hand over it, now in embar
rassment, as a grain field in the wind on a hillside. " It was shaved," 
she said. "They shaved it regularly in the prison at Valladolid. 
It has taken three months to grow to this. I was on the train. 
They were taking me to the south. Many of the prisoners were 
caught after the train was blown up but I was not. I came with 

these." 
"I found her hidden in the rocks," the gypsy said. "It was when 

we were leaving. Man, but this one was ugly. We took her along 
but many times I thought we would have to leave her." 

"And the other who was with them at the train?" asked Maria. 
"The other blond one. The foreigner. Where is be?" 

"D ead," Robert Jordan said. "In April." 
"In April? The train was in April." 
"Yes," Robert Jordan said. "He died ten days after the train." 
"Poor man," she said. "H e was very brave. And you do that 

same business?" 
"Yes." 
'You have done trains, toa?" 
"'Yes. Three trains." 
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smtled. "H ow are you and how is everything in the R9.>ubhc?" -
"Good,'' he said and returned her strong band gnp. "Bothw1th 

me and with the Repubhc." 
"I am happy,'' she cold him. She was looking &OlO his face and 

smiling and he noticed she had fine gray eyes. "Do you come for 
us to do another train?" 

"No," said Robert Jordan, trusting her instantly. "For a bridge." 
"No cs nada/' she said. "A bridge is nothing. When do we do 

another train now that we have horses?" 
''Later. This bridge is o( great importance." 
"The girl told me your comrade who was with us at the train 

is dead." 
"Yes.'' 
"What a pity. N ever have I seen such an explosion. H e was a 

man of talent. He pleased me very much. It is not possible to do 
another train now? There are many men here now in the hills. 
Too many. It is already hard to get food. It would be better to get 
out. And we have horses." 

"We have to do this bridge." 
"Where is it?" 
"Quite close." 
"All the better," the muj" of Pablo said. "Let us blow all the 

bridges there are here and get out. I am sick of this place. Here 
is too much concentration of people. No good can come of it. Here 
is a stagnation that is repugnant.'' 

She sighted Pablo through the trees. 
"Borracho/" she called to him. "Drunkard. Rotten drunkard!" 

She turned back to Robert Jordan cheerfully. "H e's taken a leather 
wine bottle to drink alone in the woods," she said. "H e's drinking 
all the time. This life is ruining hjm, Young man, I am very con
cent that you have come." She clapped him on the back. "Ah," 
she said. "You're bigger than you look," and ran her hand over 
his shoulder, feeling the muscle under the Bannel shirt. "Good. I 
am very content that you have come." 

"And I equally." 
"We will understand each other,'' she said. "H ave a cup of 

wine." 
"We 

you?" 
have already had some," Robert Jordan said. "But, will 
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they were well out of sight of the bridge, he stopped and the old 
man came up and went into the lead and climbed steadily through 
tbe pass, up the steep ~lope in the dark. 

"We have a formidable aviation," the old man said happily. 

"Yes." 
"And we will win." 
"We have to win." 
"Yes. And after we have won you must come to hunt." 
"To hunt what?" 
"The boar, the bear, the wolf, the ibex--" 
"You Lke to hunt?" 
"Yes, man. More than anything. We all hunt in my village. 

You do not like to hunt?" 
"No," said Robert Jordan. "I do not like to kill animals." 
"With me it is the opposite," the old mao said. "I do not like 

to kill men." 
"Nobody does except those who are disturbed in the head," 

Robert Jordan said. "But I feel nothing against it when it is neces
sary. When it is for the cause." 

"It is a different thing, though," Anselmo said. "In my house, 
when I had a house, and now l have no house, there were the 
tusks of boar I had shot in the lower forest. There were the hides 
of wolves I had shot. In the winter, hunting them in the snow. 
One very big one, I killed at dusk in the outskirts of the village 
on my way home one night in N ovember. There were four 
wolf hides on the floor of my house. They were worn by stepping 
on them but they were wolf hides. There were the horns o( ibex 
that 1 had killed in the high Sierra, and there was an eagle stufFed 
by an embalmer of birds of Avila, with his wings spread, and 
eyes as yellow and real as the eyes of an eagle alive. It was a very 
beautiful thing and all of those things gave me great pleasure to 
contemplate." 

"Yes," said Robert Jordan. 
"On the door of the church of my village was nailed the paw 

of a bear that I killed in the spring, finding !tim on a hillside in 
the snow, overturning a log with this same paw." 

"When was this?" 
"Six years ago. And every time I saw that paw, like the hand of 
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''You have killed?" Robert Jordan asked in the intimacy of the 
dark and of their day together. 

"Yes. Several times. But not with pleasure. To me tt is a sin to 
kill a man. Even Fascists whom we must kill. T o me there is a 
great dilierence between the bear and the man and I do nol believe 
the wizardry of the gypsies about the brotherhood with animals. 
No. I am against all killing of men." 

"Yet you have killed." 
''Yes. And will again. But if I live later, I will try to live in such 

a way, doing no harm to any one, that it will be forgiven." 
"By whom?" 
"Who knows? Since we do not have God here any more, neiLher 

His Son nor the H oly Ghost, who forgives? I do not know." 
"You have not God any more?" 
"No. Man. Certai nly not. If there were God, never would H e 

have permitted what I have seen with my eyes. Let th~m have 
God." 

"They claim Him." 
"Clearly I miss Him, having been brought up in religion. But 

now a man must be responsible to himself." 
"Then it is th~self who will forgive thee for killing." 
"I believe so," Anselmo said. "Since you put it clearly in that 

way I believe that must be it. But with or without God, I think it is 
a sin to kill. To take the life of another is to me very grave. I will 
do it whenever necessary but I am not of the race of Pablo." ~ 

"To win a war we must kifl our enemies. That bas always been 
true." 

"Clearly. In war we must kill. But I have very rare ideas,'' An· 
selmo said. 

They were walking now close together in the dark and he spoke 
softly, sometimes turning his head as he climbed. "I would not 
kill even a Bishop. I would not kill a proprietor of any kind. I 
\Vould make them work each day as we have worked in the fields 
and as we work in the mountains with the timber, all of the rest 
of their lives. So they would see what mao is born to. That they 
should sleep where we sleep. T hat they should eat as we eat. But 
above all that they should work. Thus they would learn." 

"And they would survive to enslave thee again." 
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"It will be written for every one's knowledge so that all know, but 

also it will be clearly explained." 
"I will do that to which I am assigned," Anselmo said. "But 

remembering the shooting in Segovia, if there is to be a battle or 
even much exchanging of shots, I would wish to have it very 
clear what I must do under all circumstances to avoid running. 
I remember that I bad a great tendency to run at Segovia." 

"We will be together," Robert Jordan told him. "I will tell you 
what there is to do at all times." 

"Then there is no problem," Anselmo said. "1 can do anything 
that I am ordered." 

"For us will be the bridge and the battle, should there be one," 
Robert Jordan said and saying it in the dark, be felt a little theat
rical but it sounded well in Spanish. 

"It should be of the highest interest," Anselmo said and hearing\ 
him say it honestly and clearly and with no pose, neither the Eng-
lish pose of understatement nor any Latin bravado, Robert Jordan / 
thought be was very lucky to have this old mao and having seen 
the bridge and worked out and simplified the problem it would 
have been to surprise the posts and blow it in a normal way, he 
resented Golz's orders, and the necessity for them. H e resented 
them for what they could do to him and for what they could do 
to this old man. They were bad orders all right for those who 
would have to carry them out. 

And that is not the way to think, be told himself, and there is not 
you, and there are no people that things must not happen to. 
Neither you nor this old man is anything. You are instruments 
to do your duty. There are necessary orders that are no fault of 
yours and there is a bridge and that bridge can be the point on 
which the future of the human race can turn. As it can turn on 
everything that happens in this war. You have only one thing to 
do and you must do it. Only one thing, hell, he thought. If it were 
one thing it was easy. Stop worrying, you windy bastard, he said 
to himself. Think about something else. 

So he thought about the girl Maria, with her skin, the hair and 
the eyes all the same golden tawny brown, the hair a little darker 
than the rest but it would be lighter as her skin tanned deeper, the 
smooth skin, pale gold on the surface with a darkness underneath. 
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"Then we will do the bridge without thy aid,'. Robert Jordan 

said to Pablo. 
"No," Pablo satd, and Robert Jordan watched hjs face sweat. 

"T hou wilt blow no bridge here." 

"No?" 
•'Thou wilt blow no bridge," Pablo said heavily. 

"And thou?" Roben Jordan spoke to the wife of Pablo who was 

standing, suU and huge, by the lire. She turned toward them and 

said, "I am for the bridge." H er face was lit by lhe fire and it was 

Bushed and it shone warm and dark and handsome now in the 

firelight as it was meant to be. 

"What do you say?" Pablo said to her and Robert Jordan saw 

the betrayed look on his face and the sweat on his forehead as he 

turned ills head. 
"I am for the bridge and against thee," the wife of Pablo said. 

''Nothing more." 
"I am also for the bridge," the man with the flat face and the 

broken nose said, crushing the end of the cigarette on the 

table. 
"To me the bridge means nothing," one of the brothers srud. '1 

am for the muj" o£ Pablo.'' 
"Equally," said the other brother. 

"Equally," the gypsy said. 

Robert Jordan watching Pablo and as he watched, letting his 

right hand hang lower and lower, ready if it should be necessary, 

half hoping it would be (feeling perhaps that were the simplest 

and easiest yet not wishing to spoil what had gone so well, know

ing how quicklr all of a family, all of a dan, all of a band, can 

turn against a stranger in a quarrel, yet thinking what could be 

done with the hand were the simplest and best and surgically the 

most sound now that thjs had happened), saw also the wife of 

Pablo standing there and watched her blush proudly and soundly 

and healthily as the allegiances were given. 

"I am for the...Re~" the. woman of Pablo said happily. "And 

the Republic is the bridge. Afterwards we wilt have time for other 

projects." 
"And thou," Pablo said bitterly. "With your htad of a seed bull 

and your heart of a whore. Thou thinkest there will be an after-
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wards from this bridge? Thou hast an idea of that which will 
pass?" 

"That which must pass," the woman o( Pablo said. "That which 
must pass, will pass." 

"And it means nothing to thee to be bwued then like a beast 
after this thing from which we derive no profit? Nor to die in it?" 

"Nothing," the woman of Pablo said. "And do not try to fright
en me, coward." 

"Coward," Pablo said bitterly. "You treat a man as coward be
cause he has a tactical sense. Because be can sec the results of an 
idiocy in advance. It is not cowardly to know what is foolish." 

"Neither is it foolish to know what is cowardly," said Anselmo, 
unable to resist making the phrase. 

"Do you want to die?" Pablo said to him seriously and Robert 
Jordan saw bow unrhetorical was the question. 

"No." 
"Then watch thy mouth. You talk too much about things you 

do not understand. Don't you see that this is serious?" he said 
almost pitifully. "Am I the only one who sees the seriousness of 
this?" 

I believe so, Roben Jordan thought. Old Pablo, old boy, I be
lieve so. Except me. You can see it and I see it and the woman 
read it in my hand but she doesn't see it, yet. Not yet she doesn't 
see it. 

"Am I a leader for nothing?" Pablo asked. "I know what I speak 
of. You others do not know. This old man talks nonsense. H e is 
an old man who is nothing but a messenger and a guide for for

J 1 eigncrs. This foreigner comes here to do a thing for the good of 
the foreigners. For his good we must be sacrificed. I am for the 
good and the safety of all." 

"Safety," the wife of Pablo said. "There is no such thing as 
safety. There are so many seeking safety here now that they make 
a great danger. In seeking safety now you lose all." 

She stood now by the table with the big spoon in her hand. 
"There is safety," Pablo said. "Within the danger there is the 

safety of knowing what chances to take. It is like the buJI fighter 
who knowing what he is doing, takes oo chances and is safe." 

"Until be is gored," Lhe woman said bitterly. "How many times 
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my oblig:uion is the bridge and to fulfill that, I must take no useless 
risk of myself unci! I complete that duty. Of course it is sometimes 
more of a risk not to accept chances which are necessary to take but 
J have done this so far, trying to let the situation take its own course. 
If it is true, as the gypsy says, that they expected me to kill Pablo 
then I should have done that. But it was never clear to me that they 
did expect that. For a stranger to kill where he must work with the 
people afterwards is very bad. It may be done in action, and it may 
be done if backed by sufficient discipline, but in this case I think it 
would be very bad, although it was a temptation and seemed a short 
and simple way. But I do not believe anything is that short nor that 
simple in this country and, while I trust the woman absolutely, I 
could not tell bow she would react to such a drastic thing. One 
dying in such a place can be very ugly, dirty and repugnant. You 
could not tell bow she would react. Without the woman there is no 
organization nor any discipline here and with the woman it can be 
very good. It would be ideal if she would kill him, or if the gypsy 
would (but be will not) or if the sentry, Agust.ln, would. Anselmo 
will if I ask it, though he says he is against all killing. H e hates him, 
I believe, and he already trusts me and believes in me as a repre· 
sentative of what he believes in. OnJy he and the woman really 
believe in the R~ublic as far as I can see; but it is too early to know 
that yet. 

As his eyes became used to the starlight he could see that Pablo 
was standing by one of the horses. The horse lifted his head from 
grazing; then dropped it impatiently. Pablo was standing by the 
horse, leaning against him, moving with him as he swung with the 
length of the picket rope and patting him on the neck. The horse 
was impatient at the tenderness while he was feeding. Robert Jordan 
could not see what Pablo was doing, nor bear what be was saying 
to the horse, but he could see that he was neither unpicketing nor 
saddling. H e sat watching him, trying to think his problem out 
clearly. 

"Thou my big good little pony," Pablo was saying to the horse in 
the clark; it was the big bay stallion he was speaking to. "Thou 
lovely white-faced big beauty. Thou with the big neck arching like 
the viaduct of my pueblo," he stopped. "But arching more and much 
finer." The horse was snatching grass, swinging his head sideways 



CHAPTER SIX 

}NSlDB the cave, Robert Jordan sat on one of the rawhide stools in a 
corner by the fire listening to the woman. She was washing IDe 
dishes and the girl, Maria, was drying them and putting them away, 
kneeling to place them in the hollow dug in the wall that was used 

as a shelf. 
"It is strange," she said. "That El Sordo has not come. H e should 

have been here an hour ago." 
"Did you advise him to come?" 
"No. H e comes each night." 
"Perhaps he is doing something. Some work." 
"It is possible," she said. "If he does not come we must go to see 

him tomorrow." 
"Yes. Is it far from here?" 
"No. It will be a good trip. I lack exercise." 
"Can I go?" Mari;; asked. "May I go too"Pilarl.::-
"Yes, beautiful," the woman said, then turning her big face, "Isn't 

she pretty?" she asked Robert Jordan. "H ow does she seem to thee? 
A little thin?" 

"To me she seems very well," Robert Jordan said. Maria filled his 
cup with wine. "D rink that," she said. "It will make me seem even 
better. It is necessary to drink much of that for me to seem beau
tiful." 

"Then I had bener stop," Robert Jordan said. "Already thou 
seemest beautiful and more." 

"That's the way to talk," the woman saicL "You talk like the 
good ones. What more does she seem?" 

"Intelligent," Robert Jordan said lamely. Maria giggled and the 
woman shook her head sadly. "H ow well you begin and how it 
ends, Don Roberto." 

"Don't call me Don Roberto." 
"It is a joke. Here we say Don Pablo for a joke. As we say the 

Senorita Maria for a joke." 
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"I don't joke that way," Robert Jordan said. "Camarada to me is 
what all should be called with seriousness in this war. In the joking 
commences a rottenness." 

"Thou art very religious about thy politics," the woman teased 
him. "Thou makest no jokes?" 

"Yes. I care much for jokes but not in the form of address. It is 
like a flag." 

"I could make jokes about a Bag. Any Hag," the woman laughed. 
"To me no one can joke of anything. The old Aag of yellow and 
gold we called pus and blood. The Bag of the Republic with the 
purple added we call blood, pus and perroanganate. It is a joke." 

"He is a communis~" Maria said. "They are very serious gente." 
"Are you a communist?" 
"No I am an anti-fascist." 
"For a long time?'' 
"Since I have understood fascism." 
"H ow long is that?" 
"For nearly ten years." 
"That is not much time," the woman said. ''I have been a re

publican for twenty years." 
"My father was a republican all his life," Maria said. "It was for 

that they shot him." 
"My father was also a republican all his life. Also my grandfather," 

Robert Jordan said. 
"In what country?" 
"The United States." 
"Did they shoot them?" the woman asked. 
"Qu~ va," Maria said. "The United States is a country of repub

licans. They don't shoot you for being a republican there." 
"AU the same it is a good thing to have a grandfather who was J 

republican," the woman said. "It shows a good blood." 
"My grandfather was on the Republican national committee," 

Robert Jordan said. That impressed even Maria. 
"And is thy father still active in the Republic?" Pilar asked. 
"No. H e is dead." 
"Can one ask bow he died?" 
"He shot himself." 
"To avoid being tortured?" the woman asked. 
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"Yes," Robert Jordan said. "To avoid being, tOrtU£ed." 
Maria looked at him with tears in her eyes. "My father," she said, 

"could not obtain a weapon. Ob, I am very glad that your father 
bad the good fortune to obtain a weapon." 

"Yes. It was pretty lucky," Robert Jordan said. "Should we talk 
about something else?" 

"Then you and me we are the same," Maria said. She put her hand 
on his arm and looked in his face. H e looked at her brown face and 
at the eyes that, since he had seen them, had never been as young 
as the rest of her face but that now were suddenly hungry and young 
and wanting. 

"You could be brother and sister by the look," the woman said. 
"But I believe it is fortunate that you are not." 

"Now I know why I have felt as I have," Maria said. "Now it is 
clear." 
"Qu~ va," Robert Jordan said and reaching over, he ran his hand 

over the top of her head. He bad been wanting to do that all day 
and now he did it, be could feel his throat swelling. She moved her 
head under his hand and smiled up at him and he fell the thick but 
silky roughness of the cropped head rippling betwe~n his fingers. 
Then his hand was on her neck and then he dropped Jt. 

"Do it again," she said. "I wanted you to do that all day." 
"Later," Robert Jordan said and his voice was thick. 
"And me," the woman of Pablo said in her booming voice. "I am 

expected to watch all this? I am expected not to be moved? On~ 
caODot. For fault of anything better; that Pablo should come back. 

Maria took no notice of her now, nor of the others playing cards 
at the table by the candlelight. 

"Do you want another cup of wine, Roberto?" she asked. 
"Yes," he said. "Why not?" 
"You're going to have a drunkard like I have," the woman of 

Pablo said. "With that rare thing he drank in the cup and all. Listen 
to me, Ingles." 

"Not lngUs. American." 
"Listen, then, American. Where do you plan to sleep?" 
"Outside. I have a sleeping robe." 
"Good," she said . "The night is dead" 
"And will be cold." 
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~im·'.' She s~le,d now and sh~k her hea~. "Vamos a v~r," she said. 
I SaJd to him, Pablo, why d1d you not kiU the foreigner?' 
"'He's a good boy, Pilar,' he said. 'H e's a good boy.' 
"So I said, 'You understand now that I command?' 
"'Yes, Pilar. Yes,' he said. Later in the night I hear him awake 

a~d he is c~i~g. H e is crying in a short and ugly manner as a man 
cnes when 1t 1s as though there is an animal inside that is shaking 
him. 

" 'What passes with thee, Pablo?' I said to him and I took hold 
of him and held him. 

"'Nothing, Pil:tr. Nothing.' 
"'Yes. Something passes with thee.' 
" 'The people,' he said. 'The way they left me. The g~nt~.' 
:: :Y.es, ?ut ther a~e with me,' I said, 'and I am thy woman.' 

Pdar, he sa1d, remember the train.' Then he said 'May God 
aid thee, Pila r.' ' 

"'What are you talking of God for?' I said to him. 'What way is 
that to speak?' 

"'Yes,' he s:1id. 'God and the Virgm.' 
"'Qu~ va, God and the Virg~,' I said to him. 'Is that any way 

to talk ?' 
"'I am afraid to die, Pilar,' he said. 'Tmgo mi~do d~ morir. Dost 

thou understand ?' 
" 'Then get out of bed,' I said to him. 'There is not room in one 

bed for me and thee and thy fear all together.' 
''Then he was ashamed and was quiet and I went to sleep but, 

man, he's a ruin.'' 
R obert Jordan said nothing. 
"AU my life I have had this sadness at intervals,'' the woman said. 

"But it is not like the sadness of Pablo. It does not affect my reso
lution." 

"I believe that.'' 
"I t may be it is like the times of a woman," she said. "It may be 

it is nothing," she paused, then went on. "I put great illusion in the 
Republic. I believe firmlY in the Republic and I have f:~ith . I believe 
in it with fervor as those who have religious faith believe in the 
mysteries.'' 

"I believe you." 
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"And you have this same faith?" 
"In the Republic?" 
"Yes." 
"Yes," he said, hoping it was true. 
"I am happy," the woman said. "And you have no fear?" 
"Not to die," he said truly. 
"But other fears?" 
"Only of not doing my duty as I should." 
"Not of capture, as the other had?" 
"No,'' he said truly. "Fearing that, one would be so preoccupied 

as to be useless." 
"You are a very cold boy." 
"No," he said. "I do not think so.'' 
"No. In the head you are very cold." 
"It is that I am very preoccupied with my work." 
"But you do not like the things of life?" 
"Yes. Very much. But not to interfere with my work." 
"You like to drink, I know. I have seen." 
"Yes. Very much. But not to interfere with my work." 
"And women?" 
"I like them very much, but I have not given them much impor· 

tance." 
"You do not care for them ?" 
"Yes. But I have not found one that moved me as they say they 

3hould move you." 
"I think you lie." 
"Maybe a little." 
"But you care for Maria." 
''Yes. Suddenly and very much." 
"I, too. I care for her very much. Yes. Much." 
"I, too," said Robert Jordan, and could feel his voice thickening. 

'1, too. Yes." It gave him pleasure to say it and he said it quite for· 
mally in Spanish. "I care for her very much." 

"I will leave you alone with her after we have seen El Sordo." 
Robert Jordan said nothing. Then he said, "T hat is not necessary." 
"Yes, mao. It is necessary. There is not much tim~ 
"Did you see that in the hand ?" he asked. 
"No. Do not remember that nonsense of the hand. 
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"And what happened?" 
"Much," the woman said. "Much. And all of it ugly. Even that 

wh1ch " as glorious." 
"Tell me about it," Robert Jordan said. 

"It is brutal," the woman said. "I do not like to tell it before t.be 

girl." 
"Tell it," said Robert Jordan. "And if it is not for her, that she 

should not listen." 
"I can hear it," Maria said. She put her hand on Roben Jordan's. 

"There is nothing that I cannot hear." 

"It isn'l whether you can hear it," Pilar said. "It is whether 1 

should tell it to thee and make thee bad dreams." 

"J will not get bad dreams from a story," Maria told her. "You 

think after all that has happened with us I should get bad dreams 

from a story?" 
"Maybe it will give the lngl!s bad dreams." 

"Try it and see." 
"No, Inglh, I am not joking. Didst thou see the stan of the move-

ment in any small town?" ~ 

"No," Robert Jordan said. 
"Then thou hast seen nothing. Thou hast seen the ruin that now 

is Pablo, but you should have seen P~blo on that day." 

"T ell it." 
"Nay. I do not want to." 
"T ell it." 
"All right, then. I will tell it truly as it was. But thee, guapa, if it 

reaches a point that it molests thee, tell me." 

"I will not l ~sten to it if it molests me," Maria told her. "It cannot 

be worse than many things." 
" I believ<: J', can," the woman said. "Give me another cigarette, 

lngl!s, and, amonos." 
The girl leaned back against the heather on the bank of the stream 

and Robert Jordan stretched himself out, his shoulders against the 

ground and his head against a clump of the heather. He reached out 

and found Maria's band and held it in his, rubbing their two hands 

against the heather until she opened her hand and laid it Rat on top 

of his as they listened. 
"It was early in the morning when the civil~s surrendered at the 

barracks," ~ilar beg':O· 
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the Plaza, and those were the last people who were shot in the vil

lage." 
"What happened to me others?" Robert Jordan asked. "Were there 

oo other fascists in the village(" 
"Que va, were there no other fascists? There were more than 

twenty. But none was shot." 
"What was done?" 
"Pablo had them beaten to death with flails and thrown from the 

top ~e cliJI into the river." 
"All twenty?" 
"I will tell you. It is not so simple. And in my life never do I wish 

to see such a scene as the flailing to death in the plaza on the top of 

<he cliff above the river. 
"The town is built on the high bank above the river and there is 

a square there with a fountain and there are benches and there are 
big trees that give a shade for the benches. The balconies of the houses 

look out on the plaza. Six streets enter on the plaza and mere is an 

arcade from the houses that goes around the plaza so that one can 

walk in the shade of the arcade when the sun is bot. On three sides 

of the plaza is the arcade and on the fourth side is the walk shaded 
by the trees beside the edge of the cliff with, far below, the river. 

I t is three hundred feet down to the river. 
"Pablo organized it aU as he did the attack on the barracks. 

First he had the entrances to the streets blocked off with carts as 
though to organize the plaza for a capea. For an amateur bull 

fight. The fascists were all held in the Ayuntamiento, the city hall, 

which was the largest building on one side of the plaza. It was 
there the clock was set in the wall and it was in the buildings under 

the arcade that the club of the fascists was. And under the arcade 

on the sidewalk in front of their club was where they had their 

chairs and tablts for their club. It was there, before the movement, 

that they were accustomed to take their aperitifs. The chairs and the 

tables were of wicker. It looked like a cafe but was more elegant." 

"But was there no fighting to take them?" 
"Pablo had them seized in the night before he assaulted the 

barracks. But he had already surrounded the barracks. They were 

all seized in their homes at the same hour the attack started. That 

was intelligent. Pablo is an organizer. Otherwise be would have had 
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people attacking him at his flanks and at his rear while he was as
saulting the barracks of the guardia civil. 

"Pablo is very intelligent but ver_r brutal. He had this of the vil
lage well planned and well ordered. Listen. After tbe assault was 
successful, and tbe last four guards had surrendered, and he had 
shot them against the wall, and we had drunk coffee at tbe cafe 
that always opened earliest in the morning by the corner from 
which the early bus left, he proceeded to the organization of the 
plaza. Carts were piled exactly as for a cap~a except that tbe side 
toward the river was not enclosed. That was left open. Then 
Pablo ordered the priest to confess the fascists and give them the 
necessary sacraments." 

"Where was this done?" 
"In the Ayuntami~nto, as I said. There was a great crowd out· 

side and while this was going on inside with the priest, there was 
some levity outside and shouting of obscenities, but most of the 
people were very serious and respectful. Those who made jokes 
were those who were already drunk from tbe celebration of the 
taking of the barracks and there were useless characters who would 
have been drunk at any time. 

"While the priest was engaged in these duties, Pablo organized 
those in the plaza into two lines. 

"H e placed them in two lines as you would place men for a 
rope pulling contest, or as they stand in a city to watch the end
ing of a bicycle road race with just room for the cyclists to pass 
between, or as men stood to allow the passage of a holy image in a 
procession. T wo meters was left between the lines and they ex
tended from the door of the Ayuntamiento clear across the plaza to 
the edge of the cliff. So that, from the doorway of the Ayunta
miento, looking across the plaza, one coming out would see two 
solid lines of people waiting. 

"They were armed with Bails such as are used to beat out the 
grain and they were a good flail's length apart All did not have 
flails, as enough flails could not be obtained. But most bad flails 
obtained from the store of Don Guillermo Mart1n, who was a 
fascist and sold all sorts of agricultural implements. And those 
who did not have flails had heavy herdsman's clubs, or ox-goads, 
and some bad wooden pitchforks; those with wooden tines that 
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"'They wilJ never take this town. This town is ours. We have 
struck ahead of them,' 1 said, 'Pablo is not one to walt for them 
to strike.' 

" 'Pablo is able,' another said. 'But in this finishing oll of the 
~·viles he was egoistic. Don't you think so, Pilar?' 

"'Yes,' I said. 'But now all are participating in this.' 
"'Yes,' he said. 'It is well organized. But why do we not hear 

more news of the movement?' 
" 'Pablo cu t the telephone wires before the assault on the bar

racks. They are not yet repaired.' 
" 'Ab,' he said. 'It is for this we hear nothing. I had my news 

from the rood mender's station early this morning.' 
"'Why is this done thus, Pilar?' he said to me. 
"'To save bullets,' I said. 'And that each man should have his 

share in the responsibility.' 
" 'That it should start then. T hat it should start.' And I looked 

at him and saw that he was crying. 
"'Why are you crying, Joaquin?' I asked him. 'T his is not to cry 

about.' 
"'I cannot help it, Pilar,' be said. 'I have never killed any one.' 
"If you have not seen the day of revolution in a email town 

where all know all in the town and always have known all, you 
have seen nothing. And on this day most of the men in the double 
line across the pl3Za wore the clothes in which they worked in the 
fields, having come into town hurriedly, but some, not knowing 
how one should dress for the first day of a movement, wore their 
clothes for Sundays or holidays, and these, seeing that the others, 
including those who had attacked the barracks, wore their oldest 
clothes, were ashamed of being wrongly dressed. But they did not 
like to take oll their jackets for fear of losing them, or that they 
might be stolen by the worthless ones, and so they stood, sweating 
in the sun and waiting for it to commence. 

"Then the wind rose and the dust was now dry in the plaza fo r 
the men walking and standing and shuffling had loosened it and it 
commenced to blow and a man in a dark blue Sunday jacket 
shouted 'Agual Agual' and the caretaker of the plaza, whose duty 
it was to sprinkle the plaza each morning with a hose, came and 
turned the hose on and commenced to lay the dust at the edge of 
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the plaza, and then toward the center. Then the two lines fell 
back and let him lay the dust over the center of the plaza; the hose 
sweeping in wide arcs and the water gliSlening 10 the sun and 
the men leaning on their Rails or the clubs or the white wood 
pitchforks and watching the sweep o£ the stream of water. And 
then, when the plaza was nicely moistened and the dust settled, 
the lines formed up again and a peasant shouted, 'When do we 
get the first fascist? When does the first one come out of the box?' 

"'Soon,' Pablo shouted from the door of the Ayuntamiento. 
'Soon the first one comes out.' H is voice was hoarse from shouting 
in the assault and from the smoke of the barracks. 

" 'What's the delay?' some one asked. 
"'They're still occupied with their sins,' Pablo shouted. 
"'Clearly, there are twenty of them,' a man said. 
"'More,' said another. 
"'Among twenty there are many si ns to recount.' 
"'Yes, but I think it's a trick to gain time. Surely facing such 

an emergency one could not remember one's sins except for the 
biggest.' 

"'Then have patience. For with more than twemy of them 
there are enough of the biggest sins to take some time.' 

"'I have patience,' said the other. 'But it is beuer to get it over 
with. Both for them and for us. It is July and there is much work. 
We have harvested but we have ool threshed. We are not yet in 
the time of fairs and festivals.' 

"'But this will be a fair and festival today,' another said. 'The 
Fair of Liberty and from this day, when these are extinguished, 
the town and the land are ours.' 

"'We thresh fascists today,' said one, 'and out of the chaff comes 
the freedom of this pueblo.' 

"'We must administer it well to deserve it,' said another. 'Pilar,' 
he said to me, 'when do we have a meeting for organization?' 

"'Immediately after this is completed,' I told him. 'In the same 
building of the Ayuntamiento.' 

"I was wearing one of the three-cornered patent leather hats of 
the guardia civil as a joke and I had put the hammer down on the 
pistol, holding it with my thumb to lower it as I pulled on the 
trigg-er as seemed natural, and the pistol was held in a rope I had 
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the face and he raised his hands to his face and they beat him until 
he fell and the man who had struck htm first called to others to help 
him and he pulled on the collar of Don Benito's shirt and others 
took hold of his arms and with his face in the dust of the plaza, they 
dragged him over the walk to the edge of the cliff and threw him 
over and into the river. And the man who hit him first was kneeling 
by the edge of the cliff looking over after him and saying, 'The 
Cabronl The Cabronl Oh, the Cabronl' He was a tenant of Don 
Benito and they had never gotten along together. There had been 
a dtspute about a piece of land by the river that Don Benito had 
taken from this man and let to another and this man had long 
hated him. This man did not join the line again but sat by the cliff 
looking down where Don Benito had fallen. 

"After Don Benito no one would come out. There was no noise 
now in the plaza as all were waiting to see who it was that would 
come out. Then a drunkard shouted in a great voice, 'Qui $alga el 
toro! Let the bull outl' 

"Then some one, from by the windows of the Ayuntamietlto 
yelled, 'They won't move! They are all praying!' 

"Another drunkard shouted, 'Pull them out. Come on, pull them 
out. The time for praying is finished.' 

"But none came out and then I saw a man coming out of the door. 
"It w:ts Don Federico Gonzalez, who owned the mill and feed store 

and was a fascist of the first order. He was tall and thin and his hair 
was brushed over the top of his head from one side to the other to 
cover a baldness and he wore a nightshirt that was tucked into his 
trousers. He was barefooted as when he had been taken from his 
home and he walked ahead of Pablo holding his hands above hi11 
head, and Pablo walked behind him with the barrels of his shotgun 
pressing against the back of Don Federico Gonz:llez until Don 
Federico entered the double line. But when Pablo left him and re· 
turned to the door of the Ayuntamiento, D on Federico could not walk 
forward, and stood there, his eyes turned up to heaven and his hand$ 
reaching up as though they would grasp the sky. 

"'He has no legs to walk,' some one said. 
'"What's the matter, Don Federico? Can't you walk?' some one 

shouted to him. But Don Federico stood there with his hands up and 
only his lips were moving. 
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as his own due to his love for her. H e lived in an apartment in the 
building three houses down the square and when Don Guillermo 
stood there, looking near-sightedly at the lines, the double lines he 
knew he must enter, a woman started to scream from the balcony of 
the apartment where he lived. She could see him from the balcony 
and she was his wife. 

"'Guillermo,' she cried. 'Guillermo. Wait and I will be with thee.' 
"Don Guillermo turned his head toward where the shouting came 

from. H e could not see her. He tried to say something but he could 
not. Then he waved his hand in the direction the woman had called 
from and started to walk between the lines. 

"'Guillermo!' she cried. 'Guillermo! Oh, Guillermo!' She was 
holding her hands on the rail of the balcony and shaking back aod 
forth . 'Guillermo!' 

"Don Guillermo waved his hand again toward the noise and 
walked into the lines with his head up and you would not have 
known what he was feeling except for the color of his face. 

"T hen some drunkard yelled, 'Guillermo!' from the lines, imitating 
the high cracked voice of his wife and Don Guillermo rushed toward 
the man, blindly, with tears now running down his cheeks and the 
man hit him hard across the face with his Bail and Don Guillermo 
sat down from the force of the blow and sat there crying, but not 
from fear, while the drunkards beat him and one drunkard jumped 
on top of him, astride his shoulders, and beat him with a bottle. 
After this many of the men left the lines and their places were taken 
by the drunkards who had bern jeering and saying things in bad 
taste through the windows of the Ayuntami~nto. 

"I myself had felt much emmion at the shooting of the guardia 
civil by Pablo," Pilar said . "It was a thing of great ugliness, but I 
had thought if this is how it must be, this is how it must be, and at 
least...!;here was no cruelty, ~ !he depriv~.£L!!:!e which, as we 
all have learned in these years, is a thing of ugliness but also a 
necessity to do if we are to win, and to preserve the Republic. 

"When the square had been closed off and the lines formed, I had 
admired and understood it as a conception of Pablo, although it 
seemed to me to be somewhat fantastic and that it would be neces
sary for all that was to be done to be done in good taste if it were 
not to be repugnant. Certainly if the fascists were to be executed by 
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cigarette. AJI the guards were sitLing in different chairs of the ad
ministration, holding their guns. The key to the big door was on the 
table beside Pablo. 

"The mob was shouting, 'Open up! Open upl Open up!' as 
though it were a chant and Pablo was sitting there as though he did 
not hear them. He said something to the priest but I could not hear 
what he said for the noise of the mob. 

"The priest, as before, did not answer him but kept on praying. 
With many people pushing me, I moved the chair close against the 
w:lll, shoving it ahead of me as they shoved me from behind. I stood 
on the chair with my face close against the bars of the window and 
held on by the bars. A man climbed on the chair too and stood with 
his arms :lround mine, holding the wider bars. 

"'The chair will break,' I said to him. 
"'What does it matter?' he s:1id. 'Look at them. Look at them 

pray.' 
"H is oreath on my neck smelled like the smell of the mob, sour, 

like vomit on paving stones and the smell of drunkenness, and then 
he puc his mouth against the opening in the bars with his head over 
my shoulder, and shouted, 'Open up! Open!' and it was as though 
the mob were on my back as a devil is on your back in a dream. 

"Now the mob was pressed tight against the door so that those 
in front were being crushed by all the others who were pressing and 
from the square a big drunkard in a black smock with a red-and
black handkerchief around his neck, ran and threw himself against 
the press of the mob and fell forward onto the pressing men and 
then stood up and backed away and then ran forward again and 
threw himself against the backs of those men who were pushing, 

)'i shouting, 'Long live me and long live Anarchy.' 
"As I watched, this man turned away from the crowd and went 

and sat down and drank from a bottle and then, while he was sitting 
down, he saw Don Anastasio, who w:ls still lying f:1ce down on the 
stones, but much trampled now, and the drunkard got up and went 
over to Don An:lstasio and leaned over and poured out of the bottle 
onto the head of D on Anastasio and onto his clothes, and then he 
took a matchbox out of his pocket and lit several matches, trying to 
make a fire with Don Anastasio. But the wind was blowing hard 
now and it blew the matches out and after a little the big drunkard 
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"I saw them come in and just then the drunkard on the chair with 

me commenced to shout 'Ayeel Ayec:l Ayeel' and pushed his head 

forward so I could not see and then he shouted 'Kill themLK.ill 

Lheml Club them! Kill them!' and he pushed me aside with his two 

arms and I could see nothing. 
"I hit my elbow into his belly and 1 said, 'Drunkard, whose chair 

is this? Let me see.' 
"But he just kept shaking his hands and arms against the bars and 

shouting, 'Kill them! Club them! Club them! tlun's it. Club theml 

Kill them! Cabron~sl Cabronu! Cabron~sl' 
"I hit him hard with my elbow and said, 'Cabron/ Drunkard! Let 

me sec.' 
"Then he put both his bands on my head to push me down and 

so he might see better and leaned all his weight on my head and 

went on shouting, 'Club them! that's it. Club them!' 

"'Club yourself,' I said and I hit him hard where it would burt 

him and it hurt him and he dropped his hands from my head and 

grabbed himself and said. 'No l1ay d~~cho, muj~. This, woman, you 

have no right to do.' And in that moment, looking through the bars, 

I saw the hall full of men flailing away with clubs and striking with 

flails, and poking and striking and pushing and heaving against 

people with the white wooden pitchforks that now were red and 

with their tines broken, and this was going on all over the room 

while Pablo sat in the big chair with his shotgun on his knees, watch

ing, and they were shouting and clubbing and stabbing and men 

were screaming as horses scream in a fire. And I saw the priest with 

his skirts tucked up scrambling oyer a bench and those after him 

were chopping <~t him with the sickles and the reaping hooks and 

then some one had hold of his robe and there was another scream 

and another scream and I saw two men chopping into his back with 

sickles while a third man held the skirt of his robe and tbe priest's 

arms were up and he was clinging to the back of a chair and then 

the chair I was standing on broke and the drunkard and I were on 

the pavement that smelled of spilled wine and vomit and the drunk

ard was shaking his finger at me and saying, 'No hay d~uho muj~, 

no hay dm-~cho. You could have done me an injury,' and the people 

were trampling over us to get into the hall of the Ayuntami~nto and 

all I could see was legs of people going in the doorway and the 
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slaying in the A) ttntamt~to there was no more killing but we could 
not have a meeting that n1ght because there were too many drunk
ards. It was impossible to obtain order and so the meeting was post
poned until the next day. 

"That night I slept with Pablo. I should not say this to you, guapa, 
but on the other fiand, it is good "for you to know everything and at 
least what I tell you is true. L isten to this, lnglh I t is very curious. 

"As 1 say, that night we ate and it was very curious. It was as after 
a storm or a flood or a battle and every one was tired and no one 
spoke much. I, myself, felt hollow and not well and 1 was full of 
shame and a sense of wrongdoing and I bad a great feeling of 
opprc:ssion and of bad w come, as this morning after the planes. And 
certainly, bad came within three days. 

"Pablo, when we ate, spoke liule. 
'"Did you like it, Pilar?' he asked, finally with his mouth full of 

roast young goat. We were eating at the inn from where the busses 
leave and the room was crowded and people were singing and there 
was difficulty serving. 

"'No,' I said. 'Except for Don Faustino, I did not like it.' 
'.!.1Jikwt,' be said. 
"'All of it?' I asked him. 
"'All of it,' be said and cut himself a big piece of bread with his 

knife and commenced to mop up gravy with it. 'All of it, except the 
priest.' 

"'You didn't like it about the priest?' because I knew he hated 
priests even worse than he hated fascists. 

"'H e was a disillusionment to me,' Pablo said sadly. 
"So many people were singing that we had to almost shout to 

bear one another. 
"'Why?' 
"'He died very badly,' Pablo said. 'H e had very little dignity.' 
"'How did you want him to have dignity when he was being 

chased by the mob?' I said. 'I thought he bad much dignity all the 
time before. All the dignity that one could have.' 

"'Yes,' Pablo said. 'But in the last minute he was frightened.' 
"'Who wouldn't be?' I said. 'D id you see what they were chasing 

him with?' 
"'Why would I not see?' Pablo said. 'But I find he died badly.' 
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sat in a chair and looked out of the window and I could see the 
square in the moonlight where the lines had been and across the 
square the trees shinmg in the moonlight, and the darkness of their 
shadows, and the benches bright too in the moonlight, and the scat
tered bottles shining, and beyond the edge of the cliff where they had 
all been thrown. And there was no sound but the splashing of the 
water in the fountain and I sat there and I thought we have begun 
badly. 

"The window was open and up the square &om the Fonda I could 
hear a woman crying. I went out on the balcony standing there in 
my bare feet on the iron and the moon shone on _he faces of all the 
buildings of the square and the crying was coming from the balcony 
of the house of Don Guillermo. It was his wife and she was on the 
balcony kneeling and crying. 

"Then I went back inside the room and I sat there and I did not 
wish to think for that was the worst day of my li(e until one other 
day." 

"What was the other?" Maria asked. 
"Three days later when the fascists took the town." 
"Do not tell me about it," said Maria. "I do not want to hear it. 

This is enough. This was too much." 
"I told you that you should not have listened," Pilar said. "See. I 

did not want you to hear it. Now you will have bad dreams." 
"No," said Maria. "But I do not want to hear more." 
"I wish you would tell me of it sometime," Robert Jordan said. 
"I will," Pilar said. "But it is bad for Maria." 
"I don't want to hear it," Maria said pitifully. "Please, Pilar. And 

do not tell it if I am there, for I might listen in spite of myself." 
H er lips were working and Robert Jordan thought she would cry. 
"Please, Pilar, do not tell it." 
"Do not worry, little cropped head," Pilar said. "Do not worry. 

But I will tell the Ingles sometime." 
"But I want to be there when he is there," Maria said. "Oh, Pilar. 

do not tell it at all." 
"I will tell it when thou art working." 
"No. No. Please. Let us not tell it at all," Maria said. 
"It is only fair to tell it since I have told what we did," Pilnr said. 

"But you shall never hear it." 



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

As THeY carne up, still deep in the shadow of the pines, after drop
ping down from the high meadow into the wooden valley and 
climbing up it on a trail that p3ralleled the stream and then left 
it to gain, steeply, the top of a rim-rock formation, a man with a 
carbine stepped out from behind a tree. 

"Halt," he said. Then, "Hola, Pilar. Who is this with thee?" 
"An Ingles," Pilar said. "But with a Christian name-Roberto. 

And what an obscenity of steepness it is to arrive here." 
"Salud, Camarada," the guard said to Robert Jordan and put out 

his hand. "Are you well?" 
"Yes," said Robert Jordan. "And thee?" 
"Equally," the guard said. H e was very young, with a light build, 

thin, rather hawk-nosed face, high cheekbones and gray eyes. H e 
wore no hat, his hair was black and shaggy and his handclasp was 
strong and friendly. H is eyes were friendly too. 

"H ello, Maria," be said to the girl. "You did not ti re yourself?" 
"Qu! va, Joaquin," the girl said. "We have sat and talked more 

than we have walked." 
"Are you the dynamiter ?" Joag_uln asked. "We have heard you 

were here." 
"We passed the night at Pablo's," Robert Jordan said. "Yes, I am 

the dynamiter." 
"We are glad to see you," Joaquin said. "Is it for a train?" 
"Were you at the last train?" Robert Jordan asked and smiled. 
"Was I not," Joaquin said. "That's where we got this," he 

grinned at Maria. "You are pretty now," he said to Maria. "Have 
they told thee how pretty?" 

"Shut up, Joaquin and thank you very much," Maria said. "You'd 
be pretty with a haircut." 

"I carried thee," Joaquin told the girl. "I carried thee over my 
shoulder." 

"As did many others," Pilar said in the deep voice. "Who didn't 
carrv her? Where is the old man?" 

131 
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clear no bull is as dangerous as a machine-gun. But if I were in 
the ring with one now I do not know if I could dominate my legs." 

"H e wanted to be a bullfighter," Pilar explained to Robert Jor
dan. "But he was afraid." 

"D o you like the bulls, Comrade Dynamiter?" Joaquin grinned, 
showing white teeth. 

"Very much," Robert Jordan said. 'Very, very much." 
"H ave you seen them in Valladolid ?" asked Joaquin. 
"Yes. In September at the feria." 
"T hat's my town,'' Joaqllin said. "What a fine town but how the 

buena genu, the good people of that town, have suffered in this 
war." Then, his face grave, "There they shot my father . My mother. 
My brother-in-law and now my sister." 

"What barbarians," Robert Jordan said. 
H ow many times had he beard this? H ow many times had he 

watched people say it with difficulty? H ow many times had he seen 
their eyes fill and their throats harden with the difficulty of saying 
my father, or my brother, or my mother, or my sister? He could 
not remember bow many times be had heard them mention their 
dead in this way. Nearly always they spoke as this boy did now ; 
suddenly and apropos of the mention of the town and always you 
said, "What barbarians." 

You only heard the statement of the loss. You did not see the 
father fall as Pilar made him see the fascists die in that story she 
had told by the stream. You knew the father died in some court
yard, or against some wall, or in some field or orchard, or at night, 
in the lights of a truck, beside some road. You had seen the lights 
of the car from the hills and heard the shooting and afterwards 
you had come down to the road and found the bodies. You did not 
see the mother shot, nor the sister, nor the brother. You heard 
about it; you heard the shots ; and you. saw the bodies. 

P ilar had made him see it in that town. 
If that woman could only write. He wAU!_d try to write it and if 

he had luck and could remember it perhaps he could get it down 
as she told it. God, how she could tell a story. She's better than 
Q uevedo, he thought. H e never wrote the death of any Don Faustino 
as well as she told it. I wish I could write well enough to write that 
stnrv. he thought. What we did. Not what the others did to us. He 
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knew enough about that. H e knew plenty about that behind the 
lines. But you had to have known the people before. You had to 
know what they had been in the village. 

Because of our mobility and because we did not have to stay 
afterwards totake the punishment ~e never knew_how anythiqg 
really ended, he thought. You stayed with a peasant and his family. 
~ou came at night and ate with them. In the day you were hidden 
and the next night you were gone. You did your job and cleared 
out. The next time you came that way you heard that they had 
been shot. It was as simple as that. 

But you were always gone when it happened. The partizans did 
their damage and pulled out. The peasants stayed and took the 
punishment. I've always known about the other, be thought._What _ 
we did to them at the start. I've always known it and hated it and 
j have heard it mentioned shamelessly and shamefully, bragged of, 
boasted of, defended, explained and denied. But that damned 
woman made me see it as though I had been there. 

Well, he thought, it is part of one's education. It will be quite an 
education when it's finished. You learn in this- war if you listen. 

You most certainly did. He was lucky that he had lived parts of 
ten years in Spain before the war. They trusted you on the lan
guage, principally. They trusted you on understanding the language 
completely and speaking it idiomatically and having a knowledge 
of the dillerent places. A Spaniard was only really loyal to his vil
lage in the end. First Spain of course, then his own tribe, then his 
province, then his village, his family and finally his trade. If you 
knew Spanish he was prejudiced in your favor, if you knew his 
province it was that much better, but if you knew his village and 
his trade you were in as far as any foreigner ever could be. He 
never felt like a foreigner in Spanish and they did not really treat 
him like a foreigner most of the time; only when they turned on 
you. 

Of course they turned on you. They turned on you often but they 
always turned on every one. They turned on themselves, too. If you 
had three together, two would unite against one, and then the 
two would start to betray each other. Not always, but often enough 
for you to take enough cases and start to draw it as a conclusion. 

This was no way to think; but who censored his thinking? No-

• 
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body but himself. H e would not think himself into any defeat
ism. The first Lhing was to win the war. If we did not win the war 
everything was lost. But he noticed, and listened to, and remembered 
everything. H e was serving in a war and be gave absolute loyalty 
and as complele performanre as he could give while he was serv
ing. But nobody owned his mind, nor his faculties for seeing and 
bearing, and if he were going to form judgments he would form 
them afterwards. And there would be plenty of material to draw 
them from. There was plenty already. T here was a little too much 
sometimes. 

Look at the Pilar woman, he thought. No matter what comes, if 
there is time, I must make her tell me the rest of that story. Look 
at her walking along with those two kids. You could not get three 
better-looking products of Spain than those. She is like a mountaia 
and the boy and the girl are like young trees. The old trees are ah 
cut down and the young trees are growing clean like that. In spite 
of what has happened to the two of them they look as fresh and 
clean and new and untouched as though they had never heard of 
misfortune. But according to Pilar, Maria has just gotten sound 
again. She must have been in an awful shape. 

H e remembered a ~n hoy in the Eleventh Brigade who had 
.A enlisted with five other boys from his village. It was a village of 

about two hundred people and the boy had never been away from 
the village before. When he first saw the boy, out at~r~e 
Staff, the other five from the village had all been killed and the 
boy was in very bad shape and they were using him as an orderly 
to wait on table at the staff. H e had a big, blond, ruddy Flemish 
face and huge awkward peasant hands and he moved, with the 
dishes, as powerfully and awkwardJy as a draft horse. But he cried 
all the time. All during the meal he cried with no noise at all. 

You looked up and there he was, crying. If you asked for the 
wine, he cried and if you passed your plate for stew, he cried; turn
ing away his head. Then he would stop; but if you looked up at 
him, tears would start coming again. Between courses he cried in 
the kitchen. Every one was very gentle with him. But it did no 
good. H e would have to find out what became of him and whether 
he ever cleared up and was fit for soldiering again. 

Maria was sound enough now. She seemed so anyway. But 

• 
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and probably it is something that you made up or that you dreamed. 
H e took a stop across the tr<til and put his hand on the girl's 

arm. Under his fingers he felt the smoothness of her arm in the 
worn khaki. She looked at him and smiled. 

"Hello, Maria," he S<lid. 
"Hello, Inglts," she answered and he saw her tawny brown 

face and the yellow-gray eyes and the full lips smiling and the 
cropped sun-burned hair and she lifted her face at him and smiled 
in his eyes. It was true all right. 

Now they were in sight of El Sordo's camp in the last of the 
pines, where there was a rounded gulch-head shaped like an up
turned basin. All these limestone upper basins must be full of caves, 
he thought. There are two caves there ahead. The scrub pines 
growing in the rock hide them well. This is as good or a better 
place than Pablo's. 

"H ow was this shooting of thy family?" Pilar was saying to 
Joaquin. 

"Nothing, woman," Joaquin said. "They were of the left as 
many others in Valladolid. When the fascists pucified_the _town 
they shot first the fath.er. , H e had voted Socialist. Then they shot 
the mother. She had voted the same. It was the first time she had 
ev~r voted. After that they shot the husband of one of the sisters. 
H e was a member of the syndicate of tramway drivers. Clearly he 
could not drive a tram without belonging to the syndicate. But he 
was without politics. I knew him well. H e was even a little bit shame
less. I do not think he was even a good com rade. Then the husband 
of the other girl, the other sister, who was also in the trams, had 
gone to the hills as I had. They thought she knew where he was. 
But she did not. So they shot her because she would not tell them 
where be was." 

"What barbarians," said Pilar. "Where is El Sordo? I do not 
see him." 

"H e is here. He is probably inside," answered Joaquin and 
stopping now, and resting the rifle butt on the ground, said 
"Pilar, listen to me. And thou, Maria. Forgive me if I have 
molested you speaking of things of the family. I know that all 
have the same troubles and it is more valuable not to speak of 
them." 
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"Maria, I love thee and thou art so lovely and so wonderful and so 
beautiful and it does such things to me to be with thee that I feel 
as though I wanted to die when I am loving thee." 

"Oh," she said. "I die each time. D o you not die?" 
"No. Almost. But did thee feel the earth move?" 
"Yes. As I died. P ut thy arm around me, please." 
"No. I have thy hand. Thy hand is enough." 
He looked at her and across the meadow where a hawk was 

hunting and the big afternoon clouds we.re coming now over the 
mountains. 

"And it is not thus for thee with others?" Maria asked him, 
they now walking hand in hand. 

"No. Truly." 
"Thou hast loved many others." 
"Some. But not as thee." 
"And it was not thus? Truly?" 
"I t was a pleasure but it was not thus." 
"And then the earth moved. The earth never moved before?" 
"Nay. Truly neve.r." 
"Ay," she said. "And this we have for one day." 
H e said nothing. 
"But we have bad it now at least," Maria said. "And do you 

like me too? D o I please thee? I will look better later." 
"Thou art very beautiful now." 
"Nay," she said. "Bot stroke thy hand across my head." 
H e did that feeling her cropped hair soft and Rattening and 

then rising between his fingers and be put both hands on her head 
and turned her face up to his and kissed her. 

"I like to kiss very much," sbe said. "But I do not do it well." 
"Thou hast no need to kiss." 
"Yes, I have. If I am to be thy woman I should please thee in all 

ways." 
"You please me enough. I would not be more pleased. There is 

no thing I could do if I were more pleased." 
"But you will see," she said very happily. "My hair amuses thee 

now because it is odd. B~t every day it is growing. I t will be long 
and then I will not look ugly and perhaps you will love me very 
much." 
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was a catch phrase be would skip. That was one thing that sleeping 
with Maria had done. He had gotten to be as bigoted and hide
bound about his policies as a bard-shelled Baptist and phrases like 
enemies of the people came into his mind without his much criti
cizing them in any way. Any sort of dieMs both revolutionary and 
patriotic. His mind employed them without criticism. Of course 
they were true but it was too easy to be nimble about using them. 
But since last night and this afternoon his mind was much clearer 
and cleaner on that business. Bigotry is an odd thing. T o be bigoted 
you have to be absolutely sure that you are right and nothing makes 
that surety and righteousness like continence. Continence is the foe 
of heresy. 

H ow would that premise stand up if he examined it? That was 
probably why the Communists were always cracking down on 
Bohemianism. When you were drunk or when you committed 
either fornication or adultery you recognized your own personal 
fallibility of that so mutable substitute for the apostles' creed, th' 
party line. Down with Bohemianism, the sin of Mayakovsky. 

But Mayakovsky was a saint again. That was because he wag 
safely dead. You'll be safely dead yourself, he told himself. Now 
stop thinking that sort of thing. Think about Maria. 

Maria was very hard on his bigotry. So far she had nor affected 
his resolution but he would much prefer not to die. H e would 
abandon a hero's or a martyr's end gladly. H e did not want to 
make a Thermopylre, nor be H oratius at any bridge, nor be the 
D utch boy with his fingc=r in that dyke. No. He would Like to spend 
some time with Maria. That was the simplest expression of it. He 
would like to spend a long, long time with her. 

H e did not believe there was ever going to be any such thing as 
a long time any more but if there ever was such a thing be would 
like to spend it with her. We could go into the hotel and register 
as Doctor and Mrs. L ivingstone I presume, he thought. 

W hy not marry her? Sure, he thought. I will marry her. T hen 
we will be Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jordan of Sun Valley, Idaho. Or 
Corpus Christi, Texas, or Butte, Montana. 

Spanish girls make wonderful wives. I've never had one so I 
know. And when I get my job back at the university she can be an 
instructor's wife and when undergraduates who take Spanish IV 
come in to smoke pipes in the evening and have those so valuable 
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today, tonight, tomorrow, today, tonight, tomorrow, over and over 
again (I hope), he thought and so you bad bener take what time 
there is and be very thankful for it. If the bridge goes bad. It does 
not look too good just now. 

But Maria has been good. Has she not? Oh, has she not, he 
thought. Maybe that is what I am to get now from life. Maybe that 
is my life and instead of it being threescore years and ten it is 
fony~ight hours or just threescore hours and teo or twelve rather. 
Twenty-four hours in a day would be threescore and twelve for the 
three full days. 

I suppose it is possible to live as full a life in seventy hours as in 
seventy years; granted that your life has been full up to the time 
that the seventy hours start and that you have reached a certain age. 

What nonsense, he thought. What rot you get to thinking by your
self. That is r~ally nonsense. And maybe it isn't nonsense too. Well, 
we will see. The last time I slept with a girl was in Madrid. No it 
wasn't. I t was in the Escorial and, except that I woke in the night 
and thought it was some one else and was excited until I realized 
who it really was, it was just dragging ashes; except that it was 
p lea~ant enough. And the time before that was in Madrid and ex
cept for some lying :md pretending I did to myself as to identity 
while things were going on, it was the same or something less. So 
I am no romantic glorifier of the Spanish \Voman nor did I ever 
think of a casual piece as anything much other than a casual piece 
in ::my country. But when I am with Maria I love her so that I feel, 
literally, as though I would die and I never believed in that nor 
thought that it could happen. 

So if your life trades its seventy years for seventy hours I have that 
__.- valu~ now and I aru lucky enough to know it. And if there is not 

any such thing as a long time, nor the rest of your lives, nor from 
now on, but there is only now, why then now is the thing to praise 
and I am very happy with it. Now, ahara, maintenant, lleut~. Notv, 
it bas a funny sound to be a whole world and your life. Esta noch~, 
tonight, c~ soir, !JctJt~ abcnd. Life and wife, Vi~ and Mari. No it 
didn't work out. The Frl'nch .turned it into husband. There was 
now and frau; but that did not prove anything either. T ake dead, 
mort, muerto, and todt . T odt was the deadest of them all. War, 
guerr~. guerra, and kri~g. Kri~g was the most like war, or was it ? 
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went all strange inside every time you looked at her and every time 
she looked at you. So why don't you admit it? All right, I'll admit it. 
And as for Pilar, pushing her onto you, all Pilar did was be an in
tdligent woman. She had taken good care of the girl and she saw 
what was coming the minute the girl came back iota the: cave with 
the cooking dish. 

So she made things easier. She made things easier so that there wa3 
last night and this afternoon. She is a damned sight more civilized 
than you are and she knows what time is all about. Yes, he said to 
himself, I think we can admit that she has certain notions about the 
value of time. She took a beating and all because she did not want 
other people losing what she'd lost and then rhe idea of admitting 
it was lost was too big a thing to swallow. So she took a beating bac.k 
there on the hill and I guess we did not make it any easier for her. 

Well, so that is what happens and what has happened and you 
might as well admit it and now you will never have two whole 
nights with her. Not a lifetime, not to live together, not to have 
what people were always supposed to have, not at all Ooe night 
th:lt is past, once one afternoon, one nig.ht to come; maybe. No, sir. 

Not time, not happiness, not fun, not children, not a house, ooc a 
bathroom, not a clean pair of pyjamas, not the mo10ing paper, not 
to wake op together, not to wake and know she's there and that 
you're not alone. No. None of that. But why, when this is all you 
are going to get in life of what you want; when you have found it; 
why not just one night in a bed with sheets? 

You ask for the impossible... You ask for the ruddy impossible. 
So if you love this girl as much as you say you do, you had better 
love her very hard and mnke up in intensity wh:1t the. rclaL.ion .will 
lack in duration and in continuity. Do you hear that? In the old 
days people devoted a lifetime to it. And now when you have found 
it if you get two nights you wonder where all tbe luck c:~me from. 
Two nights. Two nights to love, honor and cherish. For better and 
for worse. In sickness and in <katb. No that wasn't it. ln .\ic.k.ness 
and in health. Till death do us part. l n two nights. Much more than 
likely. Much more than likely and now lay off that sort of thinking. 
You can stop that now. That's not good for you. Do nothing that is 
:lOt good for you. Sure that's it. 

This was what Golz had talked :iliout. The longer he was around, 
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"Maria," Pilar said. "I will not touch thee. Tell me now of th}' 
own volition." 

"De ttt propia voluntad," the words were in Spanish. 
T he girl shook her head. 
"Maria," Pilar said. "Now and of thy own volition. You hear me? 

Anything at all." 
"No," the girl said softly. "No and no." 
"Now you will tell me," Pilar told her. "Anything at all. You will 

see. Now you will tell me." 
"The earth moved," Maria said, not looking at the woman. 

"Truly. It was a thing I cannot tell thee." 
"So," Pilar said and her voice was warm and friendly and there 

was no compulsion in it. But Robert Jordan noticed there were 
small drops of perspiration on her forehead and her lips. "So there 
was that. So that was it." 

"I t is true," Maria said and bit her lip. 
"Of course it is true," Pilar said kindly. "But do not tell it tO 

your own people for they never will believe you. You have no Cali 
blood, lnglh?" 

She got to her feet, Robert Jordan helping her up. 
"No," he said. "Not that I know of." 
"Nor has the Maria that she knows of," Pilar said. "Pues es muy 

raro. It is very strange." 
"But it happened, Pilar," Maria said. 
"Como que no, hija?" Pilar said. "Why not, daughter? When I 

was young the earth moved so that you could feel it all shift in space 
and were afraid it would go out (rom under you. It happened every 
night." 

"You lie." Maria said. 
"Yes," Pilar said. "I lie. I t never moves more than three times in 

a lifetime. Did it really move?" 
"Yes," the ¢rl said. "Truly." 
"For you, ln~Ms?" Pilar looked at Robert Jordan. "Don't lie." 
"Ye~," he said. "Truly." 
"Good," said P ilar. "Good. That is something." 
"What do you mean about the three times?" Maria asked. "Why 

do you say that?" 
"Three times," said Pilar. "Now you've had one." 
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the excitement of battle except that it was clean. There IS a wind 
that blows through battle but th~t was a bot wind; hot and dry as 
your mouth; and it blew heavily; bot and dirtily; and it rose and 
died away with the fonunes of the day. H e knew that wmd well. 

But a snowstorm was the opposite of all of that. In the snow
storm you came close to wild animals and they were not afraid. They 
travelled across country not knowing where they were and the deer 
stood sometimes in the lee of the cabin. In a snowstorm you rode 
up to a moose and be mistook your horse for another moose and 
trotted forward to meet you. In a snowstorm it always seemed, for a 
time, as though there were no enemies. In a snowstorm the wind 
could blow a gale; but it blew a white cleanness and the air was full 
of a driving whiteness and all things were changed and when the 
wind stopped there would be the stillness. This was a hig storm and 
he might as well enjoy it. It was ruining everything, but you might 
as well enjoy it. 

"I was an arroyero for many years," Pablo said. "We trucked 
freight across the mountains with the big carts before the camioos 
came into use. In that business we learned the weather." 

"And how did you get into the movement?" 
' was alway~ of the left," Pablo said. "We had many contacts with 

the people of Asturias where they are much developed politically. I 
have always been for the Republic." 

"But what were you doing before the movement?" 
"I worked then for a horse contractor of Zaragoza. H e furnished 

horses for the bull rings as weU as remounts for the army. It was 
then that I met Pilar who was, as she told you, with the matador 
Finito de Palencia." 

He said this with considerable pride. 
"He was&'t much of a matador," one of the brothers at the table 

said looking at Pilar's back where she stood in front of the stove. 
"No?" Pilar said, turning around and looking at the man. "He 

wasn't much of a matador ?" 
Standing there now in the cave by the cooking fire she could see 

him, short and brown and sober-faced, with the sad eyes, the 
checks sunken and the black hair cu rled wet on his forehead where 
the tight-fitting matador's hat had made a red line that no one else 
noticed. She saw him stand, now, facing the fi ve-year-old bull, facing 



CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

ANsELMO was crouched in th~ lee of the trunk of a big tree and the 
snow blew past on either side. He was pressed close against the tree 
and his hands were inside of the sleeves of his jacket, each hand 
shoved up into the opposite sleeve, and his head was pulled as far 
down into the jacket as it would go. If I stay here much longer I will 
freeze, he thought, and that will be of no value. The lngUs told me 
to stay until I was relieved but he did not know then about this 
storm. There has been no abnormal movement on the road and 1 
know the dispositions and the habits of this post at the sawmill 
across the road. I should go now to the camp. Anybody with sense 
would be expecting me to return to the camp. I will stay a little 
longer, he thought, and then go to the camp. It is the fault of the 
orders, which are too rigid. There is no allowance for a change in 
circumstance. H e rubbed his feet together and then took his hands 
out of the jacket sleeves and bent over and rubbed his legs with 
them and patted his feet together to keep the circulation going. It 
was less cold there, out of the wind in the shelter of the tree, but 
he would have to start walking shortly. 

As he crouched, rubbing his f.eet, be heard a motorcar on the road. 
It had on chains and one link of chain was slapping and, as he 
watched, it came up the snow-covered road, green and brown painted, 
in broken patches of daubed color, the windows blued over so that 
you could not see in, with only a half circle left dear in the blue 
for the occupants to look out through. I t was a two-year-old Rolls
Royce town car camouflaged for the use of the General Staff but 
Anselmo did not know that. H e could not see into the car where 
three officers sat wrapped in their capes. Two were on the back seat 
and one sat on the folding chair. The officer on the folding chajr was 
looking out of the slit in the blue of the window as the car passed 
but Anselmo did not know thjs. Neither of them saw the other. 

The car passed in the snow directly below him. Anselmo saw the 
chauffeur, red-faced and steel-helmeted, his face and helmet project
ing out of the blanket cape he wore and be saw the forward jut of 

19 1 
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"Many mountains and very high." 
"And are there good pastures?" 

207 

"Excellent; high pasture in the summer in forests controlled by the 

government. Then in the fall the catcle are brought down to the 

lower ranges." 
"Is the land there owned by the peasants?" 

"Most land is owned by those who farm it. Originally the land 

wasowned by the state and by living on it and declaring the inten

tion of improving it, a man could obtain tide to a hundred and fifry 

hectares." 
"Tell me how this is done," Agustin asked. "That is an agrarian 

reform which means something." 
Robert Jordan explained the process of homesteading. H e had 

never thought of it before as an agrarian reform. 

"That is magnificent," Primirivo said. "Then you have a com

munism in your country?" 
"No. That is done under the Republic." 
"For me," Agustin said, "everything can be done under the Re, 

public. I see no need for other form of government." 

"Do you have no big proprietors?" Andres asked. 

"Many." 
"Then there must be abuses." 
"Certainly. There are many abuses." 
"But you will do away with them?" 
"We try to more and more. But there are many abuses still." 

"But there are not great estates that must be broken up?" 

"Yes. But there are those who believe that taxes will break them 

up." 
"How ?" 
Robert Jordan, wiping out the stew bowl with bread, explained 

how the income tax and inheritance tax worked. "But the big estates 

remain. Also there are taxes on the land," he said. 

"But surely the big proprietors and the rich will make a revolution 

against such taxes. Such taxes appear to me to be revolutionary. T hey 

will revolt against the government when they se~ that they are threat

ened, exactly as the fascists have done here," Primitivo sajd. 

"It is possible." 
"Then you will have to fight in your country as we fight here." 

''Yes, we will have to fight." 
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"But are there not many fascists in your country?" 
"There are many who do not know they are fascists but will find 

it out when the time comes." 
"But you cannot destroy them until they rebel?" 
"No," Robert Jordan said. "We cannot destroy them. But we can 

edu~te the people so that they will fear fascism and recognize it as 
it appears and combat it." 

"Do you know where there are no fascists?" Andres asked. 
''Where?" 
"In the town of Pablo," Andres said and grinned. 
"You know what was done in that village?" Primitivo asked 

Robert Jordan. 
"Yes. I have beard the story." 
"From Pilar?" 
"Yes." 
"You could not hear all of it from the woman," Pablo said heavily. 

"Because she did not see the end of it because she fell from a chair 
outside of the window." 

"You tell him what happened then," Pilar said. "Since I know not 
the story, let you tell it." 

"Nay," Pablo said. "I have never told it." 
' 'No," Pilar said. "And you will not tell it. And now you wish it 

had not happened." 
"No," Pablo said. "That is not true. And if all had killed the fas-

ciSLS as I did we would not have this war. But I would not have had 
it happen as it happened." 

"Why do you say that?" Primjtivo asked him. "Are you changing 
your politics?" 

"No. But it was barbarous," Pablo said. "In those days I was very 
barbarous." 

"And now you are drunk," Pilar said. 
"Yes," Pablo said. "With your permission." 
"I liked you better when you were barbarous," the woman said. 

"Of all men the drunkard is the foulest. The thief when he is not 
stealing is like another. The extortioner does not practise in the 
home. The murderer when he is at home can wash his hands. But 
the drunkard stinks and vomits in his own bed and dissolves his 
organs in alcohol." 
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''You are a woman and you do not understand," Pablo said 
equably. "I am drunk on wine and I would be h.appy exce~ for 
those people I have killed. All of them fill me wtth sorrow. H e 
shook his head lugubriously. 

"Give him some of that which Sordo brought," Pilar said. "Give 
him something to animate him. He is becoming too sad to bear." 

"If I could restore them to life, I would," Pablo said. 
"Go and obscenity thyself," Agustin said to him. "What sort of 

place is this?" . , . 
"I would bring them all back to life, Pablo srud sadly. "Every 

one. " 
"Thy mother," Agustin shouted at him. "Stop talking like thi! 

or get out. Those were fascists you kiJ\ed." 
''You heard me," Pablo said. "I would restore them all to life." 
"And then you would walk on the water," Pilar said. "In my life 

I have never seen such a man. Up until yesterday you preserved some 
remnants of manhood. And today there is not enough of you left 
to make a sick kitten. Yet you are happy in your soddenness." 

"We should have killed all or none," Pablo nodded his head. "All 
or none." 

"Listen, Ingles/' Agustin said. "How did you happen to come 
to Spain? Pay no attention to Pablo. He is drunk." 
- "I came first twelve years ago to study the country and the Jan. 
guage," Robert Jordan said. "I teach Spanish in a university." 

''You look very little like a professor," Primitivo said. 
"He has no beard," Pablo said. "Look at him. H e has no 

beard." 
"Are you trul )' a _professor r" 
"An instructor:'' 
"But you teach?" 
''Yes." 
"But why Spanish?" Andr6 asked. "Would it not be easier to 

teach English since you are English?" 
"He speaks Spanish as we do," Anselmo said. "Why should he 

not teach Spanish?" 
"Yes. But it is, in a way, presumptuous for a foreigner to teach 

Spanish," Fernando said. "I mean nothing against you, D on Ro
berto." 

-
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to the fascists?" Rafael suggested. "You could blind him and he 

would be easy to handle." 
"Shut up," Pilar said. "I feel something very justified against 

thee too when thou talkest." 
"The fascists would pay nothing for him anyway," Primitivo 

said. 'Such things have been tried by others and they pay nothing. 

They will shoot thee too." 
"l believe that blinded he could be sold for something," Rafael 

said. 
"Shut up," Pilar said. "Speak of blinding again and you can go 

with the other." 
"But, he, Pablo, blinded the guardia civil who was wounded," the 

gypsy insisted. "You have forgotten that?" 

"Close thy mouth," Pilar said to him. She was embarrassed be-

fore Robert Jordan by this talk of blinding. 

"I have not been allowed to finish," Fernando interrupted. 

"Finish," Pilar told him. "Go on. Finish." 

"Since ir: is impractical to hold Pablo as a prisoner," Fernando 

commenced, "and since it is repugnant to offer him--" 

"Finish," Pilar said. "For the love of God, finish." 

"-in any class of negotiation," Fernando proceeded calmly, "I 

am agreed that it is perhaps best that he should be eliminated in 

order that the operations projected should be insured of the maxi

mum possibility of success." 
Pilar looked at the little man, shook her head, bit her lips and 

said nothing. 
"That is my opinion," Fernando said. "I believe we are justified in 

believing that he constitutes a danger to the Republic--" 

"Mother of God," Pilar said. "Even here one man can make a 

bureaucracy with his mouth." 
"Both from his own words and his recent actions," Fernando 

continued. "And while he is deserving of gratitude for his actions in 

the early part of the movement and up until the most recent 

time--'' 
Pilar had walked over to the fire. Now she came up to the table. 

"Fernando," Pilar said quietly and handed a bowl to him. "Take 

this stew please in all formality and fill thy mouth with h and 

talk no more. We are in possession of thy opinion." 
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comes down that it gets you. But I am off that wheel, be thought. 
And nobody is going to get me onto it again. 

T wo days ago 1 never knew that Pilar, Pablo nor the rest ex
isted, he thought. There was no such thing as Maria in the world. 
It was cena10ly a much simpler world. I had instructions from 
Golz that were perfectly clear and seemed perfectly possible to 
carry out although they presented certain difficulties and involved 
certain consequences. After we blew the bridge I expected either 
to get back to the lines or not get back and if we got back I was 
going to ask for some time in Madrid. No one has any leave in 
this war but I am sure I could get two or three days in Madrid. 

In Madrid I wanted to buy some books, to go to the Florida H otel 
and get a room and to have a bot bath, he thought. I was going 
to send L uis the porter out for a bottle of absinthe if he could lo
cate one at the Mantequerlas Leonesas or at any of the places off 
the Gran Via and I was going to lie in bed and read after the 
bath and drink a couple of absinthes and then I was going to 
call up Gaylord's and see if I could come up there and eat. 

H e did not want to cat at the Gran Via because the food was 
no good really and you had to get there on time or whatever there 
was of it would be gone. Also there were too many newspaper 
men there he knew and he did not want to have to keep his m outh 
shut. He wanted to drink the absinthes and to feel like talking 
and then go up to Gaylord's and eat with Karkov, where they had 
good food and real beer, and find out w1i'it'"'\vas going on in the 
war. 

H e had not liked Gaylord's, the hotel in Madrid the Russians 
bad taken over, when he first went there because itseemed 
too luxurious and the food was too good for a besieged city and 
the talk too cynical for a war. But I corrupted very easily, be 
thought. Why should you not have as good food as could be or
ganized when you came back from something like this? And the 
talk that he had thought of as cynicism when he had first heard it 
had turned out to be much too true. This will be something to 
tell at Gaylord's, he thought, when this is over. Yes, when this is 
over. 

Could you take Maria to Gaylord's? No. You couldn't. But you 
could leave her in the hotel and she could take a hot bath and be 
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there when you came back from Gaylord's. Yes, you could do that 
and after you bad told Kark~v about her, you could brwg her later 
because they would be cunous about her and want LO see her. 

Maybe you wouldn't go to Gaylord's at a~. You could eat early at 
the Gran Via and hurry back to the Flonda. 13ut you knew y.ou 
would go to Gaylord's because you wanted to sec all that agaw ; 
ou wanted to eat that food again and you wanted to see all the 
~mfort of it and the luxury of it after this. Then you would come 
back to the F lorida and there Maria would be. Sure, she would be 
there after this was over. After this was over. Yes, after this was 
over. If be did this well he would rate a meal at Gaylord's. 

Gaylord's was the place where you met famous peasant and 
worker Spanish commanders who had sprung to arms from the 
people at the start of the war without any previous military train
ing and found that many of them spoke Russian. T hat had been the 
first big disillusion to him a few months back and he had started to 
be cynical to himself about it. But when he realized how it happened 
it was all right. They w"e peasants and workers. They had been 
active in the 1934 revolution and had to flee the country when it 
failed and in R ussia they had sent them to the military academy 
and to the Lenin Institute the Comintern maintained so they 
would be ready to fight the next time and have the necessary 
military education to command. 

The Comintern bad educated them there. In a revolution you 
could not admit to outsiders who helped you nor that any one knew 
more than be was supposed to know. He bad learned that. If a 
thing was right fundamentally the lying was not supposed to mat-
ter. There was a lot of lying though. H e did not care for the lying at ""\ 
first. He bated it. Then later be bad come to like it. It was part 
of being an insider but it was a very corrupting business. 

It was at Gaylord's that you learned that Valentin Gonzalez, 
called El Campesino or The Peasant, had never been a peasant but 
was an ex-sergeant in the Spanish Foreign Legion who had deserted I 
and fought with Abd el Krim. That was aU right, too. W hy 
shouldn't he be? You had to have these peasant leaders quickly 
in this sort of war and a real peasant le.:'\der might be a little too 
much like Pablo. You couldn't wait fo r the real Peasant Leader to 
arrive and be might have too many peasant characteristics when he 
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did. So you had to manufacture one. At that, from what he had 
seen of Campesino, with his black beard, his thick negroid lips, and 
his feverish, staring eyes, he thought he might give almost as much 
trouble as a real peasant leader. The last time he had seen him he 
seemed to have gotten to believe his own publicity and think he was 
a peasant. H e was a brave, tough man; no braver in the world. 
But God, how he talked too much. And when he was excited he 
would say anything no matter what the consequences of his in
discretion. And those consequences had been many already. He was 
a wonderful Brigade Commander though in a situation where it 
looked as though everything was lost. He never knew when every
thing was lost and if it was, he would fight out of it. 

At Gaylord's, too, you met the simple stonemason, Enrique Lis
ter from Galicia, who now commanded a division and who talked 
Russian, too. And you met the cabinet worker, Juan Modesto 
from Andalucia who bad just been given an Army Corps. H e never 
learned his Russian in Puerto de Santa Maria although he might 
have if they bad a Berlitz School there that the cabinet makers went 
to. H e was the most trusted of the young soldiers by the Russians 
because he was a true party man, "a hundred per cent" they said, 
proud to use the Americanism. H e was much more intelligent 
than Lister or El Campesino. 

Sure, Gaylord's was the place you needed to complete your edu
cation. It was there you learned how it was all really done in
stead of how it was supposed to be done. H e had only started 
his education, he thought. H e wondered whether he would con
tinue with it long. Gaylord's was good and sound and what he 
needed. At the start when he had still believed all the nonsense 
it had come as a shock to him. But now he knew enough to accept 
the necessityjor all the deception and what he learned at Gaylord's 
only strengthened him in his belief in the things that he did hold 
to be true. H e liked to know how it really was; not how it wa~ 
supposed to be. There was always lying in a war. But the truth 
orLister, Modesto, and El Campesino was much better than the 
lies and legends. Well, some day they would tell the truth to 
every one and meantime he was glad there was a Gaylord's for his 
own learning of it. 

Yes, that was where he would go in Madrid after he had bought 
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the books and after he had lain in the hot bath and had a couple 
of drinks and had read awhile. But that was before Maria had 
come into all this that he had that plan. All right. They would 
have two rooms and she could do what she liked while he went 
up there and he'd come back from Gaylord's to her. She had waited 
up in the hills all this time. She could wa~t a lint: while at the 
Hotel Florida. They would have three days Ul Madnd. Three days 
could be a long time. H e'd take her to see the Marx Brothers at 
the Opera. That had been running for three months now and would 
certainly be good for three months more. She'd like the Marx 
Brothers at the Opera, he thought. She'd like that very much. 

It was a long way from Gaylord's to this cave though. No, that 
was not the long way. The long way was going to be from this 
cave to Gaylord's. Kashkin bad taken him there first and be had 
not liked it. Kashkin had said he should meet Karkov because 
Karkov wanted to know Americans and bt:cause he was the great
est lover of Lope de Vega in the world and thought "Fuente Ove
juna" was the greatest play ever written. Maybe it was at that, bur 
be, Robert Jordan, did not think so. 

He had liked Karkov but not the pla~e.]Karko}{.}a~ the most intel
ligent man be had ever met. Wearwf black nding boots, gray 
breeches, and a gray tunic, with tiny hands and feet, puflily fragile of 
face and body, with a spitting way of talking through his bad teeth, 
he looked comic when Robert Jordan first saw him. But he had 
more brains and more inner dignity and outer insolence and humor 
than any man that he had ever known. 

Gaylord's itself had seemed indecently luxurious and corrupt. But 
why shouldn't the representatives of a power that governed a sixth 
of the world have a few comforts? Well, they had them and Rob
ert Jordan had at first been repelled by the whole business and 
then had accepted it and enjoyed it. Kashkin bad made him out 
to be a hell of a fellow and Karkov had at first been insultingly 
polite and then, when Robert Jordan had not played at being a 
hero but had told a story that was really funny and obscenely dis
creditable to himself, Karkov had shifted from the politeness to a 
relieved rudeness and then to insolence and they had become 
friends. 

Kashkin had only been tolerated there. There was something 
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wrong with Kashi:Wt evidently and be was working it out in 
Spain. They would not tell him what it was but maybe thev 
would now th:n he was dead. Anyway, he and Karkov had ~
come friends and he had become friends too with the incredibly 
thin, drawn, dark, loving, nervous, deprived and unbitter woman 
with a lean, neglected body and dark, gray-streaked hair cut shor.t 
who was J.<arkov's wife and who served as an imerpreter with 
the tank corps. He was a friend too of Karkov's mistress, who had 
cat-eyes, reddish gold hair (sometimes more red; sometimes more 
gold, depending on the coiffeurs), a lazy sensual body (made to 
fit well against other bodies), a mouth made to fit other mouths, 
and a stupid, ambitious and utterly loyal mind. This mistress loved 
gossip and enjoyed a periodically controlled promiscuity which 
seemed only to amuse Karkov. Karkov was supposed to have an. 
other wife somewhere beside the tank-corps one, maybe two more, 
but nobody was very sure about that. Robert Jordan liked both 
the wife he knew and the mistress. H e thought he would probabl}' 
like the other wife, too, if he knew her, if there was one. Karkov 
had good taste in women. 

There were sentries with bayonets downstairs outside the porte
cochere at <f.lylord's and tonight it would be the pleasantest nnd 
most comfortable place in all of besieged Madrid. H e would like 
to be there tonight instead of here. Though it was all right here, 
now they had stopped that wheel. And the snow was stopping too. 

H e would like to show his Maria to Karkov but he could not 
take her there unless he asked first and he would have to see how he 
was received after this trip. Golz would be there after this attack 
was over and if he had done well they would all know it from 
Golz. Golz would make fun of him, too, about Maria. After 
what he'd said to him about no girls. 

H e reached over to the bowl in front of Pablo and dipped up 
a cup of wine. "With your permission," he said. 

Pablo nodded. H e is engaged in his military studies, I imagine, 
Robert Jordan thought. Not seeking the bubble reputation in the 
cannon's mouth but seeking the solution to the problem in yonder 
bowl. But you know the bastard must be fairly able to have run 
this band successfully for as long as he did. Looking at Pablo ht 
wondered what sort of guerilla leader he would have been in the 
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American Civil War. There were lots of them, be thought. But 
we know very little about them. Not the Quantnlls, nor the Mos
bys, nor his own grandfather, but the Lules ones, the bushwhack
ers. And about the dnnking. Do you suppose Gram really was a 
drunk? His grandfather always claimed he was. That be was 
always a little drunk by four o'clock in the afternoon and that be
fore Vicksburg sometimes during the siege be was very drunk for 
a couple of days. But grandfather claimed that he functioned per
fectly normally no matter how much be drank except that some· 
times it was very hard to wake him. But if you could wake him 
he was normal. 

There wasn't any Grant, nor any Sherman nor any StonewaU 
Jackson on either side so far in this war. No. Nor any Jeb Stuart 
either. Nor any Sheridan. I t was overrun with McCleUans though. 
The fascists had plenty of McClellans and we had at least three of 
them. 

H e bad certainly not seen any military geniuses in this war. 
Not a one. Nor anything resembling one. Kleber, Lucasz, and 
Hans had done a fine job of their share in the defense of Madrid 
with the !~national Brigades and then the old bald, spectacled, 
conceited, stupid-as-an-owl, unintelligent-in-conversation, brave-and
as-dumb-as-a-bull, propaganda-built-up defender o£ Madrid, Miaja, 
had been so jealous of the publicity Kleber received that he had 
forced the Russians to relieve Kleber o£ his command and 
send him to Valencia. Kleber was a good soldier; but limited and 
he did talk too much for the job he had. Golz was a good general 
and a fine soldier but they always kept him in a subordinate posi
tion and never gave him a free hand. This attack was going to be 
his biggest show so far and Robert Jordan did not like too much 
what he had heard about the attack. Then there was Gall, the Hun
garian, who ought to be shot if you could believe half you heard 
at Gaylord's. Make it if you can believe ten per cent of what you 
hear at Gaylord's, Robert Jordan thought. 

He wished that he had seen the fighting on the plateau beyond 
Guadalajara when they beat the Italians. But he had been down 
in Estremadura then. H ans had told him about it one night in 
Gaylord's two weeks ago and made him see it all. There was one 
moment when it was really lost when the Italians bad broken the 
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lme near Trijueque and the Twelfth Brigade would have bee.n 
cut off if the TonJa-Bnhuega ro.1d bad been cut. "But knowing 
they were Italians," Hans had said, "we attempted a mana!uvre 
which would have been unjustifiable agamst other troops. And it 
was successfuL" 

H ans had shown it all to him on his maps of the battle. H ans 
carried them around with him in his map case all the time and 
still seemed marvelled and h.1ppy at the miracle of it. H ans was 
a fine soldier and a good companion. Lister's and Modesto's and 
Campesino's Spanish troops had all fought well in that battle, 
H ans bad told him, and that was to be credited to their leaders 
and ro the discipline they enforced. But Lister and Campesino and 
Modesto had been told many of the moves they should make by 
their Russian military advisers. They were like students flying a 
machine with dual controls which the pilot could take over when
ever they made a mistake. Well, this year would show how much 
and how well they learned. After a while there would not be d ual 
controls and then we would see how well they handled divisions 

and army corps alone. 
They were Communists and they were disciplinarians. The disci

pline that they would enforce would make good troops. Lister was 
murderous in discipline. He was a true fanatic and he had the 
complete Spanish lack of respect for life. In few armies since the 
Tartar's first invasion of the West were men executed summarily for 
as little reason as they were under his command. But he knew 
how to forge a division into a fighting unit. It is one thing to hold 
positions. It is another to attack positions and take them and it is 
something very differenl to mana!uvre an army in the field, Robert 
Jordan thought as he sat there at the table. From what I have seen 
of him, I wonder how Lister will be at that once the dual controls 
are gone? But maybe they won't go, he thought. I wonder if they 
will go? Or whether they will strengthen? I wonder what the 
R ussian stand is on the whole business? <?.lylord's is the place, be 
thought. There is much that I need to know now that I can learn 
only at Gaylord's. 

At one time he had thought Gaylo_!d's had been bad for him. 
lt was the Oe£0Site of the puritanical, religious communism of 
Velazquez 63, the Madrid palace that had been turned into the 
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lnternational Brigade headquarters in the cap1tal. At Velazquez. 63 
it was like being a member of a relig1ous order-and Gaylord's was 
a long way av.ay from the fec:ling you had .lt the headquarters 
of the Filth Reguneot before 1t had been broken up into the brig

ades of the new army. 
At either of those places you felt that you were taking part in a 

crusade. That was Lhe only word for it although it was a word 
that had been so woru and abused that it no longer gave its true 
meaning. You felt, in spite o{ all bureaucracy and inefficiency and 
party strife something that was like the feehng you expected to have 
and did not have when you made your first communion. 1t was a 
feeling of consecration to a duty toward all of the oppressed of the 
world \\ hich would be as d1fllcult and embarrassing to speak about 
as religious experience and yet it was authentic as the feeling 
you had when you heard .Bach, or stood in Chartre~ Cathedral 

or the Cathedral at Le6n and saw the light coming through the 
great windows; or when you saw Mantegna and Greco and 
Brueghel in the Prado. lr gave you a pan in something that you 
could believe in wholly and completely and in which you felt 
an absolute brotherhood with the others who were engaged in it. 
It was something that you had never known before but that you 
had experienced now and you gave such importance to it and the 
reasons for it that your own death seemed of complete unimpor
tance; only a thing to be avoided because it would interfere with 
the performance of your duty. But the best thing was that there 
was something you could do about this feeling and this necessity 
too. You could fight. 

So you fought, he thought. And in the fighting soon there was 
no purity of feeling for those who survived the fighting and were 
good at it. Not after the first six months. 

The defense of a position or of a city is a part of war in which 
you can feel that first sort of feeling. The fighting in the Sierras had 
been that way. They had fought there with the true comradeship of 
the revolution. Up there when there bad been the first necessity for 
the enforcement of discipline he had approved and understood it. 
Under the shelling men had been cowards and had run. H e had 
seen them shot and left to swell beside the road, nobody bothering 
to do more than strip them of their cartridges and their valuables. 

-
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Taking their cartridges, their boots and their leather coats was right. 
Taking the valuables was only realistic. It only kept the anarchists 
from getting them. 

It had seemed just and right and necessary that the men who 
ran were shot. There was nothing wrong about it. Their running 
was a selfishness. The fascists bad attacked and we had stopped 
them on that slope in the gray rocks, the scrub pines and the gorse 
of the Guadarrama hillsides. We had held along the road under 
the bombing from the planes and the shelling when they brought 
their artillery up and those who were left at the end of that day 
bad counterattacked and driven them back. Later, when they bad 
tried to come down on the left, sifting down between the rocks 
and through the trees, we had held out in the Sanitarium firing 
from the windows and the roof although they had passed it on 
both sides, and we lived through knowing what it was to be sur
rounded until the counterattack bad cleared them back behind 
the road again. 

In all that, in the fear that dries your mouth and your throat, 
in the smashed plaster dust and Lhe sudden panic of a wall fall
ing, collapsing in the flash and roar of a shellburst, clearing the 
gun, dragging those away who had been serving it, lying face 
downward and covered with rubble, your head behind the shield 
working on a stoppage, getting the broken case out, straighten
ing the belt again, you now lying straight behind the shield, the 
guo searching the roadside again; you did the thing there was to 
do and knew that y,ou were right. You learned the dry-mouthed, 
fear-purged, pur gin({ e~y <lf_ battle } od you fought that summer 
and that fall for all the_eoor in theworld, against all n'.!]_nny, for 
all the things tnatyou ~~lieve.d.-and-£or the new world you had 
been educated into. ou learned that fall, be thought, how to en
dure and how to ignore suffering in the long time of cold and wet
ness, of mud and of digging and fortifying. And the feeling of the 
summer and the fall was buried deep under tiredness, sleepiness, 
and nervousness and discomfort. But it was still there and all 1that 
you went through only served to validate it. It was in those days, 
he thought, that you had a deep and sound and selfless pride-that 
would h:~ve made you a bloody bore at Gaylord's, he thought sud
denly. 
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No, you would not have been so good at Gaylord's then, be 

thought. You were .J..o~ve. You were in a sort of state of grace. 
But Gaylord's might not have been the way it was now at that 
time either. No, as a matter of fact, it was not that way, he told 
him;elf. It was not that way at all. There was not any Gaylord's 

then. 
Karkov bad told him about those days. At that time what Rus-

sians there were had lived at the Palace H otel. Robert Jordan had 
known none of them then. That was before the first partizan groups 
had been formed; before he had met Kasbkin or any of the 
others. Kashkin had been in the north at Iruo, at San Sebastian 
and in the abortive fighting toward Vitoria. He had not arrived 
in Madrid until January and while Robert Jordan had fought at 
Carabanchel and at Usera in those three days when they stopped 
the right wing of the fascist attack on Madrid and drove the 
Moors and the T~cio back from house to house to clear that bat
tered suburb on the edge of the gray, sun-baked plateau and es
tablish a line of defense along the heights that would protect that 
corner of the city, Karkov had been in Madrid. 

Karkov was not cynical about those times either when he talked. 
Those were the days they all shared when everything looked lost and 
each man retained now, ·better than any citation or decoration, the 
knowledge of just how he would act when everything looked lost. 
The government bad abandoned the city, taking all the motor 
cars from the ministry of war in their flight and old Miaja had to 
ride down to inspect his defensive positions on a bicycle. Robert 
Jordan did not believe that one. H e could not see Miaja on a bicycle 
even in his most patriotic imagination, but Karkov said it was true. 
But then he bad written it for Russian papers so he probably wanted 
to believe it was true after writing it. 

But there was another story that Karkov had not written. H e 
had three wounded Russians in the Palace H otel for whom he 
was responsible. They were two tank drivers and a flyer who were 
too bad to be moved, and since, at that time, it was of the greatest 
importance that there should be no evidence of any Russian inter
vention to justify an open intervention by the fascists, it was 
Karkov's responsibility that these wounded should not fall into the 
b.:utds of the fascists in case the city should be abandoned. 
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In the event the city should be abandoned, Karkov was to poison 
them to destroy all evidence of their identity before leaving the 
Palace Hotel. No one could prove from the bodies of three wounded 
men, one with three bullet wounds in his abdomen, one with his 
jaw shot away and his vocal cords exposed, one with his femur 
smashed to bits by a bullet and his hands and face so badly burned 
that his face was just an eyelashless, eyebrowless, hairless blister that 
they were Russians. No one could tell from the bodies of these 
wounded men he would leave in beds at the Palace, that they were 
R ussians. Notrung proved a naked dead man was a Russian. Ycur 
nationality and your politics did not show when you were dead. 

Robert Jordan had asked Karkov how he felt about the necessity 
of performing this act and Karkov had said that he had not looked 
forward to it. "H ow were you going to do it?" Robert Jordan had 
asked him and had added, "You know it isn't so simple just sud
denly to poison people." And Karkov had said, "Oh, yes, it is 
when you carry it always for your own use." T hen he had opened 
bjs cigarette case and showed Robert Jordan what he carried in 
one side of it. 

"But the first thing anybody would do if they took you prisoner 
would be to take your cigarette case," Robert Jordan had objected. 
"T hey would have your hands uo." 

"But I have a little more here,',-Karkov had grinned and showed 

the lapel of his jacket. "You simply put the lapel in your mouth 
like this and bite it and swallow." 

"T hat's much better," Robert Jordan had said. "Tell me, does 
it smeJI like hitter almonds the way it always does in detective 
stories?" 

"I don't know," Karkov said delightedly. "I have never smelled it. 
Should we break a little tube and smell it?" 

"Better keep it." 
"Yes," Karkov said and put the cigarette case away. "I am not a 

defeatist, you understand, but it is always possible that such serious 
times might come again and you cannot get this anywhere. H ave 
you seen the communique from the C6rdoba front? It is very beau
tiful. It is now my favorite among all the communiques." 

"What did it say?" Robert Jordan had come to Madrid f rom the 
C6rdoban Front and he had the sudden stiffening that comes when 
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some one jokes about a thing which you yourself may joke about 
but which they may not. "Tell me?" 

"Nuestra gloriosa tropa nga avanzando sitz p~d~ ni una sola 
palma dt: terrt:no," Karkov said in his mange Spanish. 

"It didn't really say that," Robert Jordan doubted. 
"Our glorious troops continue to advance without losing a foot 

of ground," Karkov repeated in English. "It is in the communique. 
I will ~d it for you." 

You could remember the men you knew who died in the fighting 
around Pozoblanco; but it was a joke at ~ylord's. 

So that was the way it was at Gaylord's now. Still there bad not 
a!ways been Gaylord's and i£ the situation was now one which 
produced such a thing as Gaylord's out of the survivors of the early 
d:lys, be was glad to see Gaylord's and to know about it. You are a 
long way from how you felt in the Sierra and at Carabanchel and 
at Usera, he thought. You corrupt very easily, he thought. But was 
it corruption or was it merely that you lost the na·ivete that you 
started with? Would it not be the same in anything? Who else kept 
that first chastity of mind about their work that young doctors, 
young priests, and young soldiers usually started with? The priests 
certainly kept it, or they got out. I suppose the Nazis keep it, be 
thought, and the Communists who have a severe enough self-dis
cipline. But look at Karkov. 

H e never tired of considering ~the case ofKarkov. The last time 
he bad been at Gaylord's Karkov had been wonderful about a cer
tain British economist who had spent much time in Spain. Rob
ert Jordan had read this man's writing for years and he had 
always respected him without knowing anything about him. H e 
had not cared very much {or what this man had written about 
Spain. It was too clear and simple and too open and shut and many 
of the statistics he knew were faked by wishful rrunking. But he 
thought you rarely cared for journalism written about a country 
you really knew about and be respected the man for his intentions. 

T hen he had seen the man, finally, on the afternoon when they 
had attacked at Carabanchel. T hey were sitting in the lee of the 
bull ring and there was shooting down the two streets and every 
one was nervous waiting for the attack. A tank had been promised 
and it had not come up and Montero was sitti ng with his head in 
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aid the Soviet Union as they believe or to insure themselves a liule 
against any eventual success of the party see instantly in the face of 
this man, and in his manner that he can be none other than a 
trusted agent of the Cornintern." 

"H as he no connections in Moscow?" 
"None. Listen, Comrade Jordan. Do you know about the two 

kinds of fools ?'l 
"Plain and damn?" 
"No. The two kinds of fools we have in Russia," Karkov grinned 

and began. "First there is the winter fool. The winter fool comes 
to the door of your house and be knocks loudly. You go to the door 
and you see him there and you have never seen him before. H e is 
an impressive sight. H e is a very big m an and he has on high boots 
and a fur coat and a fur hat and he is all covered with snow. F irst 
he stamps his boots and snow falls from them. Then he takes off 
his fur coat and shakes it and more snow falls. Then he takes off 
his fur hat and knocks it against the door. More snow falls from 
his fur hat. Then he stamps his boots again and advances into the 
room. Then you look at him and you see he is a fool. That is the 
winter fool. 

"N ow in the summer you see a fool going down the street and 
he is waving his arms and jerking his head from side to side and 
everybody from two hundred yards away can tell he is a fool. That 
is a summer fool. This economist is a winter fool." 

"But why do peoplr trust him here?" Robert Jordan asked. 
"H is face," Karkov said. "His beautiful gueule de conspirateur. 

And his invaluable trick of just having come from somewhere else 
where he is very trusted and important. Of course," he smiled, 
"he must travel very much to keep the trick working. You know 
the Spanish are very strange," Karkov went on. "This government 
has had much money. Much gold. They will give nothing to their 
friends. You are a friend. All right. You will do it for nothing and 
should not be rewarded. But to people representing an important 
firm or a country which is not friendly but must be influenced
to such people they give much. It is very interesting when you fol
low it closely." 

"I do not like it. Also that money belongs to the Spanish 
worken." 
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"You are not supposed to like things. Only to underst4lnd," 
Karkov had told him. "I teach you a little each time I see you and 
eventually you will acquire an education. It would be very interest
ing for a professor to be educated." 

"I don't know whether I'll be able to be a professor when I 
get back. They will probably run me out as a red." 

"Well, perhaps you will be able to come to the Soviet Union 
and continue your studies there. That might be the best thing 
for you to do." 

"But Spanish is my field." 
"There are many countries where Spanish is spoken," Karkov 

bad said. "They cannot all be as difficult to do anything with as 
Spain is. Then you must remember that you have not been a 
professor now for almost nine months. In nine months you may 
have learned a new trade. H ow much dialectics have you read?" 

"I have read the H andbook of Marxism that Emil Burns edited. 
That is all." 

"If you have read it all that is quite a little. There are fifteen 
hundred pages and you could spend some time on each page. 

' But there are some other things you should read." 
"There is no time to read now." 
"I know," Karkov had said. "I mean eventually. There are 

many things to read which will make you understand some of 
these things that happen. But out of this will come a book which 
is very necessary; which will explain many things which it is 
necessary to know. Perhaps I wiU write it. I hope that it will 
be me who will write it." 

"I don't know who could write it better." 
"Do not Ratter," Karkov had said. "I am a journalist. But 

like all journalists I wish to write literature. Just now, I am very 
busy on a study of Calvo Sotelo. He was a very good fascist ; a 
true Spanish fascist. Franco and these other people are not. I 
have been studying aU of Sotelo's writings and speeches. H e was 
very intelligent and it was very intelligent that he was killed." 

"I thought that you did not believe in political assassination." 
"It is practised very extensively," Karkov said "Very, veq atal· 

sively." 
"But--" 
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"W do not believe in acts of terrorism by individuals," Karkov 

c . d 
h d mued. "Not of course by cnminal terronst an counter-

a Is tionary organizations. We detest wnh horror the duplicity 
revo u f B kh · · cku d villainy of the murderous h)'enas o u · aomte wu: s 
and such dregs of humanity as Zinoviev, Kamenev, Rykov and 
abo · henchmen. We bate and loathe these veritable fiends," he 
t etr th 1 . . cal . . 
smiled again. "But I still believe. at "po JU assass10auon can 
be said to be practised very extensively. 

"You mean--" 
"I mean nothing. But certainly we execute and destroy such 
· ble fiends and dregs of humanity and the treacherous dogs 

venta _._,_ I f "thful 
f generals and the revolting spectacle of awrnra s un a1 to ~ 

~heir trust. These are destroyed. They are not assassinated. You ~ 
see the difference?" 

"l see," Robert Jordan had said. 
"And because I make jokes sometime : and you know bow 

dangerous it is to make jokes even in joke? G~d. Beca.use I 
make jokes, do not think that the Spanish people wlil not live to 
regret that they have not shot certain generals that even now hold 
commands. I do not like the shootings, you understand." 

"I don't mind them," Robert Jordan said. "I do not like them 
but I do not mind them any more." 

"I know that," Karkov had said. "I have been told that." 
"Is it important?" Robert Jordan said. "I was only trying to 

be truthful about it." . 
"It is regretful," Karkov bad said. "But it is one of the .thin.gs 

that makes people be treated as reliable who would ordLDarily 
have to spend much more time before attaining that category." 

"Am I supposed to be reliable?" 
"In your work you are supposed to ~ very reli~ble. I ~ust talk 

to you sometime to see how you are m your mmd. It 1s regret
able that we never speak seriously." 

"My mind is in suspension until we win the war," Robert 

jordan had said. 
"Then perhaps you will not need it for a long time. But you 

should be careful to exercise it a little." 
"I read Mundo Obrero," Robert Jordan had told him and 

K.arkov had said, "All right. Good. I can take a joke too. But 
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the~e are very imeUigent Llungs in Mundo Obrero. The only in
teiJJgent things wrmen on this war." 

"Ye~;' Robert Jord~n had said. "1 agree with you. But to get a 
fuJI p1cture of what IS happening you cannot read only the party 
organ." 
. "No/' Karkov bad said. "But you will not find any such picture 
if you read twenty papers and then, if you had it, I do not know 
what you would do with it. I have such a picture almost con
stantly and what I do is try to forget .it." 

"You think it is that bad?" 
"It is better now than it was. We are getting rid of some of 

the worst. But it is very rotten. We are building a huge army 
now .and some o( the elements, those of Modesto, of El Campesino, 
of Ltster and of Duran, are reliable. They are more than reliable. 
They are magnificent. You will see that. Also we still have the 
Brigades although their role is changing. But an army that is made 
up of good and bad elements cannot win a war. All must be 
brought to a certain level of political development; aJ1 must know 
why they are fighting, and its importance. AU must believe in the 
fight they are to make and all must accept discipline. We are 
~a~in~ a huge conscript army without the time to implam the 
dtsctplme that a con_script army must have, to behave properly 
under fire. We call 1t a people's army but it will not have the 
assets of a true people's army and it will not have the iron 
discipline that a conscript army needs. You wiU see. It is a very 
dangerous procedure." 

"You are not very cheerful today." 
"No," Karkov had said. "I have just come back from Valencia 

where I have seen many people. No one comes back very cheerful 
fro~ ~alencia. In Madrid you feel good and clean and with no 
posstb!ltty of anything but winning. Valencia is something else. 
The coward~ w.ho fled from Madrid still govern there. They have 
settled happtly mto the sloth and bureaucracy of governing. They 
have only contempt for those of Madrid. Their obsession now is 
the weakening of the commissariat for war. And Barcelona. You 
should see Barcelona." • • 

"H ow is it?" 
''It is all still comic opera. First it was the paradise of the crack· 
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pots and the romantic revolutionists. Now it is the paradise of the 
fake soldier. The soldiers who uke to wear uniforms, who like 
to strut and swagger and wear red-and-black scarves. Who like 
everything about war except to fight. Valencia makes you sick 
and Barcelona makes you laugh." 

"What about the P. 0. U. M. _putsch?" 
"The P. 0. U. M. was never serious. It was a heresy of crack

pots and wild men and it was really just an infantilism. There 
were some honest misguided people. There was one fairly good 
brain and there was a little fascist money. Not much. The poor 
P. 0. U. M. They were very silly people." 

"But were many killed in the putsch?" 
"Not so many as were shot afterwards or will be shot. The 

P. 0. U. M. It is like the name. Not serious. They should have 
called it theM. U. M. P. S. or the M. E. A. S. L. E. S. But no. 
The Measles is much more dangerous. It can affect both sight and 
hearing. But they made one plot you know to kill me, to kill 
Walter, to kill Modesto and to kill Prieto. You see how badly 
mixed up they were? We are not at all alike. Poor P. 0. U. M. 
They never did kill anybody. Not at the front nor anywhere else. 
A few in Barcelona, yes." 

"Were you there?" 
"Yes. I have sent a cable describing the wickedness of that 

infamous organization of Trotskyite murderers and their fascist 
machinations aJ1 beneath contempt but, between us, it is not very 
serious, the P. 0. U. M. Nin was their only man. We had him 
but he escaped from our hands." 

"\\There is he now?" 
"In Paris. We say he is in Paris. He was a very pleasant fello\'17 

but with bad political aberrations." 
"But they were in communication with the fascists, weren't 

they?" 
"Who is not?" 
"We are not." 
"Who knows? I hope we are not. You go often behind their 

lines," he grinned. "But the brother of one of the secretaries of 
the Republican Embassy at Paris made a trip to St. Jean Je L uz 
last week to meet people from Burgos." 
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"Not when the snow is gone." 
"Is there some one in La Granja capable of this ?" 
"Yes. Of this, yes. It would be a woman. There are variow 

women of trust in La Granja." 
"I believe it," Agusun said. "More, I know it, and several who 

serve for other purposes. You do not wish me to go?" 
"Let the old man go. You understand this gun and the day is 

not over." 

"I will go when the snow melts," Anselmo said. "And the snow 
is melting fast." 

"What think you of their chance of catching Pablo?" Robert 
Jordan asked Agustin. 

"Pablo is smart," Agustin said. "Do men catch a wise stag 
without hounds?" 

"Sometimes," Robert Jordan said. 
"Not Pablo," Agustin said. "Clearly, he is only a garbage of 

what he once was. But it is not for nothing that he is alive and 
co~fortable in these hills and able to drink himself to death 
w?.tle there are so many others that have died against a wall." 

Is he as smart as they say?" 
"He is much smarter." 
"H e has not seemed of great ability here." 
"Como que no? If he were not of great ability he would have died 

last nigh~. It seems to me you do not understand politics, fnglh, 
~or guen.lla warfa~e. Tn politics and this other the .first thing 
IS to conunue to extst. Look how he continued to exist last night. 
And the quantity of dung he ate both from me and from thee." 

N ow that Pablo was back in the movements of the unit Robert 
Jordan did not wish to talk against him and as soon as' he had 
uttered it he regretted saying the thing about his ability. H e knew 
himself how smart Pablo was. It was Pablo who had seen in
stantly all that was wrong with the orders for the destruction of 
the bridge. H e had made the remark only from dislike and he 
knew as he made it ~at it was wrong. It was part of the talking 
too much after a stratn. So now he dropped the matter and said 
to Anselmo, "And to go into La Granja in daylight?" 

"It is not bad," the old man said. "I will not go with a military 
band.'' 
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"Nor with a bell around his neck," Agustfn said. "Nor carry-

b .. 
ing a anner. 

"How will you go?" 
"Above and down through the forest." 
"But if they pick you up." 
"I have papers." 
"So have we all but thou must eat the wrong ones quickly." 
Anselmo shook his head and tapped the breast pocket of his 

smock. 
"How many times have I contemplated that," he said. "And 

never did I like to swallow paper." 
"I have thought we should carry a little mustard on them all," 

Robert Jordan said. "In my left breast pocket I carry our papers. 
In my right the fascist papers. Thus one does not make a mistake 
in an emergency." 

It must have been bad enough when the leader of the fi rst 
patrol of cavalry had pointed toward the entry because they were 
all talking very much. T oo much, Robert Jordan thought. 

"But look, Roberto," Agustin said. "They say the government 
moves further to the right each day. That in the Republic they 
no longer say Comrade but Seiior and Senora. Canst shift thy 
pockets?" 

"When it moves far enough to the right I will carry them in 
my hip pocket," Robert Jordan said, "and sew it in the center." 

"That they should stay in thy shirt," Agusun said. "Are we 
to win this war and lose the revolution[" 

"Nay," Robert Jordan said. "But if we do not wm this war 
there will be no revolution nor any Republic nor any thou nor 
any me nor anything but the most grand carajo." 

"So say I," Anselmo said. "That we should win the war." 
"And afterwards shoot the anarchists and the Communists and 

all this canal/a except the good Republicans," Agustin said. 
"That we should win this war and shoot nobody," Anselmo 

said. "That we should govern justly and that all should par
l!_cipate in the benefits according as they have striven for them. 
And that those who have fought against us should be educated to 
~e the:r error." 

'"Ne will have to shoot many," Agustin said. "Many, many, 
many." 
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He thumped his closed right fist against the palm o( his left 
hand. 

"That we should shoot none. Not even the leaders. That they 
should be reformed by work." 

"I know the work I'd put them at," Agustin said, and he picked 
up some snow and put it in his mouth. 

"What, bad one?" Robert Jordan asked. 
"Two trades of the utmost brilliance." 
"They are?" 
Agust1n put some more snow in his mouth and looked across 

the clearing where the cavalry had ridden. Then he spat the 
melted snow out. "Vaya. What a breakfast," he said. "Where is 
the filthy gypsy?" 

"What trades?" Robert Jordan asked him. "Speak, bad mouth." 
"Jumping from planes without parachutes," Agusun said, and 

his eyes shone. "That for those that we care for. And being nailed 
to the tops of fence posts to be pushed over backwards for the 
others." 

"That way of speaking is ignoble," Anselmo said. "Thus we 
will never have a Republic." 

"I would like to swim ten leagues in a strong soup made from 
the cojon~s of all of them," Aguscin said. "And when I saw those 
four there and thought that we might kill them I was like a mare 
in lhe corral waiting for the stallion." 

"You know why we did not kill them, though?" Robert Jordan 
said quietly. 

"Yes," Agustin said. "Yes. But the necessity was on me as it is on 
o mare in beat. You cannot know what it is if you have not fel t it." 

"You sweated enough," Robert Jordan said. "I thought it was 
fear." 

"Fear, yes," Agustin said. "Fear and the other. And in this life 
there is no stronger thing than the other." 

Yes, Robert Jordan thought. We do it coldly but they do not, 
nor ever have. ll is their extra sacrament. Their old one that they 
had before the new religion came from the far end of the Medi
terranean, the one they have never abandoned but only suppressed 
and hidden to bring it out again in wars and inquisitions. They 
are the people of the Auto de Fe; the act of fa ith. Killing is 
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something one must do, but ours are dil!erent from theirs. And 
you, he thought, you have never been corrupted by at? You never 
had it in the Sierra? Nor at Usera? Nor through all the time in 
Estremadura? Nor at any time? Qtd va, he told himself. At 
every train. 

Stop making dubious literature about the Berbers and the old 
Iberians and admit that you have liked to kill as all who are 
soldiers by choice have enjoyed it at some time whether they 
lie about it or not. Anselmo does not like to because he is a 
hunter, not a soldier. Don't idealize him, either. H unters kjlJ 
animals and soldiers kill men. Don't lie to yourself, he thought. 
Nor make up literature about it. You have been tainted with it 
for a long time now. And do not think against Anselmo either. 
He is a Christian. Something very rare in Catholic countries. 

But with Agustm I bad thought it was fear, he thought. T hat 
natural fear before action. So it was the other, too. Of course, be 
may be bragging now. There was plenty of fear. I felt the fear 
under my hand. Well, it was time to slop talking. 

"See if the gypsy brought food," he said to Anselmo. "Do not 
let him come up. H e is a fool. Bring it yourself. And however 
much be brought, send back for more. I am hungry." 
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is time. T omorrow we must fight. To me that is nothing. But 
for the Maria and me it means that we muse live all of our life 
in this time." 

"And a day aod a night is little time," Agustill said. 
"Yes. But there has been yesterday and the night before and 

last night." 
"Look," Agustill said. "If I can aid thee." 
"No. We are all right." 
"If I could do anything for thee or for the cropped head--" 
"No." 
''Truly, there is little one mao can do for another." 
"No. There is much." 
"What?" 
"N o matter what passes today and tomorrow io respect to com

bat, give me thy confidence and obey even though the orders may 
appear wrong." 

"You have my confidence. Since this of the cavalry and the 
sending away of the horse." 

"That was nothing. You see that we are working for one thing. 
T o win the war. Unfess we win, all other things are futile. T omor
row we have a thing of great importance. Of true importance. Also 
we will have combat. In combat there must be discipline. For many 
things are not as they appear. Discipline must come from trust and 
confidence." 

Agustin spat on the ground. 
"The Maria and all such things are apart," he said. "That you 

aod the Maria should m ake use of what time there is as two 
human beings. If I can aid thee I am at thy orders. But for the 
thing of tomorrow I will obey thee blindly. If it is necessary that 
one should die for the thing of tomorrow one goes gladly and with 
the heart light." 

"Thus do I feel," Robert Jordan said. "But to bear it from thee 
brings pleasure." 

"And more," Agust1n said. "That one above," he pointed toward 
Primitivo, "is a dependable value. The Pilar is much, much more 
than thou canst imagine. The old man Anselmo, also. Andres also. 
Eladio also. Very quiet, but a dependable element. And Fernando. 
I do not know how thou bast appreciated him. It is true be is 



CHAPTER TWENTY- <\tX 

IT WAS three o'clock in the afternoon before the plaPes came. Th.. 
snow h:ld all been gone by noon and the rocks were bot now in the 
sun. There were no clouds in the sky and Robert Jordan sat in the 
rocks with his shirt off browning his back in the sun and reading 
the letters that had been in the pockets of the dead cavalryman. 
From time to time he would stop reading to look across the open 
slope to the line of the timber, look over the high country above and 
then return to the letters. No more cavalry had appeared. At inter
vals there would be the sound of a shot from the direction of E l 
Sordo's camp. But the firing was desultory. 

From examining his military papers he knew the boy was from 
T afalla in Navarra, twenty-one years old, unmarried, and the son of 
a blacksmith. H is regiment was the Nth cavalry, which surprised 
Robert Jordan, for he had believed that regiment to be in the North. 
H e was a Carlist, and he had been wounded at the fighting for 
Irun at the start of the war. 

I 've probably seen him run through the streets ahead of the bulls 
at the Feria in Pamplona, Robert Jordan thought. You never kill 
any one that you want to kill in a war, he said to himself. Well, 
hardly ever, he amended and went on reading the letters. 

T he first letters be read were very formal, very carefully written 
and dealt almost entirely with local happenings. They were from 
his sister and Robert Jordan learned that everything was all right in 
T afalla, that father was well, that mother was the same as always 
but with certain complaints about her back, that she hoped he was 
well and not in too great danger and she was happy he was doing 
away with the Reds to liberate Spain from the domination of the 
Marxist hordes. Then there was a list of those boys from T afalb 
who had been killed or badly wounded since she wrote last. She 
mentioned ten who were killed. That is a great many for a town 
the size of T afalla, Robert Jordan thought. 
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There was quite a Lot of religion in the letter and sh e prayed to 
Saint Anthony, to me Blessed Virgin of Pilar, and to other Virgins 
to protect him and she wanted him never to forget that be was also 
protected by the Sacred H eart of Jesw ~hat he wore still, sb~ trusted, 
at all times over his own heart where It had been proven mnumer
able-this was underlined-times to have the power of stopping 
bullets. She was as always his loving sister Concha. 

This letter was a litde stained around the edges and Robert Jor
dan put it carefully back with the military papers and o~ed a_ len~ 
with a less severe handwriting. It was from the boy s novza, his 
fiancee, and it was quietly, formally, and completely hysterical with 
concern for his safety. Robert Jordan read it through and then put 
aU the letters together w ith the papers into his bip pocket. He did 
not want to read the other letters. 

I guess I've done my good deed for today, he said to himself. I 
guess you have all right, he repeated. 

"What are those you were reading?" Primitivo asked him. 
"The documentation and the letters of that rcquet~ we shot this 

morning. Do you want to see it?" 
"I can't read," Primitivo said. "Was there anything inter

esting?" 
"No," Robert Jordan told him. "They are personal letters." 
"How are things going where he came from ? Can you tell from 

the letters?" 
"They seem to be going all right," Robert Jordan said. ''T~ere are 

many losses in his town." H e looked down to where the bhnd for 
the automatic rifle had been changed a little and improved after the 
snow melted. It looked convincing enough. He looked ofi across 
the country. 

"From what town is he?" Primitivo asked. 
"T af.alla," Robert Jordan told him. 
All right, he said to himself. I'm sorry, if that does any good. 
It doesn't, he said to himself. 
All right then, drop it, he said to himself. 
All right, it's dropped. 
But it would nor drop that easily. H ow many is that you have 

killed? he asked h imself . I don't know. Do you think you have a 
right to kill any one ? No. But I have to. How many of those you 
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have killed have been real fascists? yery few. But they are all the 

enemy to whose force we are opposing force. But you like the people 

of Navarra better than those of any other part of Spain. Yes. And 

you kill them. Yes. If you don't believe it go down there co the 

camp. Don't you know it is wrong to kill? Yes. But you do it? Yes. 

And you still believe absolutely that your cause is right ? Yes. 

It is right, be told himself, not reassuringly, but proudly. 1 believe 

in the people and their right to govern themselves as they wish. 

But you mustn't believe in kiJling, be told himself. You muse do it 

as a necessity but you muse not believe in it. If you believe in it the 

whole thing is wrong. 

But how many do you suppose you have killed? I don't know 

because I won't keep track. But do you know? Yes. H ow many? 

You can't be sure bow many. Blowing the trains you kill many. 

Very many. But you can't be sure. But of those you are sure of? 

More than twenty. And of those how many were real fascists? T wo 

that I am sure of. Because I had to shoot them when we took them 

~ri~ners at User~. And you did not mind that? No. Nor did you 

like 1t? No. I dwded never to do it again. I have avoided it. I have 

avoided killing those who are unarmed. 

Listen, he told himself. You better cut this out. This is very bad 

for you and for your work. Then himself said back to him You 

listen, see? Because you are doing something very serious and i have 

to see you underscan~ it all the time. I have to keep you straight in 

your head. Because 1£ you are not absolutely straight in your head 

you have no right to do the things you do for all of them are crimes 

and no man has a right to take another m::m's life unless it is to 

prevent something worse happening to other people. So get it straight 

and do not lie to yourself. 

But I won't keep a count of people I have killed as though it were 

a trop~y record or a disgusting business like notches in a gun, he 

told himself. I have a right to not keep count and I have a right to 

forget them. 

N~, himself said. You have no right to forget anything. You have 

no .ngbt to shut y~ur eyes to any of it nor any right to forget any 

of 1t nor to soften tt nor to change it. 

Shut up, he told himself. You're getting awfully pompous. 

N or ever to deceive yourself about it, himself went on. 
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All right, he told himself. Thartks for all the good advice and is 

it all right for me to love Maria? 

Yes, himself said. 
Even if there isn't supposed co be any such thing as love in a purely 

materialistic conception of society? 

Since when did you ever have any such conception? himself asked. 

Never. And you never could have. You're not a real Marxist and 

you know it. You believe in Liberty, Equality and Fraternity. You 

believe in Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. D on't ever 

kid yourself with too much dialectics. They are for some but not for 

you. You have to know them in order not to be a sucker. You have 

put many things in abeyance to win a war. If this war is lost all 

of those things are lost. 
But afterwards you can discard what you do not believe in. There 

is plenty you do not believe in and plenty that you do believe in. 

And another thing. D on't ever kid yourself about loving some 

one. 1t is just that most people are not lucky enough ever to have it. 

You never had it before and now you have it. What you have with 

Maria, whether it lasts just through today and a part of tomorrow, 

or whether it lasts for a long life is the most important thing that 

can happeo to a human being. There will always be people who say 

it does not exist because they cannot have it. But I tell you it is true 

and that you have it and that you arc lucky even if you die tomor

row. 
Cut out the dying stuff, he said to himself. That's not the way we 

talk. That's the way our friends the anarchists talk. Whenever things 

get really bad they want to set fire to something :tnd to die. It's a 

very odd kind of mind they have. Very odd. Well, we're getting 

through today, old timer, he told himself. I t's nearly .hree o'clock 

now and there is going to be some food sooner or later. They are 

still shooting up at Sordo's, which means that they have him sur

rounded and are waiting to bring up more people, probably. Though 

they have to make it before dark. 

I wonder what it is like up at Sordo's. That's what we all have to 

expect, given enough time. I imagine it is not too jovial up at Sordo's. 

We certainly got Sordo into a fine jam with that horse business. 

H ow does it go in Spanish? Un ca//~j6n sin salida. A passageway 

with no exit. I suppose I could go through with it all right. You only 
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have to do it once aod it is soon over with. But wouldn't it be luxury 
to fight in a war some time where, when you were surrounded, you 
could surrender? Estamos copados. We are surrounded. That was the 
great panic cry of this war. Then the next thing was that you were 
shot; with nothing bad before if you were lucky. Sordo wouldn't 
be lucky that way. Neither would they when the time ever came. 

It was three o'clock. Then he heard the far-off, distant throbbing 
and, looking up, he saw the planes. 
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"Then I wiU have some first," the owner said and squirted a long 
stream into his mouth before he handed the leather bottle around. 

"Sordo, when think est thou the planes will come?" the man with 
his chin in the din asked. 

"Any time," sajd Sordo. "They should have come before." 
"Do you think these sons of the great whore will attack again?., 
"Only if the planes do not come." 
H e did not think there was any need to speak about the mortar. 

They would know it soon enough when the mortar came. 
"God knows they've enough planes with what we saw yesterday." 
''Too many," Sordo said. 
H is head hurt very much and his arm was stiCfening so that the 

pain of moving it was almost unbearable. H e looked up at the 
bright, h igh, blue early summer sky as he raised the leather wine 
bottle with his good arm. H e was fifty-two years old and he was 
sure this was the last time he would see that sky. 

H e was not at all afraid of dying but he was angry at being 
trapped on tbjs hill which wa!: only utilizable as a place to die. If 
we could have gotten cle:u, he thought. If we could have made them 
come up the long valley or if we could have broken loose across the 
road it would have been all right. But crus chancre of a hill. We 
must use it as well as we can and we have used it very well so far. 

If he had known bow many men in history have had to use a 
hill to die on it would not have cheered him any for, in the moment 
he was passing through, men are not impressed by what has hap
pened to other men in similar circumstances any more than a widow 
of one day is helped by the knowledge that other loved husbands 
have died. Whether one has fear o( it or not, one's death is di fficult 
to accept. Sordo had accepted it but there was no sweetness in its 
acceptance even at fifty-two, with three wounds and him surrounded 
on a hill. 

H e joked about it to himself but he looked at the sky and at the 
far mount:llns and he swallowed the wine and he did not want it. 
If one must die, he thought, and clearly one must, I can die. But I 
hate it. 

D ying was nothing and he had no picture of it nor fea r of it 
in his mind. But Jiving W.!J.S a field of grain blowing in the wind 
on the side of a hill. Living was a hawk in the sky. L iving was an 
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arthen jar of water in the dust of the threshing with the grain 
~ailed out and the cha!I blowing. Living was a horse between your 
legs and a carbine under one leg and a hill and a valley a~d a stream 
with trees along it and the far side of the valley an~ the h1~s beyond. / 

Sordo passed the wine bottle back and nodded hJs head tn thanks. 
He leaned forward and patted the dead horse on the shoulder where 
the muzzle of the automatic rifle had burned the bide. H e could 
still smell the burnt hair. He thought how he had held the horse 
there, trembling, with the fire around them, whispering and crack
ing, over and around them like a curtain, and had carefully shot him 
just at the intersection of the cross-lines between the two eyes and 
the ears. Then as the horse pitched down he had dropped down 
behind his warm, wet back to get the gun to going as they came up 
the hill. 

"Eras mucho caballo," he said, meaning, "Thou wert plenty of 
horse." 

El Sordo lay now on his good side and looked up at the sky. H e 
was lying on a heap of empty cartridge hulls but his head was pro
tected by the rock and his body lay in the lee of the horse. Hjs 
wounds had stiffened badly and he had much pain and he felt too 
tired to move. 

"What passes with thee, old one?" the man ne.:<t to him asked. 
"Nothing. I am taking a little rest." 
"Sleep," the other said. "TI1q will wake us when they come." 
Just then some one shouted from down the slope. 
"Listen, bandits!" the voice came from behind the rocks where 

the closest automatic riAe was placed. "Surrender now before the 
planes blow you to pieces." 

"What is it he says?" Sordo asked. 
Joaquin told him. Sordo rolled to one side and pulled himself up 

so that he was crouched behind the guo again. 
"Maybe the planes aren't coming," he said. "Don't answer them 

and do not fire. Maybe we can get them to attack again." 
"If we should insult them a little?" the man who had spoken to 

Joaquin :~bout La Pasionaria's son in Russia asked. 
"No," Sordo said. "Give me thy big pistol. Who has a big pistol?" 
"Here." 
"Give it to me." Crouched on his knees he took the big 9 mm. 
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"He told you--" 
"H e told us all," Fernando said. "What barbarians these fascists 

are! We must do away w1th all such barbarians in Spain." H e stop. 
ped, then said biuerly, "In them is lacking all conception of dig. 
nity." 

Anselmo grinned in the dark. An hour ago he could not have 
imagined that he would ever smile again. What a marvel, that Fer
nando, he thought. 

"Yes," he said to Fernando. "We must teach them. We must take 
away their planes, their automatic weapons, their tanks, their artil
lery and teach them dignity." 

"Exactly," Fernando said. "I am glad that you agree." 
Anselmo left him standing there alone with his dignity and went 

on down to the cave. 
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Yet we bad stopped them bolh umes with the very same troops. 

We never could have stopped them if they bad pulled both drives 

at once. Don't worry, be told himself. Look at the miracles that have 

happened before this. Either you wiU have to blow that bridge in the 

morning or you will not have to. But do not stan deceiving yourself 

into thinking you won't have to blow it. You will blow it one day or 

you will blow it another. Or if it is not this bridge it will be 

some other bridge. lt is not you who decides what shall be done. 

You follow orders. Follow them and do not try to think beyond 

them. 
The orders on this are very clear. Too very clear. But you must 

not worry nor must you be frightened. For if you allow yourself 

the luxury of normal fear that fear will infect those who must work 

with you. 
But that beads business was quite a thing all the same, be told 

himself. And the old man running onto them on the hilltop alone. 

How would you have liked to run onto them like that? That im

pressed you, didn't it? Yes, that impressed you, Jordan. You have 

been quite impressed more than once today. But you have behaved 

O.K. So far you have behaved all right. 

You do very well for an instructor in Spanish at the University of 

Montana, he joked at himself. You do all right for that. But do not 

start to thinking that you are anything very special. You haven't got

ten very far in this business. Just remember Dur~n, who never bad 

any military training and who was a composer and lad about town 

before the movement and is now a damned good general com

manding a brigade. I t was all as simple and easy to learn and under

stand to Duran as chess to a child chess prodigy. You had read on 

and studied the art of war ever since you were a boy and your grand

father had started you on the American Civil War. Except that 

Grandfathe r always called it the War of the Rebellion. But compared 

with Dur:ln you were like a good sound chess player against a boy 

prodigy. Old Duran. It would be good to see Duran again. H e would 

see him at Gaylord's after this was over. Yes. After this was over. 

See bow well he was behaving? 

I'll sec him at Gaylord's, he said to himself again, after this is over. 

Don't kid yourself, he said. You do it all perfectly O.K. Cold. With

out kidding yourself. You aren't going to see Duran any more and 
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let him be sucked in that way. H ow could be ever not have seen the 
smoke nor the dust of all those lodges down there in the draw along 
the Little Big H orn unless there must have been a heavy morning 
mist? But there wasn't any mist. 

I wish Grandfather were here instead of me. Well, maybe we will 
all be together by tomorrow night. If there should be any such damn 
fool business as a hereafter, and I'm sure there isn't, he thought, 
I would certainly like to talk to him. Because there are a lot of 
things I would like to know. I have aright to ask him now because 1 
have had to do the same sort of things myself. I don't think he'O" 
m ind my asking now. I had no right to ask before. I understand 
him not telling me because he didn't know me. But now I think 
that we would get along all right. I'd like to be able to talk to him 
now and get his advice. H ell, if I didn't get advic~ I'd just like to 
talk to him. It's a shame there is SIJCb a jump in time between ones 
li.ke us. 

Then, os he thought, he realized that if there was any such thmg 
as ever meeting, both he and his grandfather would be acutely em
~arrassed by the presence of bis...fath.e.r. Any one has a right to do 
n, he thought. But it isn't a good thing to do. I understand it, but 
I do not approve of it. LAch~ was the word. But you do understand 
it? ~ure, .1 understand it but. Yes, but. You have to be awfully OC· 

cup1ed wHh yourself to do a thing like that. 
Aw hell, I wish Grandfather was here, be thought. For about an 

hour anyway. Maybe be sent me what li tde I have through that 
other one that misused the guo. Maybe that is the only communica
tion that we have. But, damn it. Truly damn it, but I wish the time
lag wasn't so long so that I could have learned from him what the 
other one never h~d to teac~ me. B~t suppose the fear he had to go 
through and dommate and JUSt get nd of finally in four years of that 
and then in the Indian fighting, although in that, mostly, there 
couldn't have been so much fear, had made a cobard~ out of the 
other one the way second generation bullfighters almost always are? 
Suppose that? And maybe the good juice only came through 
straight again after passing through that one? 

I'll never forget how sick it made me the first time I knew he waa 
a cobard~. Go on, say it in English. Coward. It's easier when you 
have it said and there is never any point in referring to a son of a 
bitch by some foreign term. He wasn't any son of a bitch, though. 
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.He was just a coward and that was the worst luck any man could 
have. Because if be wasn't a coward be would have stood up to that 
woman and not let her bully him. I wonder what 1 would have been 
like if be bad married a different woman? That's something you'll 
never know, he thought, and grinned. Maybe the bully in her helped 
to supply what was missmg in the other. And you. Take it a litde 
easy. Don't get to referring to the good juice and such other things 
until you are through wmorrow. Don't be snotty too soon. And then 
don't be snotty at aH. We'll see what sort of juice you have to

morrow. 
But he started thinking about Grandfather again. 
"George Custer was not an intelligent leader of cavalry, Robert," 

his grandfather bad said. "H e was not even an intelligent man." 
H e remembered that when his grandfather said that be felt re

sentment that any one should speak against that figure in the buck
skin shirt, the yellow curls blowing, that stood on that hill holding 
a service revolver as the Sioux closed in around him in the old 
Anheuser-Busch lithograph that hung on the poolroom wall in Red 
Lodge. 

".He just bad great ability to get himself in and out of trouble," 
his grandfather went on, "and on the Liule Big H orn he got into 
it but be couldn't get out. 

"Now Phil Sheridan was an intelligent man and so was Jeb 
Stuart. But John Mosby was the finest cavalry leader that ever lived." 

He had a letter in his things in the trunk at Missoula from Gen
eral Phil Sheridan to old Killy-d1e-Horse Kilpatrick that said his 
grandfatherwas a finer leader of irregular cavalry than John Mosby. 

I ought to tell Golz about my grandfather, he thought. He 
wouldn't ever have heard of him though. H e probably never even 
heard of John Mosby. The British all had heard of them though 
because they had to study our Civil War much more than people 
did on the Continent. Karkov said after this was over I could go 
to the Lenin Institute i;'Moscow if 1 wanted to. H e said I could go 
to the military academy of the Red Army if I wanted to do that. 
I wonder what Grandfather would think o£ that? Grandfather, 
who never knowingly sat at table with a Democrat in his life. 

Well, I don't want to be a soldier, he thought. I know that. So 
that's out. I just want us to win this war. I guess really good soldiers 
are really good at very little else, he thought. That's obviously un-
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true. Look at Napoleon and Wellington. You're very stupid this eve
ning, he thought. 

--":' Usually his mind was very good company and tonight it bad been 
when he thought about his grandfather. Then thinking of his fat.bcr 
h2:d thrown btm off. He understood his father and be forgave bitn 
everytlung and be pitied him but be was ashamed of him. 

You bcucr not t.h.in.k at all, he told himself. Soon you will be 
with M ana and you won't have to think. That's the best way now 
that everything is worked out. When you have been concentrating 
so hard on something you can't stop and your brain gets to racing 
like a Bywheel with the weight gone. You better just not think. 

But just suppose, be thought. Just suppose that when the planes un
load they smash those ami-tank guns and just blow hell out of the 
positions and the old tanks roll good up whatever hill it is for once 
and old Golz boots that bunch of drunks, clochards, bums fa
natics and heroes that make up the Quatorzieme Brigade ahead of 
him, and I know bow good Du ran's people are in Golz's other 
brigade, and we are in Segovia lOmorrow night. 

Yes. Just suppose, he said to himself. I'll settle for La Granja, be 
told himself. But you are going to have to blow that bridge, he 
soddenly knew absolutely. There won't be any calling off. Because 
the way you have just been supposing there for a minute is bow the 
possibilities of that attack look to those who have ordered it. Yes, 
you will have to blow the bridge, he knew truly. Whatever happen~ 
to Andres doesn't matter. 

Coming down the trail there in the dark, alone with the good 
feeling that everything that had to be done was over for the neD 
four hours, and with the confidence that bad come from thinking 
back to concrete things, the knowledge that he would surely have to 
blow the bridge came to him a lmost with comfort. 

The uncertainty, the enlargement of the feeling of being nnccc
tain, as when, through a misunderstanding of possible dates, one 
does not know whether the guests are really coming to a party, th2t 
had been with him ever since he had dispatched Andres with the 
report to Golz, had all dropped from him now. H e was sure now 
that the festival would not be cancelled. It's much better to be sure, 
he thought. It's always much better to be sure. 
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"That is the promise that all will be good again ... 
"Thea let us talk again about Madrid." She curled her legs between 

his and rubbed the Lop of her head against his shoulder. "But wiU 
I not be so ugly there with this cropped head that thou wilt ~ 
ashamed of me ?" 

"Nay. Thou art lovely. Thou hast a lovely face and a beautiful 
body, long and light, and thy skin is smooth and the color of burnt 
gold and every one will try to take thee from me." 

"Que va, take me from thee," she said. "No other man will ever 
touch me till I die. Take me from thee! Que v,a." 

"But many will try. Thou wilt see." 

"They will see I love thee so that they will know it would be 
as unsafe as puuing their hands into a caldron of melted lead to 
touch me. But thou? When thou seest beautiful women of the s:unc 
culture as thee? Thou wilt not be ashamed of me?" 

"Never. And I will marry Lhee." 
"If you wish," she said. "But since we no longer have the Church 

r do not think it carries importance." 
"I would Hke us to be married." 
"If you wish. But listen. If we were ever in another coumry where 

there still was the Church perhaps we could be married in it there." 
"In my country they still have the Church," he told her. "There we 

can be married in it if it means aught to thee. I have never been 
married. There is no problem." 

"I am glad thou hast never been married," she said. "But I am 
glad thou knowest about such things as you have told me for that 
means thou hast been with many women and the Pilar told me that 
it is only such men who are possible for husbands. But thou wilt 
not run with other women now? Because it would kill me." 

"I have never run with many women," he said, truly. "Until thee I 
did not think that I could love one deeply." 

She stroked his cheeks and then held her hands clasped behind 
his head. "Thou must have known very many." 

"Not to love them." 
"Listen. The Pilar told me something--" 
"Say it." 

"No. It is better not to. Let us talk again about Madrid." 
"What was it you were going to say?" 
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"I do not wish to say it." 
·'Perhaps it would be bruer to say it i£ it could be important." 
"You think it is important?" 
"Yes.,. 
"Buc. bow can you know when yoa do not know what it is?" 
"From thy manner." 
"I will not keep it from you then. The Pilar told me that we would 

all die tomouow and that you know it as well aJ she does and that 
you give it no importance. She said this no t in criticism but in 

a dmiration." 
"She said that?" be said. The craz.y bitch, be thought, and he 

said, "That is more of her gypsy manure. That is the way old marker 
womc:n and cafe cowards talk. That is manuring obscenity." H e felt 
the sweat thar came from under his armpits and slid down between 
his arm and his side and he said to himself, "So you are scared, eh ?" 
and aloud he said, "She is a manure-mouthed superstitious bitch. 
Let us talk again of Madrid." 

"Tben you know no such thing?" 
"Of course not. Do not talk such manure," he said, using a 

stronger, ugly word. 
But this time when he talked about Madrid there was no slipping 

into make-believe again. Now be was just lying to his girl and to 

himself to pass the night before battle and he knew it. He liked to 
do it, but all the luxury of the acceptance was gone. But he started 

again. 
"I have thought about thy hair," he said. "And what we can do 

about it. You see it grows now all over thy head the same length 
like the fur of an animal and it is lovely to fed and I love it very 
much and it is beautiful and it Aanens and rises like a wheatfield 
in the wind when I pass my hand over it." 

"Pass thy band over it." 
H e did and left his hand there and went on talking to her throat, 

as be felt his own throat swell. "But in Madrid I thought we could 
go together to the coiffeur's and they could cut it neatly on the sides 
and in the back as they cut mine and that way it would look better 
in the town while it is growing out." 

"I would look like thee," she said and held him close to her. "And 
then I never would want to change it." 
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"Rabbit," he said. "Thou art very wonderful." 
''Qu~ va," she said. "But w try to learn all of that which goes into 

wifehood in a day while we are breaking camp and packing for a 
battle wirh another banle passing in the country above is a rare 
thing and i£ I make serious mis[:lkes thou must tell me for I love 
thee. It could be possible for me to remember things incorrectly and 
much that she told me was very complicated." 

"What else did she tell thee?" 
"Pues so many things I cannot remember them. She said I could 

tell thee of what was done to me if I ever began to think of .it again 
because thou an a good man and already have understood it a ll. But 
that it were bener never to speak of it unless it came on me as a 
black thing as it had been before and then that telling it to thee 
might rid me of it." 

"Does it weigh on thee now?" 
"No. It is as though it had never happened since we were first 

together. There is the sorrow for my parents always. But that there 
will be always. But I would have thee know that which you should 
know for thy own pride if I am to be thy wife. Never did 1 submit 
to any one. Always I (ought and always it took two of them or more 
to do me the harm. One would sit on my bead and hold me. I tell 
thee this for thy pride." 

"My pride is in thee. Do not tell it." 
"Nay, I speak of thy own pride which it is necessary to have in thy 

wife. And another thing. ¥Y father was the mayor of the village and 
an honorable man. My mother was an honorable woman and a good 
Catholic and they shot her with my father oecause of the politics of 
my father who was a Republican. I saw both of them shot and my 
father said, 'Viva Ia R~ptlblica,' when they shot him standing against 
the wall of the slaughterhouse of our village. 

"My mother standing against the same wall said, 'Viva my hus
band who was the Mayor of this village,' and I hoped they would 
shoot me too and I was going to say 'Viva Ia R~publica y vivan mil 
padr~s,' but instead there was no shooting but instead the doing of 
the things. 

"Listen. I will tell thee of one thing since it affects us. After the 
shooting at the matad~ro they took us, those relatives who had seen 
it but were not shot, back from the matad"o up the steep hill ioiD 
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"Then when he had finished the lettering, the Falang1st stepped 

back and looked at me to examine his work and then he put down 

the iodine bonle and picked up the clippers and said, 'Next,' and 

they cook me out of the barbershop holding me tight by each arm 

and I stumbled over the barber lying there still in the doorway on 

his back with his gray face up, and we nearly collided with Con

cc:pci6n Gracia, my best friend, that two of them were bringing in 

and when she saw me she did not recognize me, and then she rec

ognized me, and she screamed, and I could hear her screaming all 

the time they were shoving me across the square, and into the door

way, and up the stairs of the ciry hall and into the office of my father 

where they l:~id me onto the couch. A nd it was there that the bad 

things were done." 
"My rabbit," Robert Jordan said and held her as close and as gently 

as he could. But he was as full of hate as any man could be. "Do not 

talk more about it. Do not tell me any more for I cannot bear my 

hatred now." 
She was stilT and cold in bjs arms and she said, "Nay. I will never 

talk more of it. But they are bad people and I would like to kill 

some of them with thee if I could. But I have told thee this only 

for thy pride if I am to be thy wife. So thou wouldst understand." 

"I am glad you told me," he said. "For tomorrow, with luck, we 

will kill plenty." 
"But will we kill Falangists? It was they who did it." 

"They do not fight," he sajd gloomily. "They kill at the rear. It 

is not them we fight in banle." 
"But can we not kjlltbem in some way? I would like to kill some 

very much." 
"I have killed them," he said. "And we will kill them again. At 

the trains we have killed them." 
"I would like to go for a train with thee," Maria said. "The time 

of the tram that Pilar brought me back from I was somewhat crazy. 

D id she tell thee how I was?" 

"Yes. Do not talk of it." 
"I was dead in my head with a numbness and all I could do was 

cry. But there is another thing that I must tell thee. This I must. 

Then perhaps thou wilt not marry me. But, Roberto, if thou should 

not wish to marry me, can we not, then, just be always togerher ?" 

I /-
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"I will marry thee." 
"Nay. 1 had forgonen this. Perhaps you should not. It is possible 

that I can never bear thee either a son or a daughter for the Pilar 
says that if I could it would have happened to me with the things 
which were done. I must tell thee that. Oh, I do not know why 1 
had forgotten that." 

"It is of no importance, rabbit," he said. "First it may not be true. 
That is for a doctor to say. Then 1 would nor wish to bring either 
a son or a daughter into this world as this world is. And also you 
take all the love I have to give." 

"I would like to bear thy son and thy daughter," she told him. 
"And how can the world be made better if there are no children of 
us who fight against the fascists?" 

"Thou," he said. "1 love thee. H earest thou? And now we must 
sleep, rabbit. For I must be up long before daylight and the dawn 
comes early in this month." 

"Then is it all right about the last thing I said? We can still be 
married?" 

"We are married, now. I marry thee now. Thou an my wife. But 
go to sleep, my rabbit, for there is little time now." 

"And we will truly be married? Not just a talking?" 
"Truly." 
"Then I will sleep and think of that if I wake." 
"1, too." 
"Good night, my husband." 
"Good night," he said. "Good night, wife." 
H e heard her breathing steadily and regularly now and he knew 

she was asleep and he lay awake and very still not wanting to waken 
her by moving. H e thought of all the part she had not told him and 
he lay there hating and he was pleased there would be killing in the 
morning. But I must not take any of it personally, he thought. 

Though how can I keep from it? I know that we did dreadful 
things to them too. Rut it was because we were uneducated and 
knew no better. But they did that on purpose and deliberately. Those 
who did that arc the last Oowering of what their education has 
produced. Those are the Rowers of Spanish chivalry. What a people 
they have been. What sons of bitches from Cortez, Pizarro, Menendez 
de Avila all down through Enrique L ister to Pablo. And what won-
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ON THAT same night in Madrid there were many people at the Hotd 
Gaylord. A car pulled up under the porte~here of the hotel, its 
headlights painted over with blue calcimine and a little man in 
black riding boots, gray riding breeches and a short, gray high. 
buttoned jacket stepped out and returned the salute of the two sen, 
tries as he opened the door, nodded to the secret policeman who sat 
at the concierge's desk and stepped into the elevator. There were two 
sentries seated on chairs inside the door, one on each side of the 
marble entrance hall, and these only looked up as the little man 
passed them at the door of the elevator. I t was their business to feel 
every one they did oot know along the flanks, under the armpitr, 
and over the hip pockets to see if the person entering carried a pistol 
and, if he did, have him check it with the concierge. But they knew 
the short man in riding boots very well and they hardly looked up 
as he passed. 

The apartment where be lived in Gaylord's was crowded as he en
tered. People were sitting and standing about and talking together 
as in any drawing room and the men and the women were drinkift1 
vodka, whiskey and soda, and beer from small glasses filled from 
great pitchers. Four of the men were in uniform. The others \YOft! 
windbreakers or leather jackets and three o( the four women were 
dressed in ordinary street dresses while the fourth, who was hag
gardly thin and dark, wore a sort of severely cut militiawoman's 
uniform with a skirt with high boots under it. 

When he came into the room,J<.arkoy went at once to the woman 
in the uniform :tnd bowed to her and shook hands. She was his 
wife and he said something to her in Russian that no one could 
hear and for a moment the insolence that had been in his eyes as 
he entered the room was gone. Then it lighted again as he saw the 
mahogany-colored head and the love-lazy face of the well-constructed 
girl who was his mistress and he strode with short, precise steps over 
to her and bowed and shook her hand in such a way that no one 
could tell it was not a mimicry of his greeting to his wife. His wife 
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d c looked after him as he walked across the room. She was 
ba. d~og with a tall good-looking Spanish officer and they were stan JJl . ' 

lkrog R osSLan now. . 
t:l "Your great love i~ getting a little far," Karkov was saymg to the 
. 1 "All of our haoe• are fattening now as we approach the second 

gtr · " H e did not look at the man he was speaking of. 
ye~~ ou are so ugly you would be je~~ous of a to:'d," . thuirl told 
him cheerfully. She spoke in German. Can I go w1tb thee to the of· 

?" feosive tomorrow 
"No. Nor is there one." . 
"Every one knows about it," the girl said. "Don't be so rnystenous. 

Dolores is going. I will go wrth her or Carmen. Many people arc 

going." · " K k "d " I "ll " "Go with whoever w11l rake you, ar ov sat . w1 not. 
Then he turned to the girl and asked seriously, "Who told thee of 

it? Be exact." 
"Richatd," she said as seriously. 
Karkov shrugged his shoulders and left her standing. . 
' 'Karkov," a man o( middle height with a gray, heavy, sa?~g 

face, puffed eye pouches and a pendulous under-lip .~lied ro him JO 

a dyspeptic voice. "H ave you heard the good news? 
Karkov went over to him and the mao said, "I only. have it now. 

Not ten minutes ago. It is wonderful. All day the fasc1sts have been 
~ng among them~lves near ~eg~via. They ha.ve been forced 
to quell the mutinies with automatic .nAe and mach1~e gun fire;, In 
the afternoon they were bombing thw own troops wtth planes. 

"Yes?" asked Karkov. 
"That is true," the puffy-eyed man said. "Dolor~s brought the 

news herself. She was here with the news and was Ul such a state 
of. radiant exultation as I have never seen. The trut.b of the news 
shone from her face. That great face-" he said happily. 

"That great face," Karkov said with no tone in his voice at all. 
"If you could have heard her," the puffy-eyed roan s~d. "The 

news itself shone from her with a light that was not o£ this world. 
In her voice you could teU the truth of what six said. I am putting 
it in an article for IzvutUI. h was one of the greatest moments of 
the war to me when- I heard the report in that great voice where pity, 
compassion and truth are blended. Goodness and truth shine from 
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her as from a true saint of the people. Not for nothing is she called 
La Pasionada." 

"Not for nothing," Karkov said in a dull voice. "You better write 
it for lzv~stia now, before you forget that last beautiful lead." 

"T hat is a woman that is not to joke about. Not even by a cynic 
like you," the puffy-eyed man said. "If you could have been here 
to hear her and to see her face." 

"T hat great voice," Karkov said. "That great face. W rite it," he 
said. "Don't tell it to me. Don't waste whole paragraphs on me. Go 
and write it now." 

"Not just now." 
"I think you'd better," Karkov said and looked at him, and thea 

looked away. The puffy-eyed man stood there a couple of minutes 
more holding his glass of vodka, his eyes, puffy as they were, 
absorbed in the beauty of what he had seen and beard and then he 
left the room to write it. 

Karkov went over to another man of about forty-eight, who waa 
short, chunky, jovial-looking with pale blue eyes, thinni ng blond 
hair and a gay mouth under a bristly yellow moustache. T his man 
was in uniform. He was a divisional commander and he was a 
Hungarian. 

"Were you here when the D olores was here?" Karkov asked the 
man. 

"Yes." 
"What was the stuff?" 
"Something about the fascists fighting among themselves. Beauti

ful if true." 
"You hear much talk of tomorrow." 
"Scandalous. All the journalists should be shot as well as most of 

the people in this room and certainly the intriguing German unmen
tionable of a Richard. Whoever gave that Sunday fiiggler command 
of a brigade should be shot Perhaps you and me should be shot 
too. It is possible," the General laughed. "Don't suggest it though." 

"That is a thing I never like to talk about," Karkov said. "That 
American who comes here sometimes is over there. You know the 
one,J2!dan, who is with the partizan group. H e is there where thil 
business they spoke of is supposed to happen." 

"W ell, he should have a report through on it tonight then," the 
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1 said. "They don't like me down there or I'd go down and Genera th" d • b ? y 'II 

d for You H e works with Golz on ts, oesn t e ou fin out · 
ee Golz tomorrow." 

s " "Early tomorrow. . 
"Keep out of his way until it's going well," the General satd. 

"He hates you bastards as much as 1 do. Though be has a much 
better temper." 

"But about this-" 
"It was probably the fascists having manreuvres," the . General 
· d "Well we'll see if Golz can manreuvre them a lmle. Let gnnne . ' G d I . " G 1 try hi.: hand at it. We manreuvred them at ua a a1ara. 
~t hear you are travelling too," Karkov said, showing his bad 

teeth as he smiled. The General was suddenly angry. 
"And me too. Now is the mouth on me. And on all of us alway~. 

'fhis filthy sewing circle of gossip. One man who could keep hts 
outh shut could save the country if he believed he could." 

"\Your friend Prieto can keep his mouth shu£." 
"But he doesn't believe he can win. H ow can you win without 

belief in the people?" . 
"You decide that," Karkov said. "I am going to get a lmle sleep." 
He left the smoky, gossip-filled room and went into the back 

bedroom and sat down on the bed and pulled his boots off. He 
could still hear them talking so he shut the door and opened the 
window. H e did not bother to undress because at two o'clock he 
would be starting fo r the drive by Colmenar, Cerceda, and Nava
cerrada up to the front where Golz would be attacking in the 
morning. 



CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 

fT WAS two o'clock in the morning when Pilar waked him. As her 
hand touched him he thought, at first, it was Maria and he rolled 
toward her and said, "Rabbit." Then the woman's big hand shook 
his shoulder and he was suddenly, completely and absolutely awake 
and his hand was around the butt of the pistol that lay alongside of 
his bare right leg and all of him was as cocked as the pistol with its 
safety catch slipped off. 

In the dark he saw it was Pilar a11d he looked at the dial of his 
wrist watch with the two hands shining in the short angle close to 
the top and seeing it was only two, he said, "What passes with thee, 
woman ?" 

"Pablo is gone," the big woman said to him. 
Robert Jordan put on his trousers and shoes. Maria had not waked. 
"When?" he asked. 
"It must be an hour." 
"And?" 
" He has taken something of thine," the woman said miserably. 
"So. What?" 
"I do not know," she told him. "Come and see." 
In the dark they walked over to the entrance of the cave, ducked 

under the blanket and went in. Robert Jordan followed her in the 
dead-ashes, bad-air and sleeping-men smell of the cave, shining hi~ 
electric torch so that he would not step on any of those who were 
sleeping on the Aoor. Anselmo woke and said, "Is it time?" 

"No," Robert Jordan whispered. "Sleep, old one." 
The two sacks were at the head of Pilar's bed which was screened 

off with a hanging blanket from the rest of the cave. The bed smelt 
stale and sweat-dried and sickly-sweet the way an Indian's bed does 
as Robert Jordan knelt on it and shone the torch on the two sacks. 
There was a long slit from top co bottom in each one. H olding the 
torch in his left hand, Robert Jordan felt in the first sack with his 
right hand. This was the one that he carried his robe in and it should 
not be very full. It was not very full. There was some wire in it still 
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is nothing I would not do to bring back thy property. You have no 
need to burt me. We have both been betray...cd by Pab\p." 

As she said this Robert Jordan realized that be could not allord the 
luxury o( being bitter, that he could not quarrel with this woman. 
H e had to work with this woman on that day that was already two 
hours and more gone. 

H e put his band on her shoulder. "It is nothing, Pilar," he told 
her. "What is gone is of small importance. We shaU improvise 
something that will do as well." 

"But what did he take?" 
"Nothing, woman. Some luxuries that one permits oneself." 
"Was it part of thy mechanism for the exploding?" 
"Yes. But there are other ways to do the exploding. Tell me, did 

Pablo not have caps and fuse? Surely they would have equipped 
him with those." 

"H e has taken them," she said miserably. "I looked at once for 
them. They are gone, too." 

They walked back through the woods to the entrance of the cave. 
'
1Gct some sleep," be said. "We are better off with Pablo gone." 

"I go to see Eladio." 
"He will have gone another way." 
"I go anyway. I have betrayed iliee with my lack of smartness." 
"N "b 'd "G I b ay, e sat . et somes eep, woman. We must e under way 

at four." 
H e went into the cave with her and brought out the two sacks, 

carrying them held together in both arms so that nothing could spill 
from the slits. 

"Let me sew them up." 
"Before we stan," he said softly. "I take them not against you but 

so that I can sleep." 
"I must have them early to sew them." 
"You shall have them early," he told her. "Get some sleep, woman." 
"Nay," she said. "l have failed thee and I have failed the Republic." 
"Get thee some sleep, woman," he told her gently. "Get thee some 

sleep." 

CHAPTER THIRTY -FOUR 

l'ffB fascists held the crests of the hills here. Then there was a vaUey 
that no one held except for a fascist post in a farmhouse with its 
outbuildings and its barn that they had fortified. AndrCs, on his 
way to Golz with the message from Robert Jordan, made a wide 
circle around this post in the dark. H e knew where there was a 
trip wire laid that fired a set-gun and he located it in the dark, stepped 
over it, and started along the small stream bordered with poplars 
whose leaves were moving with the night wind. A cock crowed at 
the farmhouse that was the fascist post and as he walked along the 
stream he looked back and saw, through the trunks of the poplars, 
a light showing at the lower edge of one of the windows of the 
farmhouse. The night was quiet and clear and Andres left the 
stream and struck across the meadow. 

There were four haycocks in the meadow that had stood there 
ever since the fighting in July of the year before. No one had ever 
carried the hay away and the four seasons that had passed had flat
tened the cocks and made the hay worthless. 

Andres thought what a waste it was as he stepped over a trip wire 
that ran between two of the haycocks. But the Republicans would 
have had to carry the hay up the steep Guadarrama slope that rose 
beyond the meadow and the fascists did not need it, 1 suppose, he 
thought. 

They have all the hay they need and all the grain. They have 
much, he thought. But we will give them a blow tomorrow morn
ing. Tomorrow morning we will give them something for Sordo. 
What barbarians they are! But in the morning there will be dust on 
the road. 

He wanted to get this message-taking over and be back for the 
attack on the posts in the morning. Did he really want to get back 
though or did he only pretend he wanted to be back? H e knew 
the reprieved feeling he had felt when the lngUs bad told him he 
'was to go with the message. H e had faced the prospect of the mom-
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them. Muck them w death and heli God muck Pablo. Pablo is all 
of them. God pity the Spanish people. Any leader they have will 
muck them. One good man, Pablo Iglesias., in two thousand yean 
and everybody c:lse mucking them. How do we know how he 
would have stood up in this war? I remember when I thought Largo 
was O.K. D urruti was good and his own people shot him there at 
the Puente de los F ranceses. Shot him because he wanted them to at
tack. Shot him in the glorious discipline of indiscipline. The cowardly 
swine. O h muck them all to hc:l l and be damned. And that Pablo 
that just mucked o CT with my exploder and my box of detonators. 
Oh muck him to ~eepest hell. But no. H e's mucked us instead. They 
always muck you mstead from Cortez, and Menendez de Avila down 
to Miaja. Look at what Miaja did to Kleber. The bald egotistical 
swine. The stupid egg-headed bastard. Muck all the insane, egotisti
cal, treacherous swine that have always governed Spain and ruled 
her armies. M uck everybody but the people and then be damned 
careful what they turn into when they have power. 

H is rage began to thin as he exaggerated more and more and 
spread his scorn and w ntempt so widely and unjustly that he could 
no longer believe in it himself. If that were true what are you here 
for? It's not true and you know it. Look at all the good ones. Look 
at all the fine ones. H e could not bear to be unj ust. H e hated in
justice as he hated cruelty and he lay in his rage that blinded his 
mind until g radually the anger died down and the red, black, blind
ing, killing anger was all gone and his mind now as q uiet, empty
calm and sharp, cold-seeing as a man is after he bas had sexual inter• 
course with a woman that he does not love. 

"And you, you poor rabbit," he leaned over and said to Maria, 
who smiled in her sleep and moved d ose against him. "I would 
have struck thee there awhile back if thou bad spoken. What an 
animal a man is in a rage." 

H e lay close to the girl now with his arms around her and his 
chin on her shoulder and lying there he figured out exactly what he 
would have to do and how he would have to do it. 

And it isn't so bad, be thought. It really isn't so bad at all ~ I doni, 
know whether any one bas ever done it before. But there wHI always 
be people who will do it from now on) given a similar jam. It we 
do it and if they hear about it. If they hear about it, yes. If they do 
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not just wonder bow it was we did it. We a~e too short .of peo~le 
but there is no sense to worry about that. 1 wtll do the bndge wtth 
what we have. God, I'm glad I got over being angry. It was like not 
being able to breathe in a storm. That being angry is another damned 

luxury you can't afford. 
"It's all figured out, guapa," he said softly against Maria's shoulder. 

"You haven't been bothered by any of it. You have not known about 
it. We'll be kiUed but we'll blow the bridg_e. You have not had to 
worry about it. T hat isn't much of a wedding present. But is not a 
good night's sleep supposed to be priceless? You had a good night's 
sleep. See if you can wear that like a ring on your finge r. Sleep, 
guapa. Sleep well, my beloved. I do not wake thee. That is all I can 

do for thee now." 
H e lay there holding her very lightly, feeling her breathe and feel-

ing her heart beat, and keeping track of the time on his wrist watch. 



CHAPT ER THIRTY-SIX 

A l'.'DREs had challenged at the government position. That is, he had 
lain down where the ground fell sharply away below the triple belt 
of wire and shouted up at the rock and earth parapet. There was no 
continual defensive line and he could easily have passed this position 
in the dark ~nd ~ade his way farther imo the government territory 
before ruanmg mto some one who would challenge him. But it 
seemed safer and simpler to get it over here. 

"Saludl" he had shouted. "Salud, mi/icianos/" 
H e heard a bolt snick as it was pulled back. Thea, from farther 

down the parapet, a rifle fired . There was a crashing crack and a 
downward stab o£ yellow in the dark. Andres had flattened at the 
click, the top of his head hard against the ground. 

"Don't shoot, comrades," Andres shouted. "Don't shoot! I want 
to come in." 

"H ow many are you?" some one called from behind the parapet. 
"One. Me. Alone." 
"Who are you?" 

"Andres Lopez of Villaconejos. F rom the band of Pablo. With a 
message." 

"H ave you your rifle and equipment?" 
"Yes, man." 

"We can take in none without rifle and equipment," the voice said. 
"Nor in larger groups than three." 

"I am alone," Andres shouted. "I t is important. Let me come in." 
H e could hear them talking behind the parapet but not what 

they were saying. Then the voice shouted again, "H ow many are 
you?" 

"One. Me. Alone. For the love of God." 
T hey were talking behind the parapet again. Then the voice ca me 

"L' f ' IS ten, asci st." 

"I am not a fascist," Andres shouted. "I am a guurilluo from the 
band of Pablo. I come with a message for the General Staff.. •· 
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"H e's crazy," he beard some one say. "T oss a bomb at him." 
"Listen," Andres said. "I am alone. I am completely by myself. I 

obscenity in the midst of the holy m ysteries that I am alone. Let me 

come in." 
"H e speaks like a Christian," be heard some one say and laugh. 
T hen some one else said, "The best thing is to toss a bomb down 

him" 
on"No,'; Andres shouted. "That would be a great mjstake. This is 

Le 
... 

important. t me come 10. • . 

I t was for thls reason that he had never enJoyed tn ps back and 
forth between the lines. Sometimes it was better than others. But it 
was never good. 

"You are alone?" the voice called down again. 
"M~ cago ~n Ia l~ch~/' A ndres shouted. "H ow many times must I 

tell thee? I AM ALONE." . 
"Then if you should be alone stand up and hold thy n fle over thy 

head." 
Andres stood up and put the carbine above his head, holding it 

in both hands. 
"Now come through the wire. W e have thee covered with the 

maqtJina," the voice called. 
Andres was in the first zigzag belt of wire. "I need my han ds to 

get through the wire," he shouted. 
"Keep them up," the voice commanded. 
"I am held fast by the wire," Andres called. 
"It would have been simpler to h<~ve thrown a bomb at him," a 

voice said. 
"L et him sling his rifle," another voice said. "He cannot come 

through there with his bands above his bead. Use a little reason." 
"All these fascists are the same," the other voice said. "They de

mand one condition after another.'' 
"Listen," And res shouted. "I am no fascist but a gu~rrilla-o from 

the band of Pablo. W e've killed more fascists than the typhus." 
"I have never beard of the band of Pablo," the man who was 

evidently in command of the post said. "Neither of Pe~er nor of P~ul 
nor of any of the other saints nor apostles. Nor of their bands. Sling 
thy rifle over thy shoulder and use tby hands to come through the 
wire." 
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"Before we loose the maqaina on thee," another shouted. 
"Qut poco amablcs soisl" Andres said. "You're not very amiable." 
H e was working his way through the wire. 
"Amablcs/' some one shouted at him. "We are in a war, man." 
"It begins to appear so," Andres said. 
"What's be say?" 
Andres heard a bolt click again. 
"Nothing," he shouted. "I say nothing. Do not shoot until I get 

through this fornicating wire." 
"Don't speak badly of our wire," some one shouted. "Or we'll 

toss a bomb on you." 
"Quicro dccir, qut buena alambrada," Andres shouted. "What 

beautiful wire. God in a latrine. W hat lovely wire. Soon I will be 
with thee, brothers." 

"Throw a bomb at him," he heard the one voice say. "I tell you 
that's the soundest way to deal with the whole thing." 

"Brothers," Andres said. H e was wet through with sweat and he 
knew the bomb advocate was perfectly capable of tossing a grenade 
at any moment. "I have no importance." 

"I believe it," the bomb man said. 
"You are right," Andres said. H e was working carefully through 

the third belt of wire and he was very close to the parapet. "I have 
no importance of any kind. But the affair is serious. Muy, muy 
smo." 

"There is no more serious thing than liberty," the bomb m an 
shouted. "T hou thinkest there is anything more serious than liberty ?" 
he asked challengingly. 

"No, mao," Andres said, relieved. H e knew now he was up against 
the crazies; the ones with the black-and-red scarves. "Viva Ia 
Lib~tadl" 

"Viva la F. A. I. V iva /a C. N. T .," they shouted back at him from 
.----- the parapet. "Viva el anarco-sindicalismo and liberty." 
" "Viva nosotros," Andr~s shouted. "Long life to us." 

"H e is a coreligionary of ours," the bomb man said. "And I might 
have killed him with this." 

H e looked at the grenade in his band and was deeply moved as 
Andres climbed over the parapet. Putting his arms around him, the 
grenade still in one hand, so that it rested against Andres's shoulder 
blade as be embraced him, the bomb man kissed him on both cheeks. 
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And she said, "Nay, there is no pain." 
"Rabbit." 
"Nay, speak not." 
"My rabbit." 
"Speak not. Speak not." 
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Then they were together so that as the hand on th e watch moved, 
unseen now, they knew that nothing could ever happen to the one 
that did not happen to the other, that no other thing could happen 
more than this; that this was all and always; this was what had 
been and now and whatever was to come. This, that they were not 
to have, they were having. They were having now and before and 
always and now and now and now. Oh, now, now, now1.. the onJ.y 
now, and above all now, and there is no other now but thou now 
and now is~ ero_ph_et. Now and forever now. Come now, now, 
IOr there is no now but now. Yes, now. Now, please now, only now, 
not anything else only this now, and where are you and where am 
I and where is the other one, and not why, not ever why, only this 
now; and on and always please then always now, always now, for 
now always one now; one only one, there is no other one but one 
now, one, going now, rising now, sruling now, leaving now, wheel
ing now, soaring now, away now, all the way now, all of all the 
way now; one and one is one, is one, is one, is one, is still one, is 
still one, is one descendingly, is one softly, is one longingly, is one 
kindly, is one happily, is one in goodness, is one to cherish, is one 
now on earth with elbows against the cut and slept-on branches of 
the pine tree with the smell of the pine boughs and the night; to 
earth conclusively now, and with the morning of the day to come. 
Then he said, for the other was only in his head and he had said 
nothing, "Oh, Maria, I love thee and I thank thee for this." 

Maria said, "Do not speak. It is better if we do not speak." 
"I must tell thee for it is a great thing." 
"Nay." 
"Rabbit--" 
But she held him tight and turned her head away and he asked 

eoftly, "Is it pain, rabbit?" 
"Nay," she said. "I t is that I am thankful too to have been another 

time in Ia gloria." 
Then afterwards they lay q uiet, side by side, all length of ankle, 
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thigh, hip and shoulder couching, Robert Jordan now with the watch 
where he could see it again and Maria s~ud, "We have had much 
good fortune." 

"Yes," he said, "we are people of much luck." 
"There is not time to sleep?" 
"No," he said, "it starts soon now." 
"Then if we must rise let us go to get something to ear." 
"AJl right." 
"Thou. Thou art not worried about anything?" 
"No." 
"Truly?" 
"No. Not now." 
"But thou hast worried before?" 
"For a while." 
"Is it aught [ can help?" 
"Nay," he said. "You have helped enough." 
"That? That was for me." 
"That was for us both," he said. "No one is there alone. Come, 

rabbit, let us dress." 
But his mind, that was his best companion, was thinking La 

Gloria. She said La Gloria. It has nothing to do with glory nor 
La Gloire that the French write and speak about. It is the thing that 
is in the Cante Hondo and in the Saetas. It is in Greco and in San 
Juan de la Cruz, of course, and in the others. I am no mystic, but to 
deny it is as ignorant as though you denied the telephone or that the 
earth revolves around the sun or that there are other planets than 
this. 

H ow little we know of what there is to know. I wish that I were 
going to live a long time instead of going to die today because I 
have learned much about life in these four days; more, I think, than 
in all the other time. I'd like to be anold man and to really know. 
I wonder if you keep on learning or if there is only a certain amount 
each man can understand. I thought I knew about so many things 
that I know nothing of. I wish there was more time. 

"You taught me a lot, guapa/' he said in English. 
"What did you say?" 
"I have learned much from thee." 
"Que va," she said, "it is thou who art educated." 
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"Leave it alone," Pilar said sharply. Then she went on, "They 
are all much the same, lnglb. But the corrugated ones are more 

simple." 
J'd better use one of each on each set, Robert Jordan thought. But 

the serrated type will lash easier and more securely. 
"Are you going to be throwing bombs, Inglis?" Agusun asked. 
"Why not?" Robert Jordan said. 
But crouched there, sorting out the grenades, what he was think

ing was: it is impossible. H ow 1 could have deceived myself about 
it I do not know. We were as sunk when they attacked Sordo as 
Sordo was sunk when the snow stopped. It is that you can't accept it. 
You have to go on and make a plan that you know is impossible to 
,;rry out. You made it and now you know it is no good. It's no 
good, now, in the morning. You can take either of the posts abso
lutely O.K. with what you've got here. But you can't take them 
both. You can't be sure of it, I mean. Don't deceive yourself. Not 

when the daylight comes. 
Trying to take them both will never work. Pablo knew that all 

the time. I suppose he always intended to muck off but he knew we 
were cooked when .Sordo was attacked. You can't base an operation 
on the presumption that miracles are going to happen. You will kill 
them all off and not even get your bndge blown if you have nothing 
beuer than what you have now. You will kill off Pilar, Anselmo, 
Agustin, Primitivo, this jumpy Eladio, the worthless gypsy and 
old Fernando, and you won't get your bridge blown. Do you sup
pose there will be a miracle and Golz will get the message from 
~dres and stop it? If there isn't, you are going to kill them all o£1 
with those orders. Maria too. You'll kill her too with those orders. 
Can't you even get her out of it? God damn Pablo to hdl, be 
thought. 

No. Don't get angry. Getting angry is as bad as getting scared. 
But instead of sleeping with your girl you should have ridden all 
night through these hills with the woman to try to dig up enough 
people to make it work. Yes, be thought. And if anything happened 
to me so I was not here to blow it. Yes. That. That's why you weren't 
out. And you couldn't send anybody out because you couldn't run 
a chance of losing them and being short one more. You had to keep 
what you had and make a plan to do it with them. 
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"How do you feel, woman?" 
She looked at him and shook her head and smiled. He wondered 

boW far into her face the smile wem. It looked deep enough. 
"Good," she said. "D~ntro d~ la grav~dad." 
T hen she said, squatting by him, "H ow does it seem to thee now 

that it is really starting?'' 
"!bat we are few," Robert Jordan said to her quickly. 
"To me, too," she said. "Very few." 
Then she said still to him alone, "The Maria can hold the horses 

by herself. I am not needed for that. We will hobble them. They 
are cavalry horses and the firing will not panic them. I will go to 
the lower post and do that which was the duty of Pablo. In this way 
we are one more." 

"Good," he said. "I thought you might wish to." 
"Nay, lngUs," Pilar said looking at him closely. "Do not be wor

ried. All will be well. Remember they expect no such thing to come 
to them." 

"Yes," Robert Jordan said. 
"One other thing, lnglh," Pilar said as softly as her harsh whisper 

could be soft. "In tltat thing of the hand--" 
"What thing of th e hand?" he said angrily. 
"Nay, listen. Do not be angry, li ttle boy. In regard to that thing 

of the hand. That is all gypsy nonsense that I make to give myself 
an importance. There is no such thing." 

"Leave it alone," he said coldly. 
"Nay," she said harshly and lovingly. "It is just a l ying nonsense 

that I make. I would not have thee worry in the day of battle." 
"I am not worried," Robert Jordan said. 
"Yes, lngUs," she said. "Thou art very worried, for good cause. 

But all will be well, lnglh,J t is for this that we are born." .____ 
"I don't need a political commissar," Robert Jordan told her. 
She smiled at him again, smiling fairly and truly with the h arsh 

lips and the wide mouth, and said, "I care for thee very much, 
lngUs." 

"I don't want that now," he said. "Ni tu, ni Dios." 
"Yes," Pilar said in that husky whisper. "I know. I only wished 

to tell thee. And do not worry. We will do all very weU." 
"Why not?" Robert Jordan said and the very thinnest edge of the 

skin in front of his face smiled. "Of course we will. All will be well." 
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would know that it was impossible and would give it up. Then after 
I had thrown away thy material I saw it in another manner." 

"I am glad to see thee," Robert Jordan said. H e walked over to 
him. "We are all right with the grenades. That wiU work. 1be 
other does not matter now." 

"N:ty," Pablo s:tid. "I do nothing for thee. TI1ou art a thing of 
bad omen. AIJ of this comes from thee. Sordo also. But after I had 
thrown away thy material I found myself too lonely." 

"Thy mother-" Pilar said. 
"So I rode for the others to make it possible for it to be successful. 

I have brought the best that I could get. I have left them at the top 
so I could speak to you, first. They think I am the leader." 

"Thou art," Pilar said. "If the~ wishes." Pablo looked at her and 
said nothing. Then he said simply and quietly, "I have thought much 
since the thing of Sordo. I believe if we must finish we must fi nish 
together. But thou, I nglh. I hate thee for bringing this to us." 

"But Pablo-" Fernando, his pockets fu ll of grenades, a bandolier 
of cartridges over his shoulder, he still wiping in his pan of stew 
with a piece of bread, began. "Do you not believe the oper:ttion can 
be successful? Night before last you said you were convinced it 
would be." 

"Give him some more stew," Pilar said viciously to Maria. Tbeo 
to Pablo, her eyes softening, "So you have come back, eh?" 

"Yes, woman," Pablo said. 
"Well, thou art welcome," Pilar said to him. "I did not think thou 

couldst be the ruin thou appeared to be." 
"H aving done such a thing there is a lo~s th:tt can not be 

borne," Pablo said to her quietly. 
"That cannot be borne," she mocked him. "That cannot be borne 

by thee for fifteen minutes." 
"Do not mock me, woman. I have come back." 
"And thou art welcome," she said. "D idst not hear me the first 

time? Drink thy coffee and let us go. So much theatre tires me." 
"Is that coffee?" Pablo asked. 
"Certainly," Fernando said. 
"Give me some, Maria," Pablo said. "How art tl1ou ?" H e did not 

look at her. 
"W ell," Maria told him and brought him a bowl of coffee. "Do 

'!Q\l want stew?" Pablo shook his head. 
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"No me gusta estar solo," Pablo went on explaining to Pilar as 

though the others were not there. "I do not like to be alone. Sabes? 
Yesterday all day alone working for the good of ali i was not lonely. 
But last night. Hombre/ Qu~ mal lo past!" 

"Thy predecessor the famous Judas Iscariot hanged himself," Pilar 

said. 
"Don't talk to me that way, wom:tn," Pablo said. "H ave you not 

seen ? I am back. Don't talk of Judas nor nothing of that. 1 am back." 
"How are these people thee brought?" Pilar asked him. "Hast 

brought anything worth bringing?" 
"Son buenos," Pablo said. H e rook a chance and looked at Pilar 

squarely, then looked away. 
"Buenos y bobos. Good ones and stupids. Ready to die and all. 

A tu gusto. According to thy taste. The way you like them." 
Pablo looked Pilar in the eyes again and this time he did not look 

away. He kept on looking at her squ:trely with his small, red-rimmed 
pig eyes. 

"Thou," she said and her husky voice was fond again. "Thou. 1 
suppose if a man bas something once, always something of it re
mains." 

"Listo," Pablo said, looking at her squarely and flatly now. "I 
am ready for what the day brings." 

"J believe Lhou act back," Pilar said to him. "1 believe it. But, 
hombre, thou wert a long way gone." 

"Lend me another swallow from thy bottle," Pablo said to Robert 
Jordan. "And then let us be going." 
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We went over this all teo minutes ago, Robert Jordan thought. 

I wonder why this now--
"There is a possibilny of making it to Credos," Pablo said. "Truly, 

I have thought much of it." 
I believe you've had another flash in the last few minutes, Robert 

Jordan said to himself. You have had another revelation. But you're 
not going to convince me that I am invited. No, Pablo. Do not ask 
me to believe too much. 

Ever since Pablo had come imo the cave and said he had five men 
Robert Jordan felt increasingly better. Seeing Pablo again had broken 
the pattern of tragedy into which the whole operation had seemed 
grooved ever since the snow, and since Pablo had been back he felt 
not that his luck had turned, since he did not believe in luck, but 
that the whole thing had turned for the better and that now it was 
possible. Instead of the surety o£ failure he felt confidence rising ic 
him as a tire begins to fill with air from a slow pump. There was 
little difference at first, although there was a definite beginning, ~s 
when the pump starts and the rubber of the tube crawls a little, but 
it came now as steadily as a tide rising or the sap rising in a tree 
until he began to feel the first edge of that negauon of apprehension 
that often turned into actual happiness before action. 

This was the greatest gift that he had, the talent that fitted him 
for war; that ability not to ignore but to despise whatever bad end
ing there could be. T his quality was destroyed by too much responsi
bility for others or the necessity o( undertaking something ill planned 
or badly conceived. For in such things the bad ending, failure, could 
not be ignored. I t was not simply a possibility of harm to one's self, 
which could be ignored. H e knew he himself was nothing, and he 
knew death was nothing. He knew that truly, as truly as he knew 
anything. In the last few days he had learned that he himself, with 
another person, could be everything. But inside himself he knew that 
this was the exception. That we have had, he thought. In that I have 
been most fortunate. That was given to me, perhaps, because I never 
asked for it. That cannot be taken away nor lost. But that is over 
and done with now on this morning and what there is to do now 
is our work. 

And you, he said to himself, I am glad to see you getting a little 
something back that was badly missing for a time. But you were 
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DuRING the time that Robert Jordan had slept through, the time he 
had spent planning the destruction of the bridge and the time that 
b~ bad been with Maria, Andres had made slow progress. Until 
he had reached the Republican lines be had travelled across country 
and through the fascist lines as fast as a countryman in good physi
cal condition who knew the country well could travel in the dark. 
But once inside the Republican lines it went very slowly. 

In theory he should only have had to show the safe-conduct given 
him by Robert Jordan stamped with the seal of the S. I. M. and the 
dispatch which bore the same seal and be passed along toward his 
destination with the greatest speed. But first he had encountered the 
company commander in the front line who had regarded the whole 
mission with owlishly grave suspicion. 

H e had followed this company commander to battalion head
quarters where the battalion commander, who had been a barber 
before the movement, was filled with enthusiasm on hearing the 
account of his mission. This commander, who was named Gomez, 
cursed the company commander for his stupidity, patted Andres 
on the back, gave him a drink of bad brandy and told him that he 
himself, the ex-barber, bad always wanted to be a gu~rillero. H e had 
then roused his adjutant, turned over the battalion to him, and sent 
his orderly to wake up and bring his motorcyclist. Instead of send
ing Andres back to brigade headquarters with the motorcyclist, 
Gomez had decided to take him there himself in order to expedite 
things and, with Andres holding tight onto the seat ahead of him, 
they roared, bumping, down the shell-pocked mountain road be
tween the double row of big trees, the headlight of the motorcycle 
showing their whitewashed bases aod the places on the trunks 
where the whitewash and the bark had been chipped and torn by 
shell fragments and bullets during the fighting along this road in 
the first summer of the movement. They turned into the little 
smashed-roofed mountain-resort town where brigade headquarters 
was and Gomez had braked the motorcycle like a dirt-track racer 
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and leaned it against the wall of the bouse where a sleepy sentry 
came to attention as Gomez pushed by him into the big room 
where the walls were covered with maps and a very sleepy officer 
with a green eyeshade sat at a desk with a reading Lamp, two tele-
phones and a copy of Mundo Obrero. . " 

This officer looked up at Gomez and sa1d, What doest thou 
here? Have you never beard of the telephone?" 

"I must see the Lieutenant-Colone~" Gomez said. 
"He is asleep," the officer said. "I could see the lights of that 

bicycle of thine for a mile coming down the road. Dost wish to 
bring on a shelling?" . 

"Call the Lieutenant-Colonel," Gomez said. "This is a matter of 
the utmost gravity." 

"H e is asleep, I tell thee," the officer said. "What sort of a bandit 
is that with thee?" he nodded toward Andres. 

"He is a guerrillero from the other side of the lines with a dispatch 
of the utmost importance for the General Golz who commands the 
attack that is to be made at dawn beyond Navacerrada," Gomez 
said excitedly and earnestly. "Rouse the T eniente-Coronel for the 
love of God." 

The officer looked at him with his droopy eyes shaded by the 
green celluloid. 

"All of you are crazy," he said. "I know of no General Gol~ nor 
of no attack. T ake this sportsman and get back to your battalion." 

"Rouse the Teniente-Coronel, I say," Gomez said aod Andres 
saw his mouth tightening. 

"Go obscenity yourself," the officer said to him lazily and turned 
away. 

Gomez took his heavy 9 mm. Star pistol out of its holster and 
shoved it against the officer's shoulder. 

"Rouse him, you fascist bastard," be said. "Rouse him or I'll 
kill you." 

"Calm yourself," the officer said. "All you barbers are emotional." 
Andres saw Gomez's face draw with hate in the light of the read-

ing lamp. But all he said was, "Rouse him." 
"Orderly," the officer called in a contemptuous voice. 
A soldier came to the door and saluted and went out. 
"His fiancee is with him," the officer said and went back to read-

~---------------------------------------·11-' --------------------------------------~ 
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ing the paper. "I t is certain he will be delighted to see you." 
''ll is those like thee who obstruct all effort to win this war;• 

Gomez said to the staff officer. 
The officer paid no attention to him. Then, as he read on, he 

remarked, as though to himself, "What a curious periodical this isl" 
"Why don't you read El Debate then? That is your paper." 

Gomez said to him naming the leading Catho.Uc-Conservative organ 
published in Madrid before the movement. 

"Don't forget I am thy superior officer and that a report by me 
on thee carries weight," the officer said without looking up. "I never 
read El Debute. Do not make false accusations." 

"No. You read A. B. C." Gomez said. "The army is still rotten 
with such as thee. With professionals such as thee. But it will not 
always be. We are caught between the ignorant and the cynical. But 
we will educate the one and elimimue the other." 

"'Purge' is the word you want," the officer said, still not looking 
up. "H ere it reports the purging o£ more of thy fa mous Russians. 
They are purging more than the epsom salts in this epoch." 

"By any name," Gomez said passionately. "By any name so that 
such as thee are liquidated." 

"Liquidated," the officer said insolently as though speaking to 
himself. "Another new word that has little of Castilian in it." . 

"Shot, then," Gomez said. "That is Castilian. Canst understand 
it?" 

"Yes, man, but do not talk so loudly. There a re others beside the 
Teniente-Coronel asleep in this Brigade Staff and thy emotion bores 
me. It was for that reason that I aJways shaved myself. I never liked 
the conversation." 

G omez looked at Andres and shook his head. H is eyes were shin
ing with the moistness that rage and hatred can bring. But he 
shook his head and said nothing as he stored it all away for some 
time in the future. H e had stored much in the year and a half in 
w hich he bad risen to the command of a battalion in the Sierra and 
now, as the Lieutenant-Colonel carne into the room in his pajamas 
he drew himself stiff and saluted. 

The Lieutenant-Colonel Miranda, who was a short, gray-faced 
man, who had been in the army all his life, who had lost the love 
of his wife in Madrid while he was losing his digestion in Mo-



CHAPTER FORTY-TWO 

D uRING the time that Pablo had ridden back from the hills to the 
rave and the time the b:1nd had dropped down to where they 
llad left tlte horses Andres had made rapid progress toward Golz's 
headquarters. Where they came onto the main highroad to Nav·a
cerrada on which the trucks were rolling back from the mountain 
there was a control. But when Gomez showed the semry at the 
con trol his safe-conduct from the L ieutenant-Colonel Miranda the 
sentry put the light (rom a flashlight on it, showed it to the other 
semry with him, then handed it back and saluted. 

"Siga," he said. "Continue. But without lights." 
The motorcycle roared agai n and Andres was holding tight 

onto the forward seat and they were moving along the highway, 
Gomez riding carefully in the traffic. None of the trucks had 
lights and they were moving down the road in a long convoy. 
T here were loaded trucks moving up the road too, and a ll of them 
raised a dust that Andres could not sec in that dark but could 
only feel as a cloud that blew in his face and that he could bite 
between his teeth. 

They were dose behind the tailboard of a truck now, the 
motorcycle chuggi ng, then Gomez speeded up and passed it and 
another, and another, and another with the other trucks roaring 
and rolling down past them on the left. There was a motorcar 
behind them now and it blasted into the truck noise and the dust 
with its klaxon again and again; then Rashed on lights that showed 
the dust like a solid yellow cloud and surged past them in a 
whining rise of gears and a demanding, threatening, bludgeoning 
of klaxoning. 

Then ahead all the trucks were stopped and riding on, working 
hi~ way ahead past ambulances, staff cars, an armored car, an
other, and a third, all halted, like heavy, metal, gun-jutting turtles 
in the not yet settled dust, they found another control where there 
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sentries stood in front of the closed door of the great stone building. 
Gomez leaned the motorcycle against the wall as a motorcyclist 
in a leather suit, showing against the light from inside the building 
as the dour opened, came out of the door with a dispatch case 
hung over his shoulder, a wooden-holstered Mauser ·pistol swung 
against his hip. As the light wenc off, he found his motorcycle in 
the dark by the door, pushed it unul it sputtered and caught, then 
roared off up the road. 

At the door Gomez spoke to one of the sentries. "Captain Gomez 
of the Sixty-Fifth Brigade," he said. "Can you tell me where to 
find the headquarters of General Golz commanding the Thirty
Fifth D ivision?" 

"It isn't here," the sentry said. 
"What is here?" 
"The Comandancia." 
"What comandancia?" 
"Well, the Comandancia." 
"The comandancia of what?" 
"Who art thou to ask so many questions?" the sentry said to 

Gomez in the dark. H ere on the top of the pass the sky was 
very clear with the stars out and Andres, out o£ the dust now, 
could see quite clearly in the dark. Below them, where the road 
mrned to the right, he could see clearly the outline of the trucks 
and cars that passed against the sky line. 

"I am Captain Rogelio Gomez of the first battalion of the 
Sixty-Fifth Brigade and I ask where is the headquarters of General 
Golz," Gomez said. 

The sentry opened the door a little way. "Call the corporal of 
the guard," he shouted inside. 

Just then a big staff car came up over the turn of the road and 
circled toward the big stone building where Andres and Gomez 
were standing waiting for the corporal of the guard. It came 
coward them and stopped outside the door. 

A large man, old and heavy, in an oversized khaki beret, such 
as chasseurs a pied wear in the French Army, wearing an over
coat, carrying a map case and wearing a pistol strapped around 
his greatcoat, got out of the back of the car with two other men 
in the uniform of th_: International Brigades. 
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H e spoke in French, which Andres did not understand and of 
which Gomez, who bad been a barber, knew only a few words, 
to his chauffeur telling him to get the car away from the door 
and into shelter. 

As he came into the door with the other two officers, Gomez 
saw his face clearly in the light and recognized him. H e had seen 
him at political meetings and he had often read articles by him in 
Mundo Obrero u:anslated from the French. He recognized his 
bushy eyebrows, his watery gray eyes, his chin and the double 
chin under it, and be knew him for one of France's great modern 
revolutionary figures who had led the mutiny of the French Navy 
in the Black Sea. Gomez knew this man's high political place in 
the International Brigades and he knew this man would know 
where Golz's headquarters were and be able to direct him there. 
He did not know what this man had become with time, disap
pointment, bitterness both domestic and political, and thwarted 
ambition and that to question him was one of the most dangerous 
things that any man could do. Knowing nothing of this he stepped 
forward into the path of this man, saluted with his clenched fist 
and said, :'Comrade Mar!X., we are the bearers of a dispatch for 
General Golz. Can you airect us to his headquarters? I t is urgent." 

The tall, heavy old man looked at Gomez with his outthrust 
head and considered him carefully with his waLery eyes. Even 
here at the front in the light of a bare electric bulb, be having just 
come in from driving in an open car on a brisk night, his gray 
face bad a look of decay. His face looked as though it were 
modelled from the waste material you find under the claws of a 
very old lion. 

"You have what, Comrade?" he asked Gomez, speaking Spanish 
with a strong Catalan accent. His eyes glanced sideways at Andres, 
slid over him, and went back to Gomez. 

"A dispatch for General Golz to be delivered at his headquarters, 
Comrade Marty." 

'Where is it from, Comrade?" 
"From. behind the fascist lines," Gomez said . 
Andre Marty extended his hand for the dispatch and the other 

papers. He glanced at them and put them in his pocket. 
"Arrest them both," he said to the corporal of the guard. "H ave 
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them searched and bring them to me when 1 send for them." 
Wirh the dispatch .in his pockec he mode on into the interior 

of the blg stone bouse. 
Outside in the guard room Gomez and Andres were bcing 

searched by the guard. 
"Wiut passes with that man?" Gomez s:aid to one of the guards. 
"Emzloco,N the guard said. ~'He i11 crazy." 
"No. H e is a political figure of great importance," Gomez said. 

"H e is the chief commissar of the International Brigades." 
"Apesar de eso, esta loco/' the corporal of the guard said . "All the 

same he's crazy. What do you behind dte fascist li.nes ?" 
"This comrade is a guerilla from there," Gomez told him while 

the man searched him. "He brings a dispatch to General Go!!:, 
Guard well my papers. Be careful with that money aod that 
bullet on U1e string. It is from my first wound at Guadarama." 

"Don't worry," the corporal said. "Evcrytruog will be in this 
drawer. Why didn't you ask me where Golz was?" 

"We tried to. I asked the sentry and he called you," 
"But then came the crazy and you asked him. No ooe should 

ask him anything. H e is crazy. Thy Golz is up the road three 
kilometers from here and to the right in the rocks of the forest." 

"Can you not let us go to him now?" 
"Nay. I t would be my head. I must take thee to the crazy. 

Besides, he has thy dispatch." 
"Can you not tell some o11e?" 
"Yes," the corporal said. "I will tell the first responsible one I 

see. AJJ know that he is crazy." 
"I had always taken him for a great figure," Gomez said. "For 

one o£ the glories of France." 
"H e may be a glory and all," the corporal said and put his 

hand on Andres's shoulder. "But he is crazy as a bedbug. H e has 
a mania for shooting people." 

"Truly shooting them?" 
"Como lo oyes/' the corporal said. "That old one kills more than 

the bubonic plague. Mata mas que la p~st~ bubonica. But i1e doesn't 
kill fascists like we do. Que va. Not in joke. Mauz bichos raros. 
He kills rare things. Trotzkyites. D ivagatiooers. Any type o£ race 
beasts." 
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Andres did not understand any of this. 
"When we were at Escorial we shot I don't know bow many for 

him," the corporal said. "We always furnish the firing party. The 
men of the Brigades would not shoot their own men. Especially 
the Frencb. To avoid difficulties it is always us who do it. We 
shot French~We have shot Belgians. We have shot others of 
divers nationality. Of all types. Tiene mania de fusi/ar genu. Al
ways for political things. He's crazy. Purifica mas que d Salvarsan. 
H e purifies more than Salvarsan," 

"But you will tell some one of this dispatch?" 
"Yes, man. Surely. I know every one of these two Brigades. 

Every one comes through here. I know even up to and through 
the Russians, although on ly few speak Spanish. We will keep this 
crazy from shooting Spaniards." 

"But the dispatch." 
"The dispatch, too. Do not worry, Comrade. We know how to 

deal with this crazy. H e is only dangerous with his own people. 
W e understand him now." 

"Bring in the two prisoners," came the voice of Andre Marty. 
"Qucrw ~char un trago?" the corporal asked. "Do you want a 

drink?" 
"Why not?" 
The corporal took a bottle of Anis from a cupboard and both 

Gomez and Andres drank. So did the corporal. H e wiped his 
mouth on his hand. 

"V amonos/' he said. 
They went out of the guard room with the swallowed burn of 

the Anis warming their mouths, their bellies and their hearts and 
walked down the hall and entered the room where M arty sat behind 
a long table, his map spread io front of him, his red-and-61ue pencil, 
with which be played at being a general officer, in his hand. To 
Andres it was only one more thing. There had been many tonight. 
There were always many. If your papers were in order and your 
heart was good you were in no danger. Eventually they turned you 
loose and you were on your way. But the Ingles had said to hurry. 
H e knew now he could never get back for the bridge but they had a 
dispatch to deliver and this old man there at the table had put ir 
in his pocket. 
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"Stand there," t.1any said without looking up. 
"Listen, Comrade Marty,'' Gomez broke out, the Anis fortifying 

his anger. "Once tonight we have been irnpedec! by the ignorance 
of the anarchists. Then by the sloth of a bureaucratic fascist. Now 
by thy oversuspicion of a Communist." 

"Close your mouth," Marty said without looking up. "This it 
not a meeting." 

"Comrade Marty, this is a maner of the utmost urgence," Gomez 
said. "Of the greatest importance." 

The corporal and the soldier with them were taking a lively 
interest in this as though they were at a play they had seen many 
times but whose excellent moments they could always savor. 

"Everything is of urgence," Marty said. "All things are of irn
portance." Now he looked up at them, holding the pencil. "How 
did you know Golz was here? D o you understand how serious it 
is to come aski ng for an individual general before an attack? How 
could you know such a general would be here?" 

"Tell him, tu," Gomez said to Andres. 
"Comrade General," Andres started-Andre Marty did not cor

rect him in the mistake in rank-'1 was given that packet on the 
other side of the lines--" 

"On the other side of the lines?" Marty said. "Yes, I heard hirn 
say you came from the fascist lines." 

"It was given to me, Comrade General, by an lngUs named 
Roberto who had come to us as a dynamiter for this of the bridge. 
Understandeth ?" 

"Continue thy story," Marty said to Andres; using the term 
story as you would say lie, falsehood, or fabrication. 

"Well, Comrade General, the lngl!s told me to bring it to the 
General Golz with all speed. H e makes an attack in these hills 
now on this day and all we ask is to take it to him now promptly 
if it pleases the Comrade General." 

Marty shook his head again. H e was looking at Andres but he 
was not seeing him. 

Golz, he thought in a mixture of horror and exultation as a man 
might feel hearing that a business enemy bad been killed in a 
particularly nasty motor accident or that some one you hated but 
whose probity you had never doubted h~ti been ~ty of defalca-
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cion. That Golz should be one of them, too. That Golz ..should he in 
such obvious communication with the fascists. Golz that be had 
known for nearly twenty years. Golz who had captured the gold 
train that winter with Lucacz in S1beria. Golz who had fought 
against Kolcbak, and in Poland. In the Caucasus. In China, and here 
since the first October. But he had been close to Tukachevsky. T o 
Voroshilov, yes, too. But to Tukachevsky. And to who else? H ere 
to Karkov, of course. And to Lucacz. But all the Hungarians had 
been intriguers. H e bated Gall. Golz hated Gall. Remember that. 
Make a note of that. Golz has always hated Gall. But he favors Putz. 
Remember that. And Duval is his chief of staCI. See what sterns 
from that. You've heard him say Copic's a fool. That is definitive. 
That exists. And now this dispatch from the fascist lines. Only by 
pruning out of these rotten branches can the tree remain healthy 
and grow. The rot must become apparent for it is to be destroyed. 
But Golz of all men. That Golz should be one of the traitors. H e 
knew that you could trust no one. No one. Ever. Not your wife. 
Not your brother. Not your oldest comrade. No one. Ever. 

"Take them away," he said to the guards. "Guard them care
fully." The corporal looked at the soldier. This had been very 
quiet for one of Marty's performances. 

"Comrade Marty," Gomez said. "Do not be insane. Listen to 
me, a loyal officer and comrade. That is a dispatch that must be 
delivered. This comrade has brought it through the fascist lines 
to give to Comrade General Golz." 

·Take them away," Marty said, now kindly, to the guard. H e 
was sorry for them as human beings if it should be necessary to 
liquidate them. But it was tbe tragedy of Golz that oppressed him. 
T hat it should be Golz, he thought. I Ie would take the fascist 
comm unication at once to Varlo11. No, better he would take it to 
Golz himself and watch him as he received it. That was what 
he would do. H ow could he be sure of Varloff if Golz was one 
of them? No. This was a thing to be very careful about. 
Andr~s turned tO Gomez, "You mean he is not going to send 
~ dispatch?" he asked, unbelieving. 

"Don't you see?" Gomez said. 
"Me cago en su {Tuta madre/" Andres said. "Esta loco." 
«Yes," Gomez said. "H e is crazy. You are crazy! H earl Crazy!" 
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he shouted at Marcy who was back now bending over the map 
with his red..and-blue penciL "H ear me, you crazy murderer?" 

"T ake them away," Marty saia to ilie guard. "The.ir rrunds are 
unhinged by their great guilt." 

There was a phrase the corporal recognized. H e had beard that 
before. 

"You crazy murderer!" Gomez shouted. 
"Htjo de Ia gran puta," Andres said to him. "Loco." 
The stupidity o( tbis man angered him. If he was a crazy let 

him be removed as a crazy. Let the dispatch be taken (rom his 
pocket. God damn this crazy to bell. His heavy Spanish anger 
was rising out of his usual calm and good temper. In a little whiie 
it would bliod him. 

Marty, looking at his map, shook his head sadly as the guards 
took Gomez and A ndres out. The guards had enjoyed hearing him 
cursed but on the whole they had been disappointed in the 
performance. They had seen much better ones. Andre Marty did 
not mind the men cursing him. So many men had cursed him at 
the end. H e was always genuinely sorry for them as human be
ings. H e always told himself that and it was one of the last true 
ideas that was left to him that had ever been his own. 

H e sat there, his moustache and his eyes focused on the map, on 
the map that he never truly understood, on the brown tracing of 
the contours that were traced fine and concentric as a spider's web. 
He could sec the heights and the valleys from the contours but 
be never really understood why it should be this height and why 
this valley was the one. But at the General Staff where, because of 
the system of Political Commissars, he could intervene as the 
political head of the Brigades, he would put his finger on such and 
such a n umbered, brown-thin-lined encircled spot among the g reens 
of woods cut by the lines of roads that parallel tbe never c:uual 
winding of a river and say, "There. T hat is the point of weakness." 

Gall and Copic, who were men of politics and of ambition, would 
agree and later, men who never saw the map, but heard the nwn
ber of the hill before they left their starting place and had the earth 
of diggings on it pointed out, would climb its side to find their death 
along its slope or, being halted by machine guns placed in ~ive 
groves would never get up it at all. Or on other fronts they maght 
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scale it easaly and be no better oiJ than they had been before. But 
when Marty _put his finger on rhe map in Golz's staff the scar
headed, white-faced General's jaw muscles would tighten and he 
would think, "1 should shoot you, Andre Marty, bc:fore I let you 
~t that gray rotten nnger on a contour map of mine. Damn you 
to bell for all the men you've killed by interfering in matters you 
know nothing of. D amn the day they named tractor factories and 
villages and co-operatives for you so that you are a symbol that 1 
cannot touch. Go and suspect and exhort and intervene and de
nounce and butcher some other place and leave my staff alone." 

But instead of saying that Golz would only lean back away 
from the leaning bulk, the pushing finger, the watery gray eyes, 
Lhe gray-white moustache and the bad breath and say, "Yes, Com
rade Many. I see your point. It is not well taken, however, and I 
do nor agree. You can try to go over my head if you like. Yes. 
You can make it a Party matter as you say. But I do nor agree." 

So now Andre Marty sat working over his map at the bare table 
with the raw light on the unsh:~ded electric light bulb over his 
head, the overwide beret pulled forward to shade his eyes, refer
ring to the mimeographed copy of the orders for the attack and 
slowly and carefully and laboriously working them out on the map 
as a young officer might work a problem at a staff college. He '"-as 
engaged in war. I n his mind he was co:nroaoding troops; he had 
the right to interfere and this he believed to constitute command. 
So he sat there with Robert Jordan's dispatch to Golz in his pocket 
and Gomez and Andres waited in the guard room and Robert 
Jordan lay in the woods above the bridge. 

It is doubtful if the outcome of Andres's mission would have been 
any different if he and Gomez had been allowed to proceed with
out Andre Marty's hindrance. There was oo one at the front with 
sufficient authority to cancel the attack. The machinery had been in 
motion much too long for it to be stopped suddenly now. There is 
a great inertia about aJl military operatioru of any size. But once 
this inertia has been overcome and movement is under way they are 
almost as hard to arrest as to initiate. 

But on this night the old man, his beret pulled forwa1·d, was still 
sitting at the table with ~ map when the door opened and K arkov 
lhe Russian journalist came in with two other Russians in civilian 
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clothes, leather coats and caps. The corporal of the guard closed the 
door reluctantly behind them. Karkov had been the first responsible 
man he had been able to communicate with. 

"Tovarich Marty," said Karkov in his politely disdainful lisping 
voice and smiled, showing his bad teeth. 

Marty stood up. H e did not like Karkov, but Karkov, coming 
from Pravda and in direct communication with Stalin, was at this 
moment one of the three most Important men in Spain. 

"Tovarich Karkov," he said. 
"You are preparing the attack?" Karkov said insolently, nodding 

townrd the map. 
"I am studying it," Marty answered. 
"Are you attacking? Or is it Golz?" Karkov asked smoothly. 
"I am only a commissar, as you know," Marty told him. 
"No," Karkov said. "You are modest. You are really a general, 

You have your map and your field glasses. But were you not an 
admiral once, Comrade Many?" 

"I was a gunner's mate," said Marty. It was a lie. H e had really 
been a chief yeoman at the time of the mutiny. But he thought now, 
always, that he had been a gunner's mate. 

"Ah. I thought you were a first<lass yeoman," Karkov said. "I 
always get my facts wrong. It is the mark of the journalist." 

The other Russians had taken no part in the conversation. They 
were both looking over Marty's shoulder at the map and occasionally 
making a remark to each other in their own language. Many and 
Karkov spoke French after the first greeting. 

"It is better not to get facts wrong in Pravda," Many said. He 
said it brusquely to build himself up again. Karkov always punc
tured him. The French word is degonfier and Marty was worried 
and made wary by him. It was hard, when Karkov spoke, to re
member with what importance he, t\fldre Marty, came from the 
Central Commiuee of the F rench Communist Party. It was hard 
to remember, too, that he was untouchable. K arkov seemed alw~ys 
to touch him so lightly and whenever he wished. Now Karkov satd, 
"I usually correct them before I send them to Pravda. I am quite 
accurate in Pravda. Tell me, Comrade Marty, have you heard any· 
thing o£ any message coming through fo r Golz f~om one of _our 
partizan group operating toward Segovia? There IS an Amencaa 
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comrade there named Jordan that we should have heard from. There 
have been reports of fighting there behind the fascist lines. He would 
have sent a message through LO Golz." 

"An American?" Marty asked. Andres had said an lngl~s. So that 
is what it was. So he had been mistaken. Why had those fools spoken 
to him anyway? 

"Yes," Karkov looked at him contemptuously, "a young Ameri
can of sli&.!!.L.P9litical development but a great way with 1he Span
iards and a fine partizan record. Just give me the dispatch, Comrade 
Marty. I t has been delayed enough." 

"What dispatch?" M arty asked. It was a very stupid thing to say 
and he knew it. But he was not able to admit he was wrong that 
quickly and he said it anyway to delay the moment of humiliation. 

"The dispatch in your pocket from young Jordan to Golz," Karkov 
said through his bad teeth. 

Andre Marty put his hand in his pocket and laid the dispatch on 
the table. H e looked Karkov squarely in the eye. A ll right. H e was 
wrong and there was nothing he could do about it now but he was 
not accepting any humiliation. "And the safe<onduct pass," ~rkov 
said softly. 

Marty laid it beside the dispatch. 
"Comrade Corporal," Karkov called in Spanish. 
The corporal opened the door and came in. He looked q uickly at 

Andre Marty, who stared back at him like an old boar which has 
been brought to bay by hounds. There was no fear on Marty's face 
and no humiliation. H e was only angry, and he was only tempo
rarily at bay. H e knew these dogs could never hold him. 

"Take these to the two comrades in the guard room and direct 
them to General Golz's headquarters," Karkov said. "There bas 
been too much delay." 

The corporal went out and Marty looked after him, then looked 
at Karkov. 

"Tovarich Marty," K arkov said, "1 am going to find out just bow 
untouchable you are." 

Marty looked straight at him and said nothing. 
"Don't stan to have any plans about the corporal, either," Karkov 

went on. "It was not the corporal. I saw the two men in the guard 
room and they spoke to me" (this was a lie). "I hope all men always 
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"Y ~." Vicente said. "It is a full diV1sion." 
lnstde the dugout D1.1val, holding the opened dispatch from Rob. 

en Jordan in his left hand, glancing at his wrist watch on the same 
hand, reading the dispatch for the fourth time, each time feeling the 
sweat come out from under his armpit and run down his flank, said 
into the telephone, "Get me posicion Segovia, then. H e's left? Get me 
position Avila." 

H e kept on with the phone. It wasn't any good. He bad talked 
to both brigades. Golz had been up to inspect the dispositions for 
the attack and was on his way to an observation pos:. H e called the 
observation post and he was not there. 

"Get me planes one," Duval said, suddenly taking all responsibility. 
He would take responsibility for holding it up. It was better to hold 
it up. You could not send them to a surprise attack against an enemy 
that was waiting for it. You couldn't do it. It was just murder. You 
couldn't. You mustn't. No matter what. They could shoot him if 
they wanted. He would call the airfield di.reclly and get the bom
bardment cancelled. But suppose it's just a holding attack? Suppose 
we were supposed to draw off all that material and those forces? 
Suppose that is what it is for? They never tell you it is a holding 
attack when you make it. 

"Cancel the call to planes one," he told the signaller. "Get me the 
69th Brigade observation post." 

He was still ca))jng there when be beard the first sound of the 
planes. 

It was just then he got through to the observation post. 
"Yes," Golz said quietly. 
He wassitcing leaning back against the sandbag, his feet against 

a rock, a cigarette hung from his lower lip and he was looking 
up and over his shoulder while he was talking. He was seeing the 
expanding wedges of threes, silver and thundering in the sky that 
were coming over the far shoulder of the mountain where the first 
suo was striking. He watched them come shining and beautiful in 
the sun. H e saw the twin circles of light where the sun shone on the 
propellers as they came. 

I 
"Yes," he said into the telephone, speaking in French because it 

was D uval on the wire. "Nou.s sommu foutus. Oui. Comm~ tou
jours. Oui. C'est dommag~. Oui. It's a shame it came too late." 
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His ey~, watching the planes coming, were very proud. He saw 
the red wing markings now and he watched theu steady, stately 
roaring advance. This was how it could be. These were our planes. 
They had come, crated on shtps, from the Black Sea through the 
Straits of Marmora, through the Dardanelles, through the Mediter
ranean and to here, unloaded lovingly at Alicante, assembled ably, 
tested and found perfect and now flown in lovely hammering pre
cision, the V's tight and pure as they came now high and silver in 
t.he morning sun to blast those ridg~ across there and blow them 
roaring high so that we can go through. 

Golz knew that once they had passed overhead and on, the bombs 
would fall, looking like porpoises in the air as they tumbled. And 
then the ridge tops would spout and roar in jumping douds and 
disappear in one great blowing cloud. Then the tanks would grind 
clanking up those two slopes and a(tcr them would go his t\vo 
brigades. And if it had been a surprise they could go on and down 
and over and through, pausing, cleaning up, dealing with, much to 
do, much to be done intelligently with the tanks helping, with the 
tanks wheeling and returning, giving covering nre and others bring
ing the attackers up then slipping on and over and through and 
pushing down beyond. This was how it would be if there was no 
treason and if all did what they should. 

There were the t\vo ridges, and there were the tanks ahead and 
there were his two good brigades ready to leave the woods and 
here came the planes now. Everything he had to do had been done 
as it should be. 

But as he watched the planes, almost up to him now, he felt sick 
at his stomach for he knew from having heard Jordan's dispatch 
over the phone that there would be no one on those two ridges. 
They'd be withdrawn a little way below in narrow trenches to escape 
the fragments, or hiding in the timber and when the bombers passed 
they'd get back up there with their machine guns and their auto
matic weapons and the anti-tank guns Jordan had said went up the 
road, and it would be one famous balls up more. But the planes, now 
coming deafeningly, were how it could have been and Golz watch
ing them, looking up, said into the telephone, "No. Rim a fair~. 
R.i~n. Faut pas pmur. Faut acc~pt~r." 

Golz watched the planes with his hard proud eyes that knew 
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and looked across the bridge, then shut them as the pain came. 
The gypsy tapped his head and motioned with his thumb to 

Primitivo for them to be off. 
"Then we will be down for thee," Primitivo said and started up 

the slope after the gypsy, who was climbing fast. 
Fernando lay back against the bank. In from of him was one of 

the whitewashed stones that marked the edge of the road. H1s head 
was in the shadow but the sun shone on his plugged and bandaged 
wound and on his hands that were cupped over it. His kgs and his 
feet also were in the sun. The rifle lay beside him and there were 
three clips of cartridges shining in the sun beside the rifle. A Ay 
crawled on his hands but the small tickling did not come through 
the pain. 

"Fernando!" Anselmo called to him from where he crouched, 
holding the wire. H e had made a loop in the end of the wire and 
twisted it close so he could hold it in his fist. 

"Fernando!" he called again. 
Fernando opened his eyes and looked at him. 
"How does it go?" Fernando asked. 
"Very good," Anselmo said. "Now in a minute we will be blow

ing it." 
" I am pleased. Anything you need me for advise me," Fernando 

said and shut his eyes again and the pain lurched in him. 
An~clmo looked away from him and out onto the bridge. 
He was watching for the first sight of the coil of wire being 

handed up onto the bridge and for the lngltls sunburnt head and 
face to follow it as he would pull himself up the side. At the same 
time he was watching beyond the bridge for anything to come 
around the far corner of the road. H e did not feel afraid now at all 
and he had not been afraid all the day. It goes so fast and it is so 
normal, he thought. I hated the shooting of the guard and it made 
me an emotion but that is passed now. H ow could the l ngl!s say 
1hatthe shooting of a man is like the shooting of an animal? In all 
hunting 1 have had an elation and no feeling of wrong. But to shoot 
a man gives a feeling as though one had struck one's own brother 
when you arc grown men. And to shoot him various times to kill 
him. Nay, do not think of that. That gave thee too much emotion 
and thee ran blubbering down the bridge like a woman. 

That is over, he told himself, and thou canst try to atone for it 
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as for the others. But now thou hast what thou asked for last night 
coming home across the hills. Thou art in battle and thou hast no 
Eroblem.Jf I die on this morning now it is all right. 

Then he looked at Fernando lying there against the bank with 
his hands cupped over the groove of his hip, his lips blue, his eyes 
tight shut, breathing heavily and slowly, and be thought, 1f I die 
may it be quickly. Nay I said I would ask nothing more if I were 
gr:tnted what I needed for today. So I will not ask. Understand? I 
:tsk nothing. Nothing in any way. Give me what I asked for and I 
leave all the rest according to discretion. 

H e listened to the noise that came, far away, o( the battle at the 
pass and he said to himself, Truly this is a great day. I should 
realize and know what a day this is. 

But there was no lift or any excitement in his heart. That was all 
gone and there was nothing but a calmness. And now, as he crouched 
behind the marker stOne with the looped wire in his hand and an
other loop of it around his wrist and the gravel beside the road 
under his knees he was not lonely nor did he feel in any way alone. 
He was one with the wire in his hand and one with the bridge, and 
one with the charges the lnglts had placed. He was one with the 
l ngl!s still working under the bridge and he was one with all of the 
battle and with the Republic. 

But there was no excitement. It was all calm now and the sun I 
beat down on his neck and on his shoulders as he crouched and as 
he looked up he saw the high, cloudless sky and the slope of the 
mountain rising beyond the river and he was not happy but he was 
neither lonely nor afraid. 

Up the hill slope Pilar lay behind a tree watching the road that 
came down from the pass. She had three loaded riAes by her and 
she handed one to Primitivo as he dropped down beside her. 

"Get down there," she said. "Behind that tree. Thou, gypsy, over 
there," she pointed to another tree below. " Is he dead?" 

"Nay. Not yet," Primitivo said. 
"It was bad luck," Pilar said. "If we had had two more it need not 

have happened. H e should have crawled around the sawdust pile. 
Is he all right there where he is?" 

Primitivo shook his head. 
"When the lng/Cs blow~ the bridge will fragments come this far?" 

the gypsy asked from behind his tree. 
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stopped up the road about a hundred yards. 1 he dnver and the two 
men who had been wllh hun were running toward a culvert. 

Fernando was still lying against the bank and he was ~ull breath. 
ing. His arms straight by his sides, his hands relaxed. 

Anselmo lay face down behind the white marking stone. H is !eft 
arm was doubled under his head and his nght arm was stretched 
straight out. The loop of wire was still around his right fist. Roben 
Jordan got to his feet, crossed the road, knell by him and made sure 
that he was dead. H e did not turn him over to see what the piece of 
steel bad done. He was dead and that was all. 

H e looked very small, dead, Robert Jordan thought. H e looked 
small and gray-headed and Robert Jordan thought, 1 wonder how he 
ever carried such big loads if that is the size he really was. Then 
he saw the shape of the calves and the thighs in the tight, gray herds
man's breeches and the worn soles of the rope-soled shoes and he 
picked up Anselmo's carbine and the two sacks, practically empty 
now and went over and picked up the rifle that lay beside Fernando. 
H e kicked a jagged piece of steel off the surface of the road. Then 
he swung the two rifles over his shoulder, holding them by the 
muzzles, and started up the slope into the timber. H e did not look 
back nor did he even look across the bridge at the road. They were 
still firing around the bend below but he cared nothing about that 
now. 

lie was coughing from the TNT fumes and be felt numb all 
through himself. 

H e put one of the rifles down by Pilar where she lay behind the 
tree. She looked and saw that made three rifles that she had 
ugain. 

"You are too high up here," he said. "There's a truck up the road 
where you can't see it. They thought it was planes. You better get 
further down . I'm going down with Agustin to cover Pablo." 

"The old one?" she asked him, looking at his face. 
"Dead." 
H e coughed again, wrackiogly, and spat on the ground. 
"Thy bridge is blown, l nglh ," P ilar looked at him. "Don't forget 

that." 
"I don't forget anything," he said. "You have a big voice," he said 

to P ilar. "I have heard thee bellow. Shout up to the Maria and tell 
her that I am all right." 
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"We lost two at the sawmill," Pllar said, trying to make hun 

understand. 
"So I saw," Robert Jordan said. "Did you do something stupid?" 
"Go and obscenity thyself, lnglh ," Pilar said. "Fernando and 

Llad1o were men, too." 
"Why don't you go up with the horses?" Robert Jordan said. 

"1 can cover here better than thee." 
"Thou art to cover Pablo." 
"The hell with Pablo. Let him cover himself with mi~rda." 
"Nay, IngUs. He came back. Ile has fought muc_h below th~re. 

Thou hast not listened? He is fighting now. Agamst something 
bad. Do you not hear?" 

"I'll cover him. But ob~cenity all of you. Thou and Pablo both." 
"Inglis," Pilar said. "Calm thyself. I have been with thee in this 

as no one could be. Pablo did thee a wrong but he returned." 
"If I had had the exploder the old man would not have been 

killed. I could have blown it from here." 
"1£, if, if-" Pilar said. 
The anger and the emptiness and the hate that had come with the 

let-down after the bridge, when he had looked up from where he had 
Jain and crouching, seen Anselmo dead, were still all through him. 
In him, too, was despair from the sorrow that soldiers rurn to hatred 
in order that they may continue to be soldiers. Now it was over he 
was lonely, detached and unelated and he hated every one he saw. 

"If there had been no snow-" Pilar said. And then, not suddenly, 
as a physical release could have been (if the woman \~ould have 
put her arm arounJ him, say) but slowly and from h1s head he 
began to accept it and let the bate go out. Sure, the sn~w. T~at ha? 
done it. The snow. Done it to others. Once you saw Jt agam as It 
was to others, once you got rid o£ your own self, the always riddinc, 
of self that you had to do in war. Where there _coul~ be n~ self. 
Where yourself is only to be lost. Then, from h1s los1ng o{ 1t, he 
heard Pilar say, "Sordo--" 

"What?" he said. 
"Sordo--" 
"Yes," Robert Jordan said. H e grinned at her, a cracked, stiff, too. 

tightened-facial-tendoned grin. "Forget it. I was wrong. I a~ sorr~, 
woman. Let us do this well and all together. And the bndge ts 

blown, as thou sayest." 
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But be was thinking, Sure, make fun of him. But suppose it was 
you, way back here in your own country and they held you up with 
firing on the main road. Then a bridge was blown. Wouldn't you 
think it was mined ahead or that there was a trap? Sure you would. 
He's done all right. H e's waiting for something else to come up. 
H e's engaging the enemy. It's only us. But he can't tell that. Look 
at the little bastard. 

The little tank had nosed a little farther around the corner. 
Just then Agustin saw Pablo coming over the edge of the gorge, 

pulling himself over on hands and knees, his bristly face running 
with sweat. 

"Here comes the son of a bitch," he said. 
"Who?" 
"Pablo." 
Robert Jordan looked, saw Pablo, and then he commenced firing 

at the part of the camounaged turret of the tank where he knew 
the slit above the machine gun would be. The little tank whirred 
backwards, scuttling out of sight and Robert Jordan picked up the 
automatic rifle, clamped the tripod against the barrel and swung the 
gun with its still hot muzzle over his shoulder. The muzzle was so 
hot it burned his shoulder and he shoved it far behind him turning 
the stock flat in his hand. 

"Bring the sack of pans and my little maquina," he shouted, "and 
come running." 

Robert Jordan ran up the hill through the pines. Agustin was 
close behind hjm and behind him Pablo was coming. 

"Pilar!" Jordan shouted across the hiH. "Come on, woman!" 
The three of them were going as fast as they could up the steep 

slope. They could not run any more because the grade was too se
vere and Pablo, who had no load but the light cavalry submachine 
gun, had closed up with the other two. 

"A'ld thy people?" Agustin said to Pablo out of his dry mouth. 
"All dead," Pablo said. H e was almost unable to breathe. 

Agustin turned his head and looked at him. 
"We have plenty of horses now, lnglts," Pablo panted. 
"Good," Robert Jordan said. The murderous bastard, he thought. 

"What did you encounter?" 
"Everything," Pablo said. He was breathing in lunges. "What 

passed with Pilar?" 
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"She lost Fernando and the brother--" 
"Eladio," Agustin said. 
"And thou?" Pablo asked. 
"I lost Anselmo." 
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"There are lots of horses," Pablo said. "Even for the baggage." 
Agustin bit his lip, looked at Robert Jordan and shook his head. 

Below them, out of sight through the trees, they heard the tank 
firing on the road and bridge again. 

Robert Jordan jerked his head. "What passed with that?" he said 
to Pablo. H e did not like to look at Pablo, nor to smell him, but he 
wanted to hear him. 

"I could not leave with that there," Pablo said. "We were barri
caded :n the lower bend of the post. Finally it went back to look 
for something and I came." 

"What were you shooting at, at the bend?" Agusun asked 
bluntly. . . 

Pablo looked at him, started to grin, thought better of 1t, and sa1d 
nothing. 

"Did you shoot them all?" Agustin asked. Robert J~rdan was 
thinking, keep your mouth shut. It is none of your busme~s .now. 
They have done aU that you could expect and more. Th1s IS an 
inter-tribal matter. Don't make moral judgments. What do you ex
pect from a murderer? You're working with a murderer. Keep your 
mouth shut. You knew enough about him before. This is nothing 
new. But you dirty bastard, he thought. You dirty, rotten bastar~. 

His chest was aching with the climbing as though it would spilt 
after the running and ahead now through the trees he saw the 
horses. 

"Go ahead," Agustin was saying. "Why do you not say you shot 
them?" 

"Shut up," Pablo said. "I have fought much today and well. Ask 
the In gUs." 

"And now get us through today," Robert Jordan said "For it is 
thee who has the plan for this." 

"I have a good plan," Pablo said. "With a little luck we will be 
all right." 

H e was beginning to breathe better. 
"You're not going to kill any of us, are you?" Agustfn said. "For 

I will kill thee now." 
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"Shut up," Pablo said. "I have to look after thy interest and that 
of the band. This is war. One cannot do what one would wish." 

" Cabr6n," said Agustin. "You take all the prizes." 
"Tell me what thou encountered below," Robert Jordan said to 

Pablo. 
"Everything," Pablo repeated. H e was still breathing as though 

it were tearing his chest but he could talk steadily now and his face 
and head were running with sweat and his shoulders an d chest were 
soaked with it. H e looked at Robert Jordan cautiously to see if he 
were really friendly and then he grinned. "Everything," he said 
again. "F irst we took the post. T hen came a motorcyclist. Then an
other. T hen an ambulance. Then a camion. Then the tank. Just 
before thou didst the bridge." 

"Then-- " 
"The tank could not hurt us but we could not leave for it com

manded the road. T hen it went away and I came." 
"And thy fJCOple?" Agustin put in, still looking for trouble. 
"Shut up," Pablo looked at him squarely, and his face was the 

face of a man who had fought well before any other th ing had hap
pened. "They were not of our band." 

N ow they could see the horses tied to the trees, the sun corning 
down on them through the pine branches and them tossing their 
heads and kicking against the botAies and Robert Jordan saw Maria 
and the next thing he was holding her tight, tight, with the auto
matic riRe leaning against his side, the Aash-cone pressing against 
his ribs and Maria saying, "T hou, Roberto. Oh, thou." 

"Yes, rabbit. My good, good rabbit. Now we go." 
"Art thou here truly?" 
"Yes. Yes. T ruly. Oh, thou!" 
H e bad never thought that you could k now that there was a 

woman if there was battle; nor that any part of you could know it, 
or respond to it; nor that if there was a woman that she should have 
breasts small, round and tight against you through a ihirt; nor that 
they, the breasts, could know about the two of t.hern in battle. But it 
was true and he thought, good. T hat's good. I would not have be
lieved that and he held her to him once hard, hard, but he did not 
look at her, nnd then he slapped her where he never had slapped her 
and said, "Mount. Mount. Get on that saddle, guapa." 
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the lower part of his leg and it was as though it were not part of 
his body. 

He looked down the hill slope again and he thought. I hate to 
leave it, is all. I hate to leave it very much and I hope I have done 
some good in it. I have tried to with what talent I had. Have, you 
mean. All right, have. 

I have fought for what I believed in for a year now. If we win here 1 
we will win everywhere. The wodd is a fine place and worth the 
fighting for and I hate very much to leave it. And you bad a lot 
of fuck, he told himself, to have bad such a good life. You've had 
just as good a life as grandfather's though not as long. You've had as 
good a life as any one because of these last days. You do not want to 
complain when you have been so lucky. I wish there was some way 
to pass on what I've learned, though. Christ, I was learning fast 
there at the end. I'd like to talk to Karkov. That is in Madrid. Just 
over the hills there, and down across the plain. D own out of the gray 
rocks and the pines, the heather and the gorse, across the yellow 
high plateau you see it rising white and beautiful. That part is just 
as true as Pilar's old women drinking the blood down at the slaugh
terhouse. There's no one thing that's true. It's all true. The way the 
planes are beautiful whether they are ours or theirs. The hell they 
are, he thought. 

You take it easy, now, he said. Get turned over now while you 
still have time. Listen, one thing. Do you remember? Pilar and the 
hand? Do you believe that crap? No, he said. Not with everything 
that's happened? No, I don't believe it. She was nice about it early 
this morning before the show started. She was afraid maybe I be
lieved it. I don't, though. But she does. They see something. Or they 
feel something. Like a bird dog. What about extra-sensory per
ception? What about obscenity? he said. She wouldn't say good-by, 
he thought, because she knew if she did Maria would never go. That 
Pilar. Get yourself turned over, Jordan. But he was reluctant to try it. 

Then he remembered that he had the small flask in his hip pocket 
and he thought, I'll take a good spot of the giant killer and then I'll 
try it. But the flask was not there when he felt for it. Then be felt 
that much more alone because he knew there was not going to be 
even that. I guess I'd counted on that, he said. 

Do you suppose Pablo took it? Don't be silly. You must have lost 
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are away. It iJ sort of the way I said. It is really very much that way. 

Look how dil!erent it would be if they were all scattered out across 
that hill where that gray horse is. Or if we were all cooped up here 

waiting for it. No. They're gone. They're away. Now i£ the attack 

were only a success. What do you want? Everything. I want every
thing and I will take whatever I get. If this attack is no good an
other one will be. I never noticed when the planes came back. God, 
that u1as lucky I could make her go. 

I'd like to tell grandfather about this one. I'll bet he never had to 

go over and find his people and do a show like this. H ow do you 

know? H e may have done fifty. No, he said. Be accurate. Nobody 

did any fifty like this one. Nobody did five. Nobody did one maybe 

not just like this. Sure. They must have. 
I wish they would come now, he said. I wish they would come 

right now because the leg is starting to hurt now. Il must be the 

swelling. 
We were going awfully good when that thing hil us, he thought. 

But it was only luck it didn't come while I was under the bridge. 

When a thing is wrong something's bound to happen. You were 

bitched when they gave Golz those orders. That was what you knew 
and it was probably that which Pilar felt. But later on we will have 

these things much better organized. We ought to have portable short 

wave transmitters. Yes, there's a lot of things we ought to have. I 

ought to carry a spare leg, too. 
H e grin~d at that sweatily because the leg, where the big nerve 

had been bruised by the fall, was hurting badly now. Oh, let them 

come, be said. I don't want to do that business that my father did. 

I will do it all right but I'd much prefer not to have to. I'm against 

that. Don't think about that. Don't think at all. I wish the bastards 

would come, he said. I wish so very much they'd come. 
H is leg was hurting very badly now. The pain had started sud

denly with the swelling after he had moved and he said, Maybe I'll 

just do it now. I guess I'm not awfully good at pain. Listen, if I do 

that now you wouldn't misunderstand, would you? Who are you 
talking to? Nobody, he said. Grandfather, I guess. No. Nobody. Oh 

bloody it, I wish that they would come. 
Listen, I may have to do that because if I pass out or anything 

like that I am no good at all and i£ they bring me to they will ask me 
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